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PART I



The information within Part I, the Overview, should be considered directions for
-delineating the physidal facilities, tools, instrurents, equipritnti !whines, in,.

structional materials, procedures, processes for guidance, resexrch, implenientation,

arid evaluation for any drafting situation,

4

The user (instructor) will spell out,_ his or her own specifics to imet_the
local needs and the requirements of the student and the conuninity. The instructor
Will achieve_the general_ established goals by drawing heavily -upon' the selected
behavioral objectives related to Drafting and Design Techiilogy included' ail the

Aire II IraplennntatiOn ,

TERMOLOGY

7

A goal is_a gengal statement,, while an objective clearly specifies what must be

done and 'how the activities will be masured,

a) Erehavior /involving nanual motor, neurarmuscular, or pbys cal skillsare
4

pyc'homotor behaviors. , ,t
1

,

X

b) Thavior dealing ;with feelingsi_evrotionsivattitudesi,values, interests, an
_

appreciations-are affective behaviors,

Behavior dealing primarily with mental or intellectual 'processes are cognitive
behaviors.

_

d (Vert-and covert behaviors are,classified in three domains/ the cognitive, the

affective, and .tlie psychomotor The use of doraCins will sinplify the specification
of objeCtiVes,_ rev behavioral cbjectivcs are purciTrognitive, affective or

psychomotor, re would be Irore accurate to state that the objectives are pre-
dominantly copiti've, or psychomotor, or affective,
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FORPARD

This curriculum is the crystallization of manyyearse.established heeclifor theteacher

in the classroomrthe director or departrrrnt:headjaced with plarzninq, the 0'1h-di* in

charge of curricula, the superintendent guiding the hoard and providing direction for any

kiwi system, and most of ail, the youngsters approaching the threshold of adolescence

and_adulthoodi The need is one of guidance and direction, Otestahlished MiniMals axd

suggested maxima, of width and breadth, of perceptiye Identification and clarification

to and for the total field of Drafting as it exists in today's world, whether it be in

the_activity. of "living, work, or play", and to this must be added definite overt-ones for

togorrowi

To this end, this effort has been developed cooperatively by the teachers and administrators

in the Industrial Arts area of Drafting and its state affiliation, the Connecticut Industrial

Arts Leadership Conference,
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GENERAL GOALS

I. Goals of ContemRoraryIndustrial Arts Educatiam

lb the process of determining goals for IndustrialrArts, an exhaustive research of our own_

Connecticut State educational data, as wellas the leading literature, authors and documents;

centralizes upon, the following:1 ugany of the objectives and the goals of Industrial Arts in

the_past were either repetitious orsearOd to the popular theories of the psychology of the

times, a result, the program and its justification were open to criticism when such theories

were either generally abandoned or simply discarded in favor of newer or more exciting theories

of the learning process.0 Khat IS Industrial 3"e A" All4.4 at'rnmmlich ? h ar4mml

22.115 -and b) flow does it ,propose to accoillish whatev

uAn analysis. of Industrial Arts goals developed in the past reveals that many of the goal re

untenatle, others controversial, To provide a sound program of Industrial Arts, clear, real-
.

istio goals are essential. These five are being advocated and are believed to be unique to

Industrial Arts:

. A, ,Develop an Insight and Understanding of Industry and its place In Our Culture.

B, Discover and Develop Talent, Aptitudes, Intereits and Potentialities of Individuals for 'ell

Tdchhical Pursuits and the Applied Sciences,

Ci Develop_an Understanding of Industrial Processes and the Practical Application of Scientific

Principles,

D. Develop Basi6 Skills In the Proper Use of Common Industrial Tools; !Ichines, and Processes,

, E. ,Develop Problem Solving and Creative Abilities Involving the Naterials, Processes and Products

of Industry.",

1L4ndb6ck, J.R., d..........,..L....._fstrlaPracticalGaideto_/rr The Center for Applied Research in

Education, Inc., New York; 1972; pp; 36-37.
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II. The 'Grade Level Breakdown of Industrial Arts !)raftig

Ai K-4 or K-5 a Primary

1. Specific. Goals of the Area - Primary (Level One)

ao Grades K-5-1; or K-6, first informal introduction to the drafting ar6.

Drafting in the simplest form, Oat of orderly plapning'and pictorial direction,

ought to be integrated and be an experiential part of all the learning area

connensurate with grades K-5, or K-6. Specifically, K-6 would utilize the

following applied goals prirarily as a means of thinking through, and by their

use, chart directions of construction and understanding, and use these to en-

hance, i.e., to make richer and rare meaningful, any and all areas 'of said

elementary learning, including those career aspects of Total Drafting that are

found in the geographic neighborhood.

2vAppliedGoals Breakdown

a. How to follow directions

bi Developnent of neatness

c. ,Disciplined reasoning

d. Development of visual relationships

ei Developing use of pictorial directions

f; Interpretation of Orther works

g. How to design funciionally (and esthetically)

I', How td read graphs

I, How_to read maps

ji Development of vocahulary with regard to ahove

ki Note:. The main purpose of the foregoing is to

learning, i.e., to make them broader, richer, and

sters cohcerned.

enhance the existing,areas of

more meaningful for the young-



At -this tine exposure to the career aipects of the Induitrial Aktsehould take

placei particularly as they affect the children's Ix:Mediate and more distant

neightorivods,A

AZt sbould be noted thit much learning occurs by observationlnd various experdencimi particularly

where the very young are concerned, The local caterer, mason, cabinetmaker, policeman, nurse,

dentist, milkmen, grocer, etc,, in terms of,living and practicing in the neighborhood, These

'people are all involvid in making impressions in the Young minds and to a goodly degree, formuleting

the beginnings of lifi-long habits,

Credal 54, 6-9, or 7 late (Level Two)

i, Specific Goals of the Area -Intermediate (Level Tmo)

a. Grades 541 6;8; 6-9, or 1-9, Exploratory, Phase One

Dr-fting at this Stage, applied_to the middle and/or junior_high school levelvought

to lend_itself to a functional dealing with problems of everyday concern at the_ini!

t est levels of,the_group to be served, .Activities ought to_mangest the .importance

f reading prints, planning-rand designing, and of drafting,generally_as it relates

to all industrial and technical areas, i.e., the activities of manufacturing, con-

struction, pow, and related graphics such as for woods, plastics, totals, electricity,

electronics, graphing, mops ofhomesi charts, (4'4,1 Specifically then, the emphasis,
.

ought 'to be in exploration rather than specialization with the technique.of problem

solving utilized heavily os a group or individual activity level in the meaningful

solution of relevant problims...for all students, both boys and girls. In addition,

the second phise of career education/orientation should crystallize at this, the

second level.

Applied Gcals Breakdowns,Jo Develop:

Cleanliness, nelithesel and orderliness '

lgatcham, G. Wesley, PhD., Dare We Say-X. A. For All? ", December 1967, p.



itiO2 thinkir
eouroefulness.

ity to follow directions

eh, ity to make fresh-lad sketches

to reed drawings

10.. 7; The ability to 0i/halite abstractions

8. The_a1421ey_to create

_9, Perseverance

10, Honesty'

Time consciousness

12. Aacuracy

13. 'Open mindedness

14, Self-dependence

'. 15. _Self=d1i0iPlihe

16, 'The ability, to develop acidemic skills in_relation_to drafting

17i. The ability .to .make simple, forisal_drayings _

18; To develop an appreciation of industry's mode of communication

19. To develop a sense of responsibility

20,' 'To : develop some knowledge and skills in the use of neterials and tools on the

Viet formal step of the Drafting manddil

.4-

7

Grades 9-12, or 10-12 Secondary Oval Three)

Specific Goals of the Area- Secondary (Level Three)

a, Grades 9-12, or 10-12, Exploratory, Phase 240/ Specialization, PhaSe One

Drafting, as applied to the high school _grades 9 or 10 to ought to'4ItIally

evolve from exploratory °rid:Maio to-one of concentration with the itrldof oirk

or career orientation, Experiences: with tools, proCessesi and materials in appaied

solutions of problems =of con:ern- group
_and individual- ought to point toweled

functional consumer adaptation, to college, or institute, and to vocational skill

requirements at the highest level of specialization,

c,

2Tdemi

Jul 1971;
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the goal ought to be one of developing in each student a degree of

skill in the utilization of drafting instruments and equipment which will enable

him to express ideas graphically and to solve everyday problems according to

accepted drafting standards.1

Yeti eight should not be lostof interdisciplinary application of as many drafting

elements as are feasible. Functional correlation with the balance of the high

sch,o1 curriculum ought to be pursued for a meaningful totayexperlene,

Applied Goals ErMkdown

1, Accuracy/Precision

2, Speed/Time Coniciousness,

3, Legibility

4, Neatness

5, Critical Thinking, Problem Solving, Research'and DeVelopment

6, Development of orderly, systematic sequence of operations

7. Consumer Ahereness

8, Sense of Responiibility

_94 Prirriples of Standardization

l& Leisure Time Utilization

11, Occupational Orientation

12, Personal Traits (Habits and Attitndes)2

a, Cooperation

b. Leadership and fellowship

Understanding s1

Appreciation of achievement A

e; gonesty

f. Perseverance

g, Cleanliness/personal
.-1

Grade 9 Clarification:

It should be noted that the 9th graderi the Freshman, is normally in the throes of evolving

adolescence. He is neither a child nor a true adult; and therefore, should have tailored
,

lmilmtukee_Dufting_Guiday"Objectives, Grades 7-10; 1962, p.22.

2Ettattrodke & march, 250_Tesching_Technivei 1947,,pi 104 13



Aft& him an etperiential area of. drafting. 'Although career orie fed, it nevertheless

ought to be involved_with both_exposare and some skill learning depending on the

student's needs -and desires, in that_order. This will insure the desired broad base

where both abstract and relevant problem solving occur. To reemphasize, the accent

here is on fundamentals through applied exploration rather than on specifics, as

opposed to the vocational approach;

Grade 10 Clarification)

This area eught_to_be the_ first step, of the sequence of functional drafting experiences.

These are experience; which not only provide additional career orientaion, but very

basic and fundamental- learning. They should embody the best of the old Mechanical

Drawing Ii plus essential enrichment relative to student needs and industrial practice.

Add to this increasing, college and technological demands.

Grade 11 Clarification:

-. This area ought to_b/Lthe second step of the formal drifting sequence. In fact, it

llought to be tyre first real _stage of specialization in career orientation. Thii - _

category is based on interest and ability, the second step beyond General Drafting

as offered at the 9th grade level;

G. Grade,12 Clarification:

This areal the third step of the formal drafting sequence, is based largely on the

interests and abilities demonstrated. _Duridg this $eriod of intensive specializationt

greater time allotments should_be_considered. In- depth` refinement of_attitudes and

skids relatedto the area of specialization will result in the decided enhancement

of auketable skill (s) Specialization in varying aspects of the advanced drafting

offerings should lead to functional articulation with the college and technological

demands and to the development of job entry skills as applied to the world of work.



III. Time
0

The tiro span for a program is governed by any factors within any school system;

time involved for any program could be composed of the following time blocks:

A, Yearly

1

B, Se:antral

C alarterly

Di Abekly

si Deily

,Any other
b

ti

This

iv. Course Level

It _Should be noted that no curriculum guide bugbt to_be used in grades X through 5_or 6_where

Xedustrial Arts in general serves to enhance-the existing program only; NO breakdown fellows

hired

I

In the middle school] 5 -9 or junia3_high,_74i_the_comrse level_of_Drafting_should point

teiirds orientation into the broad areasia Drafting as appliod to the mulds_otkork, of

living, and of leisure timeiljt must -he noted againi_thet this_courseLlevel_should_be_ln-

dustriai Artsl_not vocationally oriented,- It should-be correlated-with_the existing_programs

wherever -and wheneverlossibls0 A greatavemphasis_canim placed_on_career orientationi

the acrid of_workisLas the 9th grade level is reachediAt_this time,the Drafting

offering tight well be the first formal-drafting course experienced by those students who

Indiaiti an aptitude for college and' technical or 'scientific educationi

This would be interdisciplinary olccation in the finest; most functional form, (The editors)

21



E. Grades 644

1, Exploratory in nature
2, _,to all
3. Bispbeeis on everyday problem solving relative to scbool/home/convanity

Utivities should encomia all three centers of concern:
a. ;told of Living .

b. Ovid of Velsure
o. Wild of Mirk (in irdividuill and group activities)

Gradfii 9; or 10-12

1, Exposure relative to enrichment for other disciplines; Lei; 9:iences, Hatheatles,
Fin' Arts; Consumer Core, Businus Education; Home EcronolicsiSic;
a. rundameptal use of taoli
b. Uttering
04 Spatial Relationt; etc.

2, Career Orientation
a. College preparation - engineering institutet
b. Vocational/technical/industrial
C. Terminal andfor conjunction with bonafide ireuatx'ial application i outside of school

Leisure Time/Consumer Competence

This area should be open to anyone with or without =prior drafting experience. It is

strictly deeds-centsied' relating to ths worlds of living play; As such

would_pr;r57;;Xgrand exposure only, with no attempt at skills or industrial

techniques.__It should provide an insight into the language of industry 10 ss_to

better be able to cope:with it in its many ramifications fOr better consumer living,

as Will as, more enjoyable leisure time perticipation, This experience ern could

bi_the correlatioi2 catalyst which Nil; seke_other disciplines functionally_

meaningful, rro insure this aspect, it_ought_to be provided on a 1/4, s 1/4 and a'l
semester Approach, or any combination thereof; This will provide a greater"parti-

.

cipation and bitter mating of course offerings. ,



Student Course LeVe1

Refer to Individual courses,. i.e.,

1) General Drafting I (90 100 11, 12)

2) Drafting II (10, 11, 12)

3) Drafting III (14)4
4) Drafting IV (12)

5) Architectural I (16i 12)

6) Architectdtal II (11, 12)

7) :Architectural- III -(12)

8) Drafting V (Special situations)

9) Exceptional student

Size of Class

Indudtrial, Arts, as a discipline, ought to have no bearing on the class size of ades_4,/

bk 6. Mbre demanding criteria, other than Industrial Arts centered aativities, govern this.

Increasingly, however, from 5, 6, or 7, on through grade 12i class size does become a factor

Forl_since individualization and specialization_are_ultimetely desirable for the'fullest

realization of individual potential , classes should not be overloaded at this latter stage.

Therefore, ficiors of concern are actual spaci comoitmentrpupil devirjd, adndhistriti*

policy governing class size, and state recommendationSAfOr_Mininal plant size re: pqpil

ASSIGNMENT. Realistically, a new_ educational situation, plant offering, and desire for state

aid, must meet the basic Minimals'of 48 square feet_perlupil_for Drafting to qualify. In

addition, the state - suggested maximum number of pupils fb;:this type of activity class is

twenty-five (25) for one teacher. Thus, any -local administration may act dOrdingly, since

local :4rol is, basic. It may accept or reject state guidance and, therefor reimport-046ft

as well/

A
Note: Relative to footnote 1, above0if the state grants-in-aid package for Industrial Arts is

in effect then "recommendations" become very firm and rigid "requirements"!,

AllMwINIONINEMIMMI1111111010101MMIIIMIIINIM01pre
Bureau of school Buildings, Hartford, "Table of Recommended and Minimum Areas fOF Educationly

Facilities", Connecticut State Department of Education, re: class size, physical faciiitieS0 And'
pupil state aid, p. 1.
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. Instructional Methods and Device's '(Multi--.7-Med-ii)-'

T

Iteoluse 149 are involved in education_for_life in a democratic .society, it must be /recognized

that although the end results _ere_important, the'methodology or means involve pro.-

"Vegs, which is ,ultirettely Teasared ii_,Ohanged behavior, is althost overkthelAingly always. the

-more itvguint'of the two.' The end seldom justifies. the:Means.

Yet, by'?way of contrast, Industry, which we are exploring, is not always dernocratic; It- is
governed by_the _finished-product and consumer acceptance....aAhoritariani. if you will. The

engineer pust_know hi-OW'io subordinate himself for the gc;od'bf,a process,' a recognized need;

seterial progress, etc., so occasionally must a youngster, for, the sake of the Class. Through

the fdebris of ictatorial decisions, disruptive strikes, _etc.,, 11-syniptoms ofa_sirk bciet
a V

it'has been pa stakingly discovered that mere ,recogriitiOn of titeria/ achievement ind

ward does' not o tweigh the dignity_of the individual and 'the resOct, and appreciation for him

as_a_42umsn being. Thus,' Industry has increasingly ,?noved to 'correct _this oversight' when ind

wherever feasible. It has increasingly, and is continuing :to include the individual in the'
"grass roots"of. decision ;faking and the formulation of policies which in any way affir ,him.

Snail as, it may be, the progress thade'in race izing the indivi uali in treating him as a
hum being `and not as a lmachine, appears to be plying off. ,,T,h qtrospherefor plannin'g,

for creating, and for accomplishment seems to have (31rE..ndousl improved r ire.. unions

,have not_ seized some of management's prerogatives; even the finish0 industritt/ :product,

today, _shows improvement, The end I, even here; seldom. justifies'the means:. And so

following are presented as' methods and devices for instiuction...coperative in nature Wherever

and whenever feasible to the degree maturation is evidenced.

DemonstratiOnS

1. Class
2.- Individual
3. Gro.up

li.J1-.-C-ur-riculumr_ritestport_i_ConnecticaW960i Revised 1970; p.17,"Drafting Section I."

It should be understood that any multi-mbdia materials should not be used in lieu of the clasiroom

teacher alone; '.These materials in any curriculum are both pertinent and vital in making any-area

of learning more enjoyable, vital, and adaptable to the student and his needs;



Zectures

Plain =

nlastrated

Discujsibn

Orotip,J

;i,

Teo
*listener!

3. Kigazines
fteptilets,
Instru c tlon ,sh ts

r z 'a.' **ration

informition
d; asiigna nt.

F. Motion PictUres yith jector

.Film Strip/Slides, irojectort/Vie*ii (multi or individual) with or without sound ciipabilitiet

li
./

transparencies with 6v0ohead Projector

Can be used for silhouette effect
Can bo udid as secondary 'chalk board

4 Opaquies/Projector

1. Iilustrations
Phatosi etc.



J. Models

K. Diagrams
a.

Z. Dioramas

Ns Charts, Wasps

No Chalk Hoards

1 Slate (preferred)
2, Accesskaries

a . 1111002" t eld hiTit 1 k .'
b eraser s
q ...4natruments
d, tini.iaragles
ea T.-squaresf. compass
g drafting machine
he den= "saalesTNj. protractors
14 isometric graph-scored bOaVd
k stra.ight edge

O. Flannel Boards
1. Ders,nstration lecture materials
2 Discussion, care, means Of
3 information source

P. Dulleti-n iloards
1 Stationa.ry
2, Portable
3 Magnetic

is

26



VII.

Q. Espirical Nettod

R, Radio/Television (if awl when possible)

S. Video/Tap/I

T, Resource Personnel (especially local)

U.. Records (disc)

V's Tape record/playbick equip:font

N. Closed Circuit 26levision

Co'mputer 'Drafting

The =OW of scoring will differ relative to the conounity4nd the existing educational
philosophy. It may be one, or a combination of the following:

1. Numerical

2. Alphabetical
3. Narrative
4 Pads/Fail or No Record

Classwork, testing, and hontehork ,ought to enter into the gauging of an individual's progress
ob ective_where pure drafting _infornstion is required, and psychologically stAleclia where

ual growth is concerned.

In terms of the stated objectives compatible with the varied drafting areas, the following are
presented as tentative guides which will do the job if objective reporting is adhered to in terms
of categorical subdivision.

Algot°, Above materials may be subjected to justificatim. The following Jeer's are intended for justi-
fication purposes: 1) Educationali 2) ,Speciali .3) Inforntional;
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A; Student ProgressA

1. Projects. 4rob1em solving and Assigned) 50* of Grade

a. Classroom use of time

b. Sonewrk achievement

2; Related_Rbrk in of Grade_

a; Testing (quizzes and exams)

b; Research papers (report writing/verbal presentation)

3; Shop Wbfik 2CA__of Gradi

a, Proper use of shop

b. Proper use of equipment

c. Proper use of materials

4, Personal Achievement 20t_oi_Grade_

a, Cooperation (interest, leadership)

b. Promptness (punctuality)

C. S6lfzreliance (constructive judgement)

d, Industry Wive, initiative, perseverance)

0, Responsibility (dependability)

f, Honesty (integrity/The Golden Rule)

VIII. Catisorical_Listinvelertinent Industrial Arts Reference Materials-,

It is_suggested_that in order to prevent duplication of effort, and_to save time, all books,

mmgazinesi and other courses of study (whether local, regional, or distantly removed) should

be researched to deterndne the utilization of prior accowlished work, if possible. This will

provide a more comprehensive understanding of the problem, In fact, very probably, other

curriculum or courses of study or naterialsi wholly or in part, may be of use,1

1

AThis interpretation will probibly vary from teacher to teacher; it is suggestive only,

pProper use implies soli use.

1-Estabrook and Koch, op. cit., p. 116.



Refezenve material hr

A, Educational

own as follows:

1; Psyqhological
2; Philosophical
3; Social Sciences
4, That and Measurement

metlicide

1. Audio=Visuals
2. Teaching _procedures And techniqu s
3, Trade and job analysis

C. Technical

1, All present=day confirmed Drafting book publications
24 Mil Standard* i
3, S.A.E. Standard,*
4; A.S.4 standards
5. standards (American National Standards)
6. Sa, metric

likagazines

1. Arciiitectural
2. Engineering
3, Design
4, PopUlar-Engineering and Construction oriented
5 Professional journals

E. Pamphlets

1, Research
2. Analyse*
3; Dissertations
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t.

2. Student Personnel-Orgnization-

In order to achieve a maxiaal teaching result; especially for this; our democratic society;

student .involvement ought_to be actively sought and encouraged. Suggested is a breakdown

yhich has proven to be effective in many drafting situations; with the understanding that

class layout, room size, and shape are at the teacher's discretion.

Teacher: Not in front of class, but on side where he can more effectively oversee .the

operations on a platform with lecture layout (table) and the chalk board behind him...

ilso, raised so bottom of chalk board will be above desk height and lecture layout table.

This will perndt full- board Viewing for ell students. This could also be home base for

All audio-visual use, as well as the light table center,

B. Cliis

1, Students on_equal status

2, Foreaan to be in charge of school tools and equip en--

Cleanup

1. Students_clean own work areas and properly store tools

2, Checked by foreman

3. Confirned by teacher and graded then and there

X. Taxi and Reference -Book-Publishers-414__Authors

Texts as presently used in Drafting should be bawd on the new American National Standees_

Institute (ANSI), replacing the old ASArand Mil Standar4s, Continued use of the SAE Stoderds

will provide a complete core, Industrial complementation should be sought especially those

dccuaents published by the harken Society of Mechanical Engineers; the A;N;S41,-, units; 45

in number,

ANoter Tools and equipment not belonging to the students ought_to be centralized and available

for student use when necessary. The suggestion is a respc big controlled center which

the Formren operates, thus freeing the teacher for teaching.



-Y The largeit drafting text publishers presently appear to be;

1. American Technical Society

2, Charles Bennett Company

3. Attics Publishing

4, Deker
5. Goodheart Wilcox

6. Macmillan-

7, ftGrAw Rill

11, Kckhight B ACXhighp

-9. Prentice-Ball (

10. Van NOstrand

11. JOhn Niley

Stale of the leading authors in drafting publications presently appear to beyD

Bahhiitter

2. Beakers

3. Coma°
4. Diliell

5. NOW
6. Ftench
7, Giachino

8. Giesecke

9. Baal&
10, Hornung

11. Jensen

1Z. fapiiiik

kicklIghter

14. Luzzadar

15. Wight
16. Ramsay

1?. Sleeler

le. Spence

19. SVenson
4

Affotet These should be constantly upda

B-
Mote :

by all concerned personnel.

These should constantly be updated y all concerned personnel
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20. SVenson

21. Townsend

22, Vierck

23. Waffle

'24i Wallach

25. Yankee

26, Zozzota

XI. Equipment and Tools to be Used

A. Drafting Tables

1r-

1. Conventional_The.i_Stacor_typelnpdern version) H; - M.S.)

3; Industrialiprofessional_unit /11s;)

3; Adjustable; pedestal type unit (MM:S.)

4, Refer_ to major manufacturers of drafting tables

a. Bruning

b. Dietzgen

C. Hamilton

d. Keufgl & Essex

e. Lyons

f. Parent

Post

h. Stacori etc;

Seating Units - Ai 1 above

Drawing Hoards

1. Built-in surfaces (fixed or adjustable position)

2. Portable drawing board

a. Plain

b. Built-in straight edge

c. Drafting mschine (table or chalk board minted)

d; Klok-Perspective board

a; Light table



De. Reproduction Machine (blue; white prints or multi-colored)

1; Ozalid
2; Diazo
3 Combination developer/printer or piggyback version

Reproduction Paper Center

Paper

l; Opaque
a; Conientional drawing paper A through F
b. Graph(s)
a; -Rndition
Transparency
atir 716:luso _wrapping type
b; Onion t,in \\

c; Vellum
d; Cloth
e; Vinyl
r; Mylar

G. ZniS

1; indiai black
2; Colored

H; Paints (rendering; non-oil)

1; Brush
2; Spray (air brush)
3; Wash (paint /pencil)

I; Dry Rendering

1; Chalksi,vastele
2; Charcoal
3; Carbon pencil
4; Conventional colored pencils (dry and water soluble)
5 ; wax Crayons - pencils



J. Rub and Paste-Ons

1, Surface Textures

2, Pattern (conventional patterns/crosshatch.symbology/commercially available)

3, Lines, Letters, etc.

General Storage Facilities

1, Counter type A

2, Will cabinet (hewing)

3, Upright cabinet, floor

4, Bbokcases

5, Drawing file cabinet

6. File cabinets (fixed and /or portable)

7. 21001 and instructor _equipment cabinet panel(s)

8, Individual student desk storage facilities

TeacherFacilities

1, Desk

2, Chair

3, Table

4; Files

M. Instructional Media Materials (refer to Section VIII of the Overview for listing)

General Drafting

1, Paper cutter (24" x 36")

2, Pantograph

3, Parallel ruler (12" or 18 ")

4, Straight edge (36" r 44-9°)_

5, T- squares (30" - 36" ; 42")

6 . T-squares, adjustable (30" - 36")



-=2 2 =i.

6) Missile arid apace
7) Sine curves and variable wiliVe forms
8) nransistar outline
9) TUba

10) Wiring
Pipingipalfre
1) Fittings
2) Ferrous .f1anod valves
3) Flow
4) to trait-rag
5) Large valves
6) Piping - single linen etc..

a, Mechanical Engineering (welding)
1) S wax:01
2) Fittingsf. sex- vic tu.ral_

go Aavaixitscritural_
1) Boum, plan
2) La:xi-scalper-

(stairsi. rooirsi etc;)
h. Clvii Enginearrs (upping traffic a highway's)

1) Roads--and _bridges
2) Toixsgratphici etc;
Gezreral__Purpose
1) Arrowimiads_

_ _ 2) Conspass_dizectionali etc;
Drawing instrument8 (peni ink; divider)
ao Dow_TOols 11/8T_to 2' radius)
b Drop -Bow Compass
C. Master -2 aow_Compass 't2" --to 6 ")

Friction_Compass (2' to 6")
Quiet _St to 6")_

fo Ertensi (6" to 24")
go Ruling_ Ps s

1) Sing1 nibs
Multi e nibs

3) 'Contour



a

7. Triangles

40 30V60°/900 _Om to

b. 450/ 45/ 90° (6" to 18")

c, Adjustable type

1) g" and 12" size

2) 1/2°units
3) Trigon'astry functions

8. Lettering guides and instruments

a, Lettering guides (Ames & Braddeck-Rowe types)

b. Alpha-Humsric templates

c. Lettering sets

1) Nrico-Lerciy types

2) Built-up letters

9. Irregular curves

a, Regular French curves

b, Copenhsgen Ship and Railroad curves

c. Splines and "Ducks"

d. Universal (Flex) curve

10, Templates

a. Basic geometric

1) Circles

2) Elllpses

3): General purpose

4) Squares and triangles

b. Machine

1) Fasteners

2) Gears

3) Abiding symbols

c. Eledtricity/Electronics

1) Circuit aid

2) Electric power

3) Electric public utilities

4) Electrical switch

5) Logic symbols

A
6" triangles should be used for primary:grades and a 10" to 18" triangle in H.S./Jr, H.S./H.S.



rdTvahnical,'IVMO
1) Yountain
2) isere Ball tyke
3) Jall baring

12. Cutting Devices
a. Stelesors
b; X414.t.-0 knives

Rotary drive tininvar
d. ,Paper_sliiteri hand held (used razor blades)
ail Utility knife

13; Cleaning Devices
Brush, table

5,-, Dusting
Rags

d; Erasure ,compounds
coo Erasures

1) Rubber
2) Plastic
3) Gum_

-4)- Kneaded rubber
5) _Stick

f; 'Shields (plastic or stainless steel)
14; miscellened-us Mechanical Devices (electrical or manual)

a Eraser
54-1 eiltra-sonic_cleaner
ci dpo4nters

mechanical_ charpeneArN
1; Perwil sharpener; Draftsman and regular

15; Fastening Devices and Materials
a .'"taplariataples
5; racks

; Tape/dispenser (a)
1) Drafting
2) Mending
iy Industrial binding

d; Spring clips gt
e; White_glue
f; Rubber cement

Instant contact cement
hi EFOxY



16 Pencil_Devices
a hboden.

b. Mechanical
Drawing- "leads~
a. Grades 78_through 911 adack, colored, plastic)
b. Colored_(lry or wet type)

18. Pferasuring_Devices
a. Scales_ _

1) Architect's
2) Engineer's mechanical
3) Engineer's civiJ
Steel tapes

c. Protractors
d. Programmed meth devices

1) Slide rules _ _

2) Computers/calculator-
3) Conversion tables (i.e., Trig functions, metric, etc.)

e. Perambulator (surveying instrument)
gpticallprecision
1) Leiria_

2) Tranpit_
3) Theodylite
4) extant
5) Tripod
Surveying materiels, assorted
1) -ROdA
2) Chains
3) Stadia

4) Tapes
5) Compass
6) Flumb_bob
7) markers
8) Related meth materials



-Prlecialop Neasuriing-.1V015
a; Nicronsate41

1) Inside
2) Outside
3) Depth

b;';ea2;ip-ere_
1) vdrnier:
2) itermaphistiixiite (inside, outside)

c; Contbinatioa-? square with protractor
d; Machinists"- 1.011100'15"
e, GaUgeg

1) Gwiimi Toth
2) Plug
3) Ring
41) *Foot meta/

Thread
6) Wire

20; Maintenar=e1Repair EP-qui aiO/or 2Vo la and Mater 315
a; Mehl:list's viireo beach
b-i $crew drivers/ assort&
c; Pliers '4

1) Needle Nose
2) COWiliVitIon

d; Eamtexhi natchiniets (7 oz.)
e. F_Ilest jeweleir's (Swiss type)
.tri, Scrapers
g, Steel wvol (very finto)
1.1 -Abrasive papew/cloth

a) carixtruniduin
b) emry
3) crocus:
Puncimuti pin
Chisrels, cold
Surface gauge
V-Blocks with clamps

m; Niniature__anvili 16 'oz;
n; water valuta° putty Iffor node1-msking use)
o;- Papar-IsaAe for model-nuking use)
p; Paper punch, 1/4" Ise

type (small)

39
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21, Student-Owned Tool/

i, Following are examples of student materials

1) Empty vinyl padded plastic tool containers

2) Compasses

1) Mister Bow

b) Bow tools (small)

3) Inking devlces, etc.

XIX. Operations to be Learned

A. Use of TOolir YK=12)

1, Pencil,

;, Erasers and shields

3. Measuring implements

4, Triangles

5. Nsquares

6. Papers

7, Bairdi

8. Drafting furniture

9. Drafting instruments

16, Specialty devices,

Operations to be Learned

1, Mow to draw horizontal lines

2, Mow to draw vertical!lines

3, &ow to draw angular lines

4. Bow to draw circles.'

5, Mow to draw arcs

6; stow to draw rounds
7. low to draw fillets

8. 00 to draw tinge:ries

9; Bow to draw irregular curves

A

AAlthough school- supplied equipment -has thus far been highlighted, students may, and in some situations,

ought to provide elicit own equipment, particularly when homework is required.

40



10i How to draw capital letters (A1 plus Numeric)
11 How to draw lower case letters (Alpha ATumeric)
12; How to draw geometries (when needed)
13 itow to draw line bisectOre
14; How to draw angular bisectors
15 How to divide a line ipto equal parts
16; Move to draw line junctures
17; Itow to draw perpendiculars
18; !tow to draw V> :reale
19, How to draw zsingle-view layouts
20; How to draw o.rthographical4y
21; How to draw fraehrtrid iike4telieS
22. 1001 to draw full sections
23 HOW to draw half sections
24 Now to draw offset sections
25 'row to draw broken-out sections
26; :row to draw-revolved sections
27. How to draw rem:mid sections
28; How to draw outline sections
29; Mow to =draw phantom sections
30; How to draw hlackeid-in ;sections
31; flow to draw slUdeid-in sections
32; Itow to draw Isometric drawings
33; Prow to draw Dissetric drawings
34; !row to draw Trimetric drawings
35; 'row to draw?avalier drawings
36; How t0 draw Cabinet drawings
37; Now to draW Exploded drawings
38; How to draw the Alphabet of Lines
39; flow to draw Numbers
40; Ito* to make out a Bill of MaterialS
41; Now to make Title Block*
42; How to make Note Placements
43, }row to nuke out _Speciications
44; Now to nmkei Leaders
45; 'tow to make Parallel Line Developments
46; flow to make Radial Line Develo-pments
47. Now to mike Intersections&
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48, How to make Triangulations

49, How to mike Plot. Plans

50, Row to make Contour Plans

51, Mow to mike Plan_Views

52, How bo make Elevations

53, How to mike Details

54. How to nuke Perspectives (1, 2 or -point)

55. How to make Renderings

56, Bow to mike Symbols:

a; Machine finish

b. Architectural

c. Electro/Ele;tronic

d, Welding

e. Traffic control

f. Piping

9. Thread_ _

h. Gearing/cam

I, Sectional

.1. Structural

57, How to do Inking

58, Row to Reproduce Prints

59. Sow to Read Technical Drawings

Problemsto_be_Solved

It should be noted that the specifics of this activity will berfound Parts II and of the

Complete Drafting Program,..these partsi relative to immediate breakdowni are Engineering

Drafting (Graphics) and Architectural Drafting (Graphics); Stich problems shall be presented

which shill develop concepts and entry skills in the areas of work, living, and recreation.

4

Related__Infornition_to_be__Lear ned

Related knowledge and use of toOls, equipment, and materials, shall cover the areas of the

hoed in work, living andlrecreation,



- PART II

Behavioral aVectives



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

These objectives (following) are general.in nature and selectively chosen to aid the

teacher in developing hiS or her own unique set of behavioral objectives as they will

apply to strictly localized needs and requireMents. _Selective here means i deliberate

selection of those objectives that will best serve the teacher's, community's and

student's needs in _a functional appraisal of t4 frequent plethora of such objectives,

often an exercise in exasperation.

This then, is the introdudtion to the Part II Implementation Phase.



DRAFTING Ariz= TECHNOLOGY

Upon completion of these units, the student will be able to:

7;ols and Equipment:

List and identify various tools or instruments of the most commonly used by the drafter,

Demonstrate proper use, care, and maintenance of the most frelly used instruments
and equipment,

Demonstrate proper use, capabilities, and maintenance of conmvn drafting machines,

Freehand Sketchini:

Explain the task techniques and principles of freehand sketching,

Sketch tie different types of pictorials,

Lettering:

Ai Demonstrate proper delineation of single stroke letters/ both vertical and slantedclechniqufs.

Explain proper techniques of using numeres and fractions,

Describe proper spacing of individual letters and wards in note form,

Do Identify common letterfng templates and aides,



Spatial Relations:

List and identify standard line types and weights used on engineering drawings.

Generate these lines and define proper application.

Define orthographic projection;

Identify the four dihedral angles of projection;

Describe the principal planes of projection.

F. Explain folding line notation.

Identify and describe all types of lines and plane surfaces.

Describe the six basic views.'

I; Differentiate between third and first angle projection;

J. Explain the spatial relationships of all lines and plane surfaces.

A

DeMonstrate the transfer from orthographic views to three-dimensional drawings and vice ye]

Generate a complete three-view drawing from two given views of partial information.

M; Correctly select, analyze, and position the views on the drawing paper.

A; Identify and describe the use of selected graphsi

Identify and explain the use of selected charts.

Identify and cite the different types of diagrams.

D. Identify and describe the use of selected map drawings.

7



Sections:

A. Define the use and theory of sectional views.

B. List and define the commonly used types of sectional views, including the functions and

proper applications of the various techniques,
C

Describe the commonly used sectional symbols And conventional practices in use todity.

Differentiate between a section line and a cutting plane line.

Pictorials:

A. Difine the use and theory of the three types of axonometric projecbiens.

B, Explain isometric drawing principles including angles, curves, and isometric circles and

cylinders.

C. Draw an isometric drawing depicting isometric dimensioning and sectioning techniques...-

D, Describe the use and theory of the thtee types of oblique projections.

E. Explain oblique drawing principles including angles, curves and circles especially where,

contained in a receding plane surfice.

F. Draw all types of oblique drawings illustrating correct dimensioning and sectioning procedures.

G. Explain the use and theory of the four types of perspective projections.

H, Identify and explain the common terms used in perspective projection.

I, Describe the treatment of angles, carves, and circles on perspective drawings.

Auxiliaries:

A. Define the use and theory of primary and successive auxiliary views.

B. Describe the techniques and procedures used in generating normal views of all lines, skewed

and inclined plane surfaces,



C. List the steps followed in generating any auxiliary view,

Identify and 'label the proper fold line notation.

E. Differentiate between and explain the folding-line and reference-plane methods of ;dotting
an auxiliary view.

Explain the different reference plane systeru.

Plot any curved surface using projection techniques.

a.; Explain the spatial relationships of the line of sight and the folding

Revolutions:
aMMINWI.M11=1.1MININO

A. Describe the, theory of and use of the revolution process An drafting.

D. Explain the techniques'and
'procedures used in generating normal surfaces and ture length linep.

C. Explain how counter-revolution is used.

Intersections_ancl_aevvlopriegt-:

Describe the procedures used in finding a piercing point, line of intersection; or figure of
intersection;

B. Identify and explain radial line, parallel line and;triangulation developmentt;

C. Show with a mode how each method of development is accomplished,

ector Geometry:

A. Explain how engineering and scientific data solutions can be obtained graphically using
scalar quantities,



B: Describe the difttrent types 4f vectors,

Define a resultant and equiliriant,
ti

Show with a draidng how a resultant or, equilibriant

or parallelogram method.

Ei Differentiatebetween coplanar or noncoplanar force systems,

e found using the vector polygon

1e_Dirnens

Explain principle of a drawing being "in-scale",
5

DenonstrateAllidestanding of fractionali decimal; and metric dimensioning methods,

C, Demonstrate common dimensioning techniques as applied to simple parts,

Prepare a drawing with properly spaced and staggered dimension lines,

,E, Litt and identify the various lines and symbols that comprise a dimensioning system,

F, Explain the aligned and unidirectional system of dimensioning,

imaLF 3 A I' . . . }.cal a RAP.*

A, Describe the common types of papers,and films used in industry to make an or nal drawing,

B, Explain the. different microform used in an industrial fig!,

Cite the purposes for photography in a drafting or engineering department;

D, Describe the frequently used reproductive copies used by industrial firms,

Explain the different copying methods employed by drafting departmentt,

4:



Fa,

Model making:

A pcplain the use of a prototype.

AM,

Describe the specialized tools, equipment, and materials used in the construction of =eels.

A. Explain the ingredients used in the ftsign process.

B. Describe the sequence of steps used in bringing an idea to creation.

C. Explain creativity, brainstoritingt research and experimentation.

Advanced Dimensioning,:

A. Explain the lines, symbols, and notes used in describing the size 6f an object.

B. Denonstrate the ability to locate and dimension special features such as hole patterns,
keyways, counterbores, countersinks, spotfaces, chamfers, and threaded holes.

C. Demonstrate. the proper. use of surface,qUality: syMbols (finish marks) as applied to surfaces':
on engineering drawings.

Describe h4se line, coordinate and datum planet, and true, positiOning systems of diningioning.

E. Denonstrate proficiency in the use of dual and metric dinensioning techniques.

List and explain the essential parts of a tolerance system.

List and explain the basic hole and basic shaft' system of limit clinensioning.

Differentiate between the various ways of expressing a tolerance.

Define and explain the term "allowance" and how obtained:

Apply tolerance to various mschine parts 'using reference tables.

List and describe, the standard classes of machinefitt.

4.



pdustrial-fteliny--ShopProcesses4

A. Describe the common shop terms and processes found on most working drawings.

B. Interpret notes and specifications found on most engineering drawings;

Describe a helix and how it is generated.

Identify common screwb.thread forms and their uses.

,Describe the components otscrew-thread.

D. Draw selected internal and external screw-threads using the detailed or gemiconventional

method of representation.

E. Recognize common fasteners and their uses.

F. Draw selected internal and external thread symbols using the schematic and simplified methods

of representation.

G. Explain thread notes and class of fitg,

arAW standard bolts and nuts as found on working drawings.

Explain thread slope, pitch, and multiplicity;

Secure necessary screw-thread .information from appropriate tables.

Identify .specialized fasteners and state their usage,

A; Identify sevnatic symbols; diagrams, and circuitry;

B. Prepare a heA4;ic diagram given the appropriate electrical components and type of circuitry;

C. Identify and pl"paro a block diagram given the appropriate electrical components;

V
41



D. Identify and prepare pictorial diagram given tho appropriate electrical components.

E. Identify andpropire an industrial construction electrical lrawing.

F. Identify and prepare a printed circuit given the appropriate electrical components.

G. Identify at least five career opportunities other than drafting in "Flectronicity";

Welding:

.A. Describe the welding processes used to joih.materials.

D. Cite the different types of welds used in the welding process.

C. Identify and explain the parts of welding 'Symb61;

D. Identify the commonly used weld symbols.

E. Prepare a welding working drawing for industrial application given the appropriate engineeriny

constraints.

F. Identify at least five career opportunities in welding other than welding drafting.

Wood Furniture/Cabinetry:

A. Describe the types of projections used on working drawings used in furniture industry;

B. Cite the aids available to the draftsman or commercial artist in depicting furniture.

- 0'

Co identifmtp baiic cabinet and furniture woods in con= use today.

De identify iii the instrinsic joinery used in ;ód construction,

Ci Identify all the fastening systems used in mood construction.

P. Prepare an exploded working assembly d .wing of a wood object complete with specifications

and Bill of Materials - given the infqqation.r .

C. Identify at least ten career opportunities in mood - other than Wood drafting.

'



.IntritCtiontQProblem Solving:

A. Explain problem solving and its use in the world of work.

B, Identify key people industry who are responsible members in the problem solving process.

C. Identify different types of resources available to tho5e engaged in problem solving.

fipe_Draftingl

Ai Describe:the different piping systems; pipes; and fittings used in pipe drafting.

/

B. Identify common piping symbols.

Tr-

A

C; Explain single and double-line delineation as they refer to pipe drafting;

D. Prepare a pictorial single-line diagrammatic working drawing of a normal one-story residential

house plumbing-system complete with specificationsi-and Bill of Materials.

E. Identify at least seven career opportunities in piping, etc., other than pipe drafting.

Cam Drawings

A; Identify common types of'cars,and followers;

B. \Describe various types of cam Motion.

C. Design a displacement diagram;

D. Draw a cam profile for disc and cylindrical cams;

E. Identify the appropriate elements of a typical cam system;

Note: Eacharea should contain a percentage of career idents and proper safety practices.



.4nchanicaLpoider_rranszthsIon:

A. Identify the machine elements comprising a belt and palely s)stem and their lopfCtion.

S. Identify tho machlne elements comprisin7 a chain and sproc!:et 5ystor and their depictioni

C. Identify common types of gears.

D. Explain gear nomnclature.

E; Prepae a Parking drawing of a, spur, rack, hevel, and worm gear.

Identif!, the component parts and their sfin'ols of a hydraulic or pneumatic sypm,'

ARCUITECTU1E

Architectural Periods'and Styles:

A. Describe characteristics of 4ifferent periods of architecture.

identify factors that have influenced,architectare.

Cares ts _in Architectures

A. Describe the duties and responsibilities of an architect,

D. Identify several careers tat relate to architecture.

C. Cite the educational experiences needed in' becoming an architect.

Consumer Protect' gal or Financial Implications!

A, Explain several consumer safeguards used in huilding or guying a new !lore.



B, Cite local, state or federal restrictions imposed on a newly proposed home.

C. Describe the purpose for zoning and building regulations.

D. Describe environmental restrictions imposed on a new home.

E. Explain flnancing and building cots.

Architectural Planning Function:

A, Describe the use of a plot plan,

B. Explain transit use.

C. Explain the design process as it applies to new makerial conventional, solar, and enOrgy

alternates, and methods of building tenStrUctiOn. 0

D. Identify the different areas of a home.

E, Explain applied functional landscaping.

F1, Explain survey use. _.

Architectural Drawing Function:

' e

A. Identify and draw standard architecturq sYmbols.

13, Use the architece,s scale properly.

C Describe and prepare the different,types,of wor;ing.drawings needed to construct a buildingi

Di Explain the different methods used in home construction,

E. Identify the structural members and techniques used in home constrUction,

F. Describe what is contained on electrical, plumbing, 4 heating drawings.

G. pare a rendering or scaled motel of a house, 15 6

S



H, utilize architectural resources in the design of a home

prepare sectional drawings, detailed drawings, specifications, and a materials lit for

a proposed home,
J

J. Prepare a topographical survey plot plan showing' all objec

appropriate information.

61) keyed breiikdown given
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AREA CO\TE\T
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1 The general elementary curriculum in its to-
tality should be enhanced, in effect aide mate
ivaningful, by the judicious use of drafting
equipment, mstarials, and processes, NEVER
MORE SOPHISTICATED THAN NECESSARY;

These curriculum areas would be:

A, CCIVMUNICATIC1

1. Speaking

2. Reading

3. Writing

B. MUSIC /ART

Stn perceptively1; a

2. Seeing iv-JO unde,rstanding

3. Proportions/Colors

C. OBJECTIVE THINKING (CRITICAL)

.
.

1. Arithmetic/Number skills

2. Objective evaluation
3. Planning

(

. The applied (A, B, C) activities mould center

in planniong-, drawingincreasingly "drafting-
iredu-, and elementary manuscript lettering for

real working directions and list of materials
to be used.1, ,

613
..

( ,
I

Known as printing at this stage

X

!

X

.

-

c'

1, "Ho or she can properly FOLIO DIRECTICOS

when posed to class or to individuals,

. The effective USE OF TIME so as not to

waste it.

3, Tlie ting along with one's peers in the
learning of the term RESPECT for self and
for others . cooperation, built 9n under -

standing and tolerance.

; The assumptionof sharing the, burden of
USPCWSIBILITI" in all class activities of
shared concern...in egect democracy in
action;

5. The proper physical doing of any OPSRAM
and the end products of such activities
as the class and /or such individuals have
been involved ip.

6; The degree of? CRITICAL 9IINKINGI or she
ii capable in-ill areas Of exposure but

, .

particula d 11:; :;,._., :!.,. t ea of FUNCTIONAL
_ , ,

. PLANNING, . !
.9. t

'4' °

Lz-
7. A Pr etiofer ,ipic."s,§,ae,,it rela4to

io pers.,,,,;,; rr:', -pv, C'oficiitiods,
/ and the . et.k art: -'s:.:,,

4 .,-A ' Vi . "t±=:-::1satj#ty ,- - :' 1 '.' r:;;;:.,"..N.,

' , , :.;_-_, 6,, 01
8. T e-portsis)::e e .44 lopzent of, ITI O4e 'L.

.
, y tis_oi;111 zill4g involvsbilit In
projeca utilizetior class learning,

Ieven if ppjeci evokes no "love",

1
.

9. An objective analysis of any reasonable
CcifiSumER PRODUCT as to it composition

design, and service,

I

t
,

, .



RECR: N RLATED

The correlation of shop skills and

knowledge of tools, equipment and pro-

cess4 to properly applied recreationa

'use MOM; ETC; 7SE)

AdeqOacy in correlating any of the

autti AND'SAFETY practices from shop

to worthwhile leisure-time activities.

3. Some positive HOBBY DEVELOPMENT in-

duced b prior class mOrk, *etc.

4; The di erences between safe and unsaf

TOYS in terms of health and ecology.

5. Same,as above tbr any other RECREATION

AL AFFICES;

.11)

The differences between good, and .bad

DESIGN in consumer, produCts.

. The:differences between good and bad

SERVICES derived from consumer pro -

ducts.

The differences_between good antbad

consumer product ASSEMBLY (of,parts);

The differenceOetween good and bad

consumer product MATERIALS AND _CON-

STRUCTION.

Th0 difference between safe and un-

safe SAGE of household HAND tools.

The difference between safe and an-

safe USAGE of ome -oriented POWER

tools and equipment;

. The proper use of consumer products:

SPECIFICATIONS AND MAINTENANCE table.

8. Reasonable mastery in EVALUATING

consumer product(s) as to being good

or not good.*

9.. The correlation -of simple_shop_skilis

and -knowledge of tools; equipment and

processes to properly applied HOME

MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR.*

10. The difference between honest, shady,

and dishonest product and services

ADVERTISING.

3 The study of Gutenberg lead-

ng to. blOceprinting; leading

to personalized greeting cardS,i,

Of Ty Cobbpleading to making 1

4 baseball bati_leading to

Playing baseball.

*6 Can be used in lin'O 1 - 7

in lc -,4 grades where reasonable

Could meam:suspect,and confir-

aation made by an adult or

older person.

*9 Carpentry; plumbing,

landscaping;, auto; heating; an-

sulatiOni ete.tedls and ac-

tivities;

Notei_ The above_can_also be

used for pure recreational uses;

in effect; the proper use of:

1,) model making

2.1 Lump hanger for driVing in

horseshoe stakes

3. Finishing for staining new

table top

4; Open -end wrench for proper

bicycle wheel adjusWent;

etc.
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10, Discovery of and development of PRIDE.

IN CRAFTSMANSHIP even when activity is

disliked.

11. Increasing awareness of his own innate

skill potential whether industrially

oriented or not.

The soundness of safe as opposed to

unsafe. WORKING HABITS (eye safety,

clothing, and actions).

13. The similarities and differences of all

the CAREER ACTIVITIES in the immediate

school neighborhood and later the total

community so that positive.thinking and

therefore conversation describing them

Can occur.



GENERAL IcA4 WORLDS 4 I

LIVING RELATED

The =stay of tl* STOP, WOK,

LISIZY skills when to costpuion (a)

are ismedlats10 possiblel

*ll, Mon no_prior eirperisntial

materiel; or situations exist
to boss evaluative jOdfakcts
opt-the1) 1f -action lo-neos-

use 20* Crossing

bs cosfuli

*Note:, All those perforsancs_ob-

jsctivas shill hi ivaluatod
by the teichir as to actual
behiv10111 change (s). At

it ought to be
by:

1, Observations

Show and Tall

3, Wit* auvarting
ma to objective wri-
tten form U aging
OCCUITI;

4 Illuitzata illtilentg
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AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT, CONT'D

II Sketching--noninstrumental (without instrument i

Freehand only;

a

III Lettering,-noninstrumental (freehand) first

and instrumental after this.

X

X

I
I

X )\

X

- - - -
'41316:111161&4140LCIm=ori:46......

1 1

The essential first step to all preplanning

X'X

XX ZX

k

graphic solutions should be quickee pictoria.

sketches of problems and/or quickee orth07

graphic proposed solutions using freehand nor

instrumental sketching techniques. Therefore

1. The ability to sketch thoughts, ideas, ar

designs is the first step in this pious:

The ability to develop_a_sense of propor-

tion and accuracy of_observation is the

second step in this process;

3, The'use_of horizontalivertical, oblique,

and circular lines as the -media -of ex

pression and interpretation must be,con-

stantly developed and reinforced;

To gradually enable'the fingers and hand alon

to create increasingly more acceptable Alphi.

and Numeric symbols which will equal and/or

surpass acceptable industrial standards, in

effect, the development of:

1. Freehand (noninstrumental) lettering

2. Instrumental lettering such as

a; Template

b. Devices and LEROY, NRICO etc.

c. Straight edge

3. Instant lettering adhesives



NEPAL pt WORLDS 0711

RECREATIO

Graphic self-expression with drafting.

oterton,4 so that understanding will

/ 'result- either threikimonsional or

) orthographic in nature.

Nrommoolemorar

Adequate self-expression in lettering

using media such -as pencil, ink, color.

liquid; and solidi brushi peni rid -felt-

' tips, with arts* materials and use of

papers, boards, woods, plastics, metals,

glass, cloth, and so on, All this for

proper spare time use

LIVING

Applied consumer use relative to wiser

And more functional daily involveamnt

With research, umlerstanding, rerchase, _

proper use of, maintenance) and repair of

any -and all items that lend themselves to

drafting experiential interpretation, in

effect, auto and parts; cutlery, dishes;

pans, sinks, counters, ranges, electri-

cAldevicesoyeglisses, furniture,

garden tools, and so ons being Able to

read prints And specs as well as Bills of

Materials, in vital to consumer econom-

ics and mental and emotional well being.

Applied consumer use in all cpplicationss

whether labeling j4110 01 jellies,

addressing envelopesi taking hasty notes

for future interpretationi identifying

objects belonging to tomeonevin effect;

license hunting, driving, ete41 travel-

ing bagel skis, sleds, tools, cake dishes

brushes, permits, and so on.

RELATED

This -can bathe first step tom*/

technical illustration for thoos

students so inclined, These might

be identified and enriched with

proper exploration and in.depth ex-

perience) in.effecti shading,

color, air brush, Stencil, 0:410 flni

arty experience, etc. For some this

Will be their career,

This can be the first step toed&

sign painting for those students

so igoliiied. These light also be

identified_and_enriched with much

muruexploration and in4epthep .

perience, in effects pencil, crayon,

.chalk, charcoal, paints- via brush,

sprig, felt tip-land _considerable

whool and outside of school wk.

leading to berating remineration

on a non-class bests,
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AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT, CONT'D

IV Spatial Relations via orthographics- utiliza-

tion ofabstractual reasoning through the

India of sketching to arrive at orthographic

solutions, one, fmo, three or more views in

third-aigle projection. 4

t

elop of the ability-to interpret

OCtioniind incomplete drawinglata (one

viewssiven- what are de others...4

formalized lnstrumOnt drawings of normal'

striallyor1fnte4 rOpresentations,used

mork*dtawil4Whetherasserably, detail,

Iploded 1-11, nature, This shall be via the

methods oft

L.
. '

Miter

2, Projection

3. .Cube.

These in turn shall result in normal third-

angle projection *leas as top, front, side

(left or right- first and second position).

Lb



GENER/IY% WORLDS

cq Aron UV RELATED

(Mital application f orthographic-so-

tossed to spare-ti uses, in effect; solve

ingiproblem_by abstracts al reasoning,

awingvandfilispy impleaented

ruction of housing-form- the saw'

giros coild be applied Wry Avoca.
oral project:be It aating lirkoatthing a

boat, _fixing a sled or biker planing a `

wedding-icakei.etc., in:short, simple 71111iti

view solution; to posed problem.

Fmctional-consumer involvement by being

Wird _ to..the commi Os;
organizationsi_ett;. _ Thi s ,.. by . beim_ a

tool to and for appropriate- action in the

solution of daily-living problems, in

effect; windows'crank or handle-broken or

lost - 'make recable replacecent,..chair

legIbrOken7r_tiirn or feihiOn replaceatnt.

window manta broken- take new one.,.

wooden knife handlehurned-lefeshion new

one-:to match existinglet....6sneed or

desire fornewlarnishings'whetheraddi-

tional rooms, a new 1ie -1. ball trine, etc

abstractualreasoning, proper

drawing and implementation' via making of

object can result in.considerable con- _

surer savings and fir :ore enjoyment Of

dilly livinge

. TMs 'process of tease/Jag, \

planning, anddrawing should be

ugradual evolutionary -one for

the 1r1,!_grades and early years

unti begin

grades 4 . 5 or 6.

. The full acbpe of drafting-

oriented careers should be pre-

sented at' this, point 'in time."

especially in the elegentary er.

patience, in effect; detailers,

designers; _chief _drAftsren,

checkers, tracers, junior; en-

gineersl. in the areas of:

1. aero -space

2. Architecture

3. Electrical

4. Graphic 'Arts

5. Industrial Neigh

6; Mechanical

7, Patents

8, Piping

9. Production and Technical

Illustration

10. Structural
11. Teaching

12. !biographic% t



Otis) Mack and color

D;TroOons

Paper, assorted sizes and colau

D. Eraser

Rulers (metal edge)

P. Waking Surface (desk top or portable 1/
=mite sheet 12'r 16)

G. Brush (dust)

Sharpener (pencil and wall)

Scisfors

Paste, Glue, and Cement

T ap

String

M. Cloth

N. .Flannel Board

A. Reinforcement of individualt ability to
work cooperatively.

E,.-Idelitiftcation and use Of materials and



AREA CONTENT
COURom GADS

I 67 ;) 91/V)

L.?! /4'^""'

IMMIPM1. a-

All of Kindergarten plus:

A, Desk

B.,,Chair

Sink ( water- hot and cold, towel disOier)

. Soap and Cleaner

_ .

Chalkboard and Eraser

S,torage Cabinets

Counter Space

Cardboard Patterns/remplates

Papir attar

4110e Graph Paper, 1/2 Ind

ti

,C



EVE

\TENT
COURSE GPADE

r 1ff

All of IC - pines

A. Ball Point Pena

B. Printed Nattir (teacher-made)

C. Water Wore

D, Pencil Compiss

I. Compass and Bow Compass;_Cdompass and Strait

edge; Compass and Triangle

P. Lettering Stencili

O. Telt POO

I. Odloamkin Paper

is goal Ape

J. Catpentergs Rule (sig

`Piper ?With

Fa going Devices (paper)

All of X - 4 lUsi

. Elam 4ary Tool Panel 'for Open Clastroom use
,tf,

"Dr wing Paper and 1/4'inch Graph Paper

Boots, Individual and Rqfer iicg

6
5;

9-

rti:1

.4.

GOALS

K

moldm mmlim

5,

A,.and B from the proceeding page, plus:,

C. Critical evaluation of tools.

D. Role _playing jobs in an adult Wm* world;

in officti career sampling

B. Critical evaluation of tooli and protease!



GE_' PAL licet-t. WORLDS

R EC EAT

13

LATED

Elementary planning in the construction

of seasonal decorations.

Hobby beginni

,Fersonal care regarding ownership of

tools.

Elementary maintenance/ reljiiir, and up-

keep of tools

Eeginning of consumer knowledge and in-

formed purchasing.

0

6,1

Start of iqiv14ual appreciation of

induitrial

Ii9tet Possibility of inclusion of

draftin 13jectives within these

areas;



1

Contiliued from page 12)
,

D. Paper Cutter

Ei eementary-Correlated Work-

P. Protractor- Vs

1

G. Lead Pointer

H. Group Work Area (within classroom)

I. Iidividul Drafting Board Usage

j. Sail Drawing Paper

K. Small Area Complement

All Of X - 6 plus:

A. Iyaving Tables

B. Drawing Boards

C. Drawing Paper

D, Rapt Papt,:j

it Storage Cabinets

P. Drawing Pencils

G. DraWing Erasers ;,

H; T-Square

I. Triangles, 8 inch preferred

:1

89

5,6 A, Bi C, Di and E plus:

Imo

4'

F. Introduction to the fundamental tools of
drafting, sequentially arrived at.

9



GENERAL

R ET10 RELATED

Correlation with existing grade

curriculum.

Greater emphasis on individual and

his 'exploration_of_begirming draft-

ing areas related_ to. his new-found

abilities and likes.

r.

Proper use and fundamental processes in

exploratim for personal applied use

(pleasureapplication)

Planning pliaerused in relation to youth-
ful earning potential- -for am* .

1. Making a_mp for a paper_route,

charts to indicate profit, loss,
-menses.

Applied general drawing;

Greater directional emphasis (of the

above)



CO'STENT

AL of K plus:

A; individall Storage Areas

B; Claim Film Cibinit

C. Reproduction Machine

f
Di oReproduction Paper

Tracing Paper/Vellum

F. Teacher Drafting Table/Board

C. Quill Lettering Pens

Erasing Shield

I. BERM Compass

J. Scale Guard

K. Erasing powder .

L. Adjustable Protractor

Smal1 Bench Vise

v4t,ge Bow COmpassi 1 inch

All Bow Comss, 3 inch

*board, Ilusrel-Compass, protractors,

an et,

COURSte- GRADE

WORK

G. Appreciati of proper use of Itools as ,

related to the functions of thi indistri

language.

Also inclusded are A; B; CI D; 8, and F of

the preceding pa



Perional use and proper application, or

applied needs.

Ability to read schematics/ blueprints,

graphs, sketches, bill of materials,

specifications, charts, in effect; in

Purchase, assembly, 'maintenance, and

repair of bike, air rifle, dress pattern

etc;

General drafting.

Emphasis on broad, general coverage

of total field_of drafting--no real

skills demanded here.

.



18 VELS: GOAL

AREA CO\TE\T
COUPS s- GRADE

All of K plum

Individual - Student tquipsent Sets:

1. Dow COMMIS

2. ,Disiiders

3. Ruling Pen

4. Repair Kit

Index Papeti Colored

C; Colored Inks

D. Civil Engineers Scale

E. Mechanical Engineers Scale

.

liracing Powder

Agai,IitteringNvice

'Brad-clock-Rowe Triangle

I. Technical Fountain Pen

_ .

oil Stone.

V Steel Wool (fine).

L; Chalkboard; and Drafting Machina
Y.

0.

10

AID? CI DI El F I

page.

More individual intensification applied.

G of the proceeding

9.
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WORLDS 4}
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19

RELATED

Vv

Architecture Drafting i and II._

at teacher's discretion; orientation

Note; Supplementary tool list

relative to Architecture.

A
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\T EN

All of X - 10 plus:,

A. Mylar

B. Cloth

C. Pantagraph

. I

D. Proportional Dlvders

X, Desk Drafting Machine

F. Computer Access

_

G. Computer Plotter (Kardware and Software

essential to graptie expression)

K. Curve(; Ship and Railroad

Z. Flexible Curve

J. Drop BoviCompss

X. Quick Compass

L; Assorted Templates'

M. Polar Plenimeter

N. Beader/Printer

0, Copy Stand and 35 mm Camra

10A

co_up_az- -GTZADe

11,

12

ORK
1110111111111011111110,

individualizid instruction.

ift

ti
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CONTE

Areas of involvement, pontinued-

VI DATA PRESENTATION

A GitAciliS

Bar

2. Line _

3, Circle (pie)

4. Pictogram (graph)

5, Histogram .(Bell Curve)

6. Pictorial/Relief

lx

N. CHARTS

z. liMi

2. Rectilinear

3, Sktilogarithmic

4. rOyarithmic

5. Pordinate

6; Barographs

7. Folar

8.. Trilinear

9. Alignment (NOMA)

10. Plow

11. Operations.

12. Organization (Progression)

C. DIACRUS

1. Motion

2. Process

3. Analysis

4. Operative

5, Identification

X

X

X

X

14,

The development of the ability to critically

analyze and linearly present_datustatisti-

cal otherwise,ly or otherwise clearly and precisely by

leading the viewer(s) through_immediate im-

pressions to speedy interpretations and under-

standing.

This must be done by making meanings vivid and

thorough_and by_clarifying relationships and

by focusing attention on particular facts and/

or mornings; This, by utilizing the best or

most likely methods and devices, be they F- 1,

2, 3i or 4i bring out the meaning and Intent

of the data.

The methods and techniques should_be adaptable

to all phases of society be they business,

industrial, civil, military, religious-,,etc.

Therefore, important are such items as:

1. Critical thinking

X 2. Data comprehension

3. Methods variability

4. Technique adaptability

5; Technique application

6. Time

7. Neatnesq_i

8. Accuracy

9- Legibility

0. Speed
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Personal applied use in whatever areas of

leisure7timecommitment:eoley for purposes

Of self - involvement, in effect, pleasure,

lobbies, services tO Others, etc.

1U

Th be able to functionally utilize the

data presentation form(s) for self ex-

passion as well as understanding "its° ,

message, Whatever its origin or purpose,

in effect; industry, business, government

education, etc,

Enlightened consumerknowledgeicpuld

'certainly utilize this methodology fors

1, Keeping records

2, Plotting progress (#)

3, Salving problems

4, Providing direction, for example;

best route to Aunt Nellie's

summer house.

Early career identification of_

future statisticians; cartographers,

research analysts, artists, and

drafters can be observed and nur-

tured.

Not all the areas within the four

units would be applicable to COm-

plete involvement, Often vicarious

involvement mould be the better

mans of research where the nature

of the materials and methods _are

beyond the present realm of student

experiences,

Certainlyi_lioweveri each of the i

4 unit subdivisions shOUld be pre-_
1

stinted for complete exposure aol_thei

possible awakening of altveinoted

persollalexpertise inclinations

.leading to greater exploration And

deeper experiences for career re-

lated itivities;especially their
.

early identification;
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VI DATA PRESENTATION, concluded-

17'

D. !'MPS/CARTOGRAPHY

1. Profile

2. Land Survey (flail

3. Topograph4c

4. ,Contour

5; : Hydrographic

X X

X X

X X

X X

'X X

6; Cadastral

7. hilitary

8. Aeronautical

9.' Navigation

10, Zngineering

11. Landscape

12; City

13. Highway

X X

X X x

X Hf X

X X

X X

X X

X X

2

X X

X X

14; Structure X

:

. 15. detic (State, nation, continent, X : X x

etc.

X

x

X

X%

sx X

jog
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LIVING RELATED

! fot_ca ng out,summer or minter

retreet housing and land belonging there

to and jts utilization,

usable fa-lurniw_to fly and subsequent

WOhlit, The sea for luting, licensing,

and subsequent sailing.

1 Gardening layout entuncii)g area around

Ituse,

usable den planning tripsbest routes,

safest ways into and out of citiesise

pleasure driving? visiting 1001181 seeing

!
shams, athletic events, etc,

A

Deteradning home land ohnership, its

kAinderies mal best legal utilization

relative to well wateri septic oyster,

tree encroucheenti wind and snow

barriers, additional structures, etc,

Only If-piloting a-plae is essential to

livilbood - MIAs above relative to

skippering a boot.

Functional use of such plans - their in-

terpretation and understandIng,con-

NW usage,

Same as above for "daily" essential use

of highways relative to job iiquLiáflti

ellincludes some enlightened infornetion

concerning cities, states, and national

traveling routes and leans of getting

railroads, etc, .

The jtoper use of mops, their

interpretation and frequent free-

hand ropoduction mould greatly

ilooth the way for adultusers of

autos, boats, planes, and their,
usage for travel,

r

p
i,c



VII SECTIONS

FULL

OFFSET

C. HALF

BROKEN-OUT

E. REVOLVED

F. REMOVED

G. OUTLINE

H, BLACKED-IN

I. PHANTOM

J. SHADED-TN

K. ADAPTATION re PARTIAL (FULL, HALF)

L. ALIGNED

M. CONVENTIONAL BREAKS

X X

X

X

X

0

X The development of the ability to clearly and

gecisely.depict such internal details of an

Object as will best clarify and directly show

X the true nature of its inner "parts". That is

the accurate intersection of "internal"1

horizontal) vertical) angular) cylin-

drical, or spherical,, This, by removing select

ted portions of the exterior, usually via

Cutting:planes so as to transform the normal

X i hidden lines_into object lines and the cut or

link-eh-Off-elements into standardized sym-

X bolisM(S) depictingispecific material.composi!

tion(S); This knowledge and ability is

essential for detail and assembly dtaWny and

work.

X

For sectionals the following items must be

understood and functionally applicable:

1. Cutting Planes

2; Arrow Heads_for_Cutting Plane

3. Cross Hatching' or_Section Lining

4,. Aligning Procedure

5. Techniques of Partials

6. Technique/or Conventional Breaks

7. Pencil Usage- Controls of

8, Internal Spatials

9. Referencing

10. Inking Expertise

11. Rub-On Material Symbols

"Internal" here signifies anything beyond the

surface skin, in effect; below it...near the

middle or on the very bottom of the unit

viewed as from the top.



WORLDS
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RELATED

Self-applled_use relative to avocational

needs or desires...anything_ that requires

planning, building and/or fixinrfor pure

Self-entertainunt or mutual .need for fun

Lie... for example, explainIng the compl-

sition of an apple to little chiRlren, or

what 4 house wall is nide of,. etc. This,

by way of filling leisure time meaning-

fully.,

be able to intiercomunicate as a
kn wledgealle consumer relative to ..con-_

''surier needs... in effect; the ability. to
read and. understand specification sheets,
blue or White prints, detail and aSsem-

bly drawings Of any purChased item or

potential purchase ;for. the lhomewthe

enlightened consumer should be the end

produCt. Certainly, if the consumer has

access to the above mentione&spcs and
drawings he or she can be influenced in

the-purchase or nonpurchase of desired

ices, If, on the other hand, It requires
maintenance and/or repair sectional de

12s_ willASSure--his superior under-

Standing of_how_ to do' it; This applies

to such iter ast

1. Kitchen Devices

2. Laundry Devices

3. Landscape Devices

1. Plumbing Devices

5. Heating lhvicer

6; cooling Devices
7. Transportation Nelms

?cols, lfaterials, and other kinds of

Equipment of all kinds, etc.- Clothin

and Footwear included

4

Sectional detail and assembly draw-

ing should not be the exclusive (to-

main of industry, the engineer, the
drafter, etc. They_can also be Used

in bakery, dress shop, tailor, shop

how sewing center;;; for instance-,

to define the interior of fruits;

vegetables, berries; lager cakes,

bread, pizzas, hard eggs, prepared

seats, clothing ensembles, etc.

Any one of the thirteen sections

Could graphically describe any of

the above small sampling related to

the home...etc.
r
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VIII PICTORIALS

A. AAONOMSTRIC
N. I

1. Isometric

2. Dimetric

3. Trimetric

B. OBLIQUE

2. Cavalier

2. Cabinet

3, General

V. PERSPECTIVE

One Point

2, Two Point

3. Three Point

4, Pour Pointl

lad, arch, airo, neilticall auto, electrical, e

X X X

X X Z

X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

WORK

To be able to satisfactorily define any draw-

able object in three-dimensional drafting

terms...a top or bottom plus the No end

pieces (sides) simultaneously, in effect;

three faces in single object form.

This type of drafting although giving the

appearance_of free-flow, with the exception

of perspective; is really very rigidly scaled

and tool developed. Both axonometric and

Oblique are generally reserved for the folloi,=

log activity areas,

1. Design_

2: Installation

3. Maintenance

4. Repair

A further breakdown in terns of applied use

is'

1, Problem Solving Sketching

2. Assemblies, Regular and exploded

3. Detailing

4. Sectioning - _

5. One and Two-Line Piping (Diagrametics/

Schematics)

6, Charting, Graphing, and Napping
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RELATED'

TOshe'abletd :Utilize any of the.Ri oriels

JOT avocational purposes, recreation r the

sheer joy Of achievement, in_effecti aw-1

ing_of /eanAtO for shelter after 41- oy

hike, so that.it'Can be built...understan0

ding okirpotiOns in aSaMbling df_hdat_.

re exploded,.iso,assembly awing.. .fcilit
to_accurately define.broken part of out-

board.enginein_cavolier working drawi '

so that a_replacement_was immediate.. .the

experience_of_gained knowledge and tech,

hique_in applied form produce a beauti-

ful reproduction.of_that orange_sunset__ !.

acrossithe distant hills as_autumn4lied

its marvel of color,_or_that_prfect re-

production of the gothic cathedral with_i4

spire and its masterfully created arches;

flies, and buttresses, etc.

Similar to recreational uses_but,more, _

immediately applicable to the daily-life

'needs of the knowledgeable consumer--

This, in'his or her adaptation of 'the:

pictorial drafting forms and techniques,

to 9ormial everyday living problems such

asysketchingiand designing new kitchen

cabinets,iso that the spouse could under-

St4nd IC Approve prior to construction...

e same for furniture in the house or

(the creation of new toys or a,doll'hoUse

also, idatifing.and.defining pictorial-

ly the damaged utility-fixture control so

that an ACCUrate putch-dte di MaChined

replacement could be obtained. ,

this kind of activity as well as being :

able to perceptively understand and in- :

terpret technical sales specifications

and_detail_and assemblg_dpwings relative

to_prior, purchase intent_ofhouse addi-e'

thin pre7fab kit;;;or window kit; or

door knock-down; etc. '

these-rand a continuous multitude of

Similar satisfactorily solved.

Jiving problems lead to the hestin the

'applied articulation of enlightened con-

sumerism, etc.

iV

a

For abetter-informed work force and

sOciety, it is necessary to depict

things three-dimensioally, closely;
. ,

aligned.to photography, yet which
.

js_numerically_dehned via precise:

formula application .__Therefore,

varying forth of_pictorial_drawing

are utilized._ Each is better used

in some places than in others;

Generally; when_scaling,tlie_axono7 _

metric, with the accent on isoMetris

are used more frequentls than the

obliques; although the latter are

actually easier to draw. '

PerspeCtivb, is 001icable almost

anywhere at anytime.

Career identification in the loic;

.tonal area can readily be accom-

plished by enhancing experiences

via individual study and assignment

for such areas as:

1, Technical Illustration

2. Architectural_Renditioning

3; Industrial Design_

4, Cabinetry Contracting

5. Furniture Design

5.1nterior Decorating

7. Landscaping
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TheSe elements as well as perspectivej, are

applicable to the tota,/ drafting_1Lguage in

any, and ,ail or its component dis4plines.1

The speciiics of _develd,pin eack'Of 'the three

types- of pictorials_ depenCson a precise work

ing knowledgeand,applioaiiility, o'f:the follow

my 'specifics:

Axes of Preseiitation
2. Axes of Projection

I:. Axial Mea's'urements

4. Angular.and: Linear RatiOs,.

5. Norfaxial Lines'',

6. (Axially, sidterpreted angles

7. )Irregular curves
8. Offsetting.(Aital Coordinates),

4ial,Circles and Curvei
10. Axial Aligned Dimensicirliny

11. Theory of Vanishing4Points

12. ,Escablishing STA, GRD L'N and V Points

t`.
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LEVELS:

CO\TENT
C OU R

I II

IX AUXILIARIES

A; PRIMARY

B. SECONDARY

C. SVCISSIVE

X RIVOLUTIORS

A. COUNTER

SMUTS-IR

12,;

X X

X X

X X

X X X

X X X

G PAD Si

5
2

COALS MINI. SWUM

To be able to accurately depict object ele-

ments which In regular projection appear di-

storted. These art:

1. True rength of Line

2. Point View of Line

3; Edge View of Line

4. True Size of Plane (Configuration

Host commonly; angles and offset circles

(ellipses) comprise functional drafting-proble

materials.

TOD methods in solving the above are to re-

volve the viewer plane parallel to the angular

problem to be solved. The other is to revolve

the angular problem area into the viehers nor-

mal plane of view; This is the revolution

method.

In addition to properly revolving the problem

area and correctly aglying measurements to

refirence'or datum planes, the revolvod_ob-

jects and the planes applications must be

correctly adapted to franti.center or rear;

The ability_to depict the following revolution.

and auxiliary techniques should be mastered:

height) width) and delth auxiliaries, succor

Give auxiliaries and revolutions. Alfol auxil

ary and revolutiont circles, plotted curves,

reverse construction, primary, smeary, par-

sections, and obliques.

Note: Precision in divider, compass and

measuring kink is vital;



GENERAL WORLDS

RECREATION

S

LIVI\C RELATED

to bi able t4-uss any of the auxiliary

and/or revolution techniques in the reso-

lution of hobby/activity-centered pro-

blemei_in_effecti roofing for outdoor

structures, tent, rigid, square or differ-

ingly geometric in shape such as trunca-

tion in cones, or parabolics, or hyper

liCii itC.

fhese, to b awed with new roofing when

direct msesurement and layout is impossi-

ble. The correct size And shape of now

Vinyl to repyir the weakened but still

001d and underwater diving pit truncation-

teterlining true size, shape, and angle

of glider kite surfacing siteriali etc;

To be able to use any of the auxiliary

and/or revolution techniques in solving

home centered daily living problems.

For example, if the roof is,high and no

ladder is available the drawing of the

roof section can be utilized as a base

for true Size and shape resolution...

hence, area, and the resultant number of

bundles of roof shingles;

Also, to determini size and shape of

valley flashing and chimney cri t via

drawing from plates of house- no by

direct measuring. The saie, al o, can be

done in solving for cat dral ilihg

area, paneling or covering with paper or

cloth, etc.

This area of drafting can and shoul

be directly_integrated_with descrip-

tive geometry in the late junior or

senior years-- excellent training

area for the mentally agile:

This combination in experiential

form can lead b) as complete an

understanding and use of spatial

functions as can presently be de-

vised. -Excellent experience for

future engineers; architects, en-

gineering trouble-shooters, etc.

12G



XI DVELORIBITS

A. PARALLEL LINE

R. RADIAL LINE

C.

xu, zrznacTras

A. STRAIGliT

B; CUI

Ci

CONTENT

LEVEL
couRsE

I ILIEE

X

X X

WORK

The development of the ability to correctly_
aivLiccurately plin and layout any shipid ob-
ject which is peripheral, in effect i as a
skin of _vbatever_alterial, to cove mid con-.
tain, in whole or in part, that _within. _Such
items could be bores, cartons, funnels, dudt-
ing, pants legs, tan etc. Patterns or
stretch-outs are other names for such draw-
ing results.

Extremely close tolerancing is not usually
essential Bir noral parallel and radial lid
vprk, tat tolerating is required for the
triangulation and intersection goads&

The ability to depict the following' should
be well learned:

I. Pi'Istici
Cylaricals

3. ?pews
4, Comical'

5, ?rust=
6 Truncations

7. lino Radial Line Length!
8, Elbows

aisT
10. Triangulations
11. Obliquos, joining of geometric paradoxes
12; larolroctlan of notinguls: and

ohliquevalso_prisms and ppratidel

conerand_cylindersi And the develop-

ment Of such intersections

.4
The development of consistently. fine atsuring,
divider, pencil, and scriber work mut be
stressed.

128



RECR-!-ATIO LIVI\G RELATED

Again; thi utilization of this kind of,

drafting for -hobby activities should be

stressed. For example, the planning, de.t

signing; and actualsking of the hood air

scoop for the dragster...or the name for

home refills, or the Urge kerosene carrier

cAli, or the large picnic bags, or the dunce

cap for_the_party, or the patterns for and

the doils clothes, etc.

4

The truly enlightened consumer should

utilize, these techniques for regular

daily-living .problam solving for things

such as patterns for sewing, new do-

thing, installation of_climete-control

system, making new furnace planumzhat-

ber, repairing car muffler, determining

chimney cricket flashing, making new

home needed pallet pots-coffee and cook-

ingond ,so on. Indeed, one should be

nindfull_that better and mare intelligent

buying should result for such items as

pails, pots, cans, clothing, containers

etc.

4,

This area of drafting, like_auxili-

dries and revolutions; Should alio

be integrated with descriptive ge-

ometry on the upper grade levels,

thli too, will do wonders for en-

hancing spatial relations to gA-

erate true critical thinking, sol u-

tions that come abstractually.

Early career identification can be

made by close observation of student

activities, in effecti

1. Plumbers

. Sheet_metalists

3, Metallurgists

FishOn Designers

TOlori

Packaging Experts

7i Tinsndtbs

Environmentalists

Research Analysts_

Plastics Engineers, etc.

-60



LEVELS. GOALS

AREA CO\TEN'

Areas,of Involvement, Continuedi

XIII APPLIED MECHANICS OR VECTOR GEOMETRY

A. SCALAR

B. COPLANAR

C. NONCOPLANAR

(

D. CCBICURRENT

E. NOICONCORRENT

F. PARALLEL

G. COLLINEAR

IINMONNOW

WORK

A thorough kndoledge or applied mechanics or

vector geometry is essential in the world of

mork. This, especially in applied design,

whether engineering, architecture, or struc-

tural.

.Since drafting deal imarilyiwitkgraPhic,

solutions, the same ck should be takenin

measuring pressure force and its resultant

effect(s)_on_otheritems whether in_motiofil or

idle during_a_given time.span, either singly

or in multiple application(s), for. example _

studying wind or snow load on a roof, oflive

and deadioads.on a given timbereuired to

span a given distance, or the li and dead

load a bridge :must successfd14 support, or

other applications to pulleys, wheels, levers,

couplings; etc.

Since math equations, are both complicated_and

laborious in use, the graphic-vector-analysii

method is simple, direct, and far sore bene-

ficial in. the visdelixation and anal ysisof

problems. Thus, the following are listed as

iteme to masterin the .applied use of vectors:

1. Knowledge,of Composition of and Resolution

of Forces

a. Triangle of forces method

b. Pitillelogqm of forces method

c. Polygon of forces method

,d; Complying (one-directional) forces

method.,

e. Opposing (two-directional) forces

method'

f. Parallel forces method

g. 14oment of force methodr)

1.



A knowledge concerning vector geoletry,el-

alysis is very helpful for those especiall

charged with the responsibility for the

sefety_aotsuccess-of active

ities_affecting_others...the parent, most

experienced, etc...for_exampledealing

with the application of Newton's.-Laws-of--

Notion in some form, in effecti_thuuse_of

thoicorrect pulley ratios will quickly and

efficiently transport supplies and caking

equipment up a sheer Cliff to a plateau

site tether thin lugging them the long

way around via underbrush, swami): And Pre
carious rock projections-many Ailes.

r

Sistilarly,_the correct combinations _

block and tackle plus line can easily move

boulders) Ow yanks, stalled *Ides,

Old caepsttucturo debris, etc.' Also, de.,

Wining what theresultant for applied

force-suit be in safely pushilmor pulling

iomething up an incline can either result

in successfully applied physical body-

postr_thanand there-or-wilting-until the

proper ;alleys andlines_hawarrived;--The

alternative of no luck plus_injure4 backs

should not even be entertained!

In another vein, determine what t and

sisa of lumber must be used, from the exi

ligtiees for the repairs on the scout mess

1411-roof re existing but useless roof beam

or floor girder or instillation of a new

bridge for-access to the newly diverted

miter supply across the ravine, etc... pro-

per planning, correct figures, no accidents

etc.

The ability to utilize vector analysis

methOds,for_proTerlylapplie4 daily-life

situations is desirable. 'hue,, the

application of this. ,kind of paper pOblem

solving_to, for example, house diaign,

correction _for assuring_cOrrect
tural dimensions_and_mAteriele for the

awunt of_permissable joist protrusion

for the desired living/dining:mom wail,

etc, Cantelever repsirs or new installs-

tion..Airdlar solutions, rosultantsi

could be Obtained for the -new addition,

trussed roof design, re span, height,

pitch, load, and lUalber size, AS well as,

the_snow an4 wind loads-it must success-

fully

a new bridgei_acrosethe_stresm

balanOcof the owners,propertyi_codd be

properly Panned before construction...

thii,time um raised supports so that

Raid waters will not again disurb

The early, discovery of career poten-

tials could be enhanced here in the

following areas:

1, Structural, deiign engineering

2; Structural assembling

truCtUral quality control,in-

spection

4; welding :

5. Riveting_

6; Labor management

7-, Metallurgy,

8. Science research,. generaL'

-1. Physics related activity..

1EL 'Oeidstrytelated activity

11. Mathematicsirelated activity

12. .Computer related activity_

14AndUstrial applied smchanics

Architecture

Kilieary

16. Contracting/Ruilding, etc;



AREA CO\T ENT
COURSE

I a

XIV IMINSIONING SYMMS

A. ALIGNED

O. UNIDIRICTIPIAL

C. MEtffODS

2. In-line
2 Profile

G D

WORK

Composition of Force Elements

a. Direction
b. Place of application
c. Magnitude

d. Sense

e.

Coairunication of actual sin values rei
retric breakdown of products to be defined for
purposes of identification and/or production.

P
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WORLDS

4

lrefice- same as any kind of planning using

!graphic assuring for enjoyment and/or

Isatisfaction in making;

4.

5.

7.

Troyi

Games

Doll Hose

Go-cart

Soap box ricer

Clothes

Dolls, etc.

LIVI\g

37

RELATED

PkifSce- sail e as instructioniforrepair

and aiiiitinance re: to reproduction of

necessary house-related items:

1. Shingle replacement

2; New bookshelf

3. Paneling

4. Cookie cutter.

5. Landscaping projects, etc.

t

Accuriti measuring re: directicms

to minimize waste in purchasing and/

or use of material.

Solve work on paper before finished

product is attempted.

Stock Chasers

Tracers

Riproduction Operators

SketchOrs

Technical Illustrators

Dettilers

Checkers_

Quality Controllers

Design Drafters (Designers)

Project Managers
,
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XV kP LiCATION OF TRACING MEDIA

A. TISSUE VELLUM, MYLAR; CLOTH

PENCIL

C. INK

MICROFILM

to MICROFICHE

F. APERTURE CARDS

Notes Possible to include "Photography" With-

in this area (35sm - 110*

X

X

X

X

X

X

fo utilize the induStrial approach via trans-

lucent and opaque originals;
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Individual_applied_use al personal seas-

faction such as service to others, clubs,

individuals (not merely hobbies)

j

Ming of clothing patterns, duplicating

recies, use of prior media for everyday

needs, etc.

Revision of house, addition, greeting

cards, 'saps, ar0 explanatory usage.

Leads to career) dealing with re-_

production and duplication of media

-Overhead

-Slides

-Opaques

-ffoctimentaries
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AREA CONTENT LEE WORK59 0

XVI COPIERS

A. DITTO (SPIRIT)

B. XIMEO (MX)

C. THERMAL (NEAT)

1, Xerox

2, 3
3. Thernofax

D, CHEMICAL

1. Mani far
2; &Ito-copier

XVII REPRODUCTION mow

A, BLUEPRINTING

B. 161111 PRIN WIG

C. SEPIA PRINTING

D. PHOOGRAPHY

1. Microfilm

2. Microfiche

3; Aperture Cards

14j

X X

144
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,...RECREATI-0. LIVING

I,

RELATED



AREA 120\T ENT

XVIII MODEL AXING

s4

D. CARS

; BOATS

. BRIDGES

I

X

V. AL S

5- 0
, WdRK

X 1. To utilize proper to imiques (safety, proper
tools; materialg, equipment for end results)

2. Gaining of familiarity with' general shop tools
mats, and equipment and their safe uses;

3. Vocational experiences can be built-in-, in
effect; Industrial designer, mechanical en-

igineer; etc;

4. Prototypes



RECREATION IVING' RELATED

43

Used for model building per se, in effect;

any item- doll house, ship, soldiers,

statues, ars, Adniaturisations, train

layouts, slot-car racing, etc.

149

Proper asking of sheds, dog hours, stor-

age building, bird shelteri, feeders..,

the learning of designing structural

requirements building skills gsined from

model making as applied to daily con-

sumer needs.

Use of doll house to develop interior

decorating appreciation.

Hotel House pedals to be c related

with residential as should other

units.

All units to include tool definition

to material for instructor reference
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AREA CONTENT
COURSIG GAIAOR

I WORK

IXX DESIGN

A, PACKAGING

1, tines

2% Ship

3, Color

4; Letters

A

B; TOTAL DRAWING APPLICATION (Form and func-

tton in application it is function which

is primary- form merely follows%)

1, Function

2, Opeiatlon

3. lithiticr

4.

C; CONCEPTS

1. Attract Attention

2, Retain

3, Deliver Message

4. Result in Favorable Action

151

Introduction to concepts of design and their

implication as they'relate to:

1, Esthetic appeal (Packaging)

2. Mechanics of packaging re: Transporation

:1

152
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RECREATION RELATED

47

Use of industrial design concepts for

perschil satisfaction (projects...re:

gob* solving--,_ n effect; decorating

birth* dike, Shapes of cookies, gift

packages) '

a

Applicatiolof industrial design concept_

tip_daily_life...in effect; wardrobe de-

sign, choice of aaterials, color combina-

tions, proportion;

Make meaningful personal analyses and

evaluations of esthetics vs 'function,

in effectt shoewear, clothing, furniture,

transportation,and other concepts lead-

ing to a knowledgeable consumer

Good design gualiies:

1. Attract attention

2. Retain attention

3. Deliver message

4. Functional



AREA CO\TENT

LVL; k.,LJA7NL-

COUROm

I
Areas of Znvo

XX ADVANCED DIMENSIONING: The utilization of

those rules for numerically defining those

geometric characteristics of parts which will

clearly describe the engineering intent.

A. NOTATIONS

B. A.N.S.I. REFERENCING (STANDARDS)

C. GAUGING REFERENCING TYPES

D-; FUNDAMENTAL RULES FOR DIMENSIONING

E; UNITS OF MEASUREMENT:

1. U.S. Linear (Decimal inch and/or

fractional, decimal preferred)

2. Sir; Metric (mitt)

3. Identifying Notation

4. Dual Linear.aractional, In-Line,

Bracket, CoMbinations thereof

5. Angular

6. Undimensioned

F. APPLICATION OF DIMEHSIONING...FEATURE AND

LOCATION:

1. Reference
4

2; Location

3. Size_

4; Overall

5i Aligned (In-Line, Chain)

6. Contour (Profile)

7. Spacing of

8. Placement of

9. Extension Lines...Perpendicular,

Oblique, Crossing, Broken

256

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X X X

Mk 11=10 110.1.

WORK

To knowledgeably depict in standardized (ANSIi

drafting language form all items pertaining

dimensioning and tolerancing as specified by

American National Standard Engineering Draw-

ing and Related Documentation Practices

"Dimensioning and Tolerancing", ANSI 114.5,

1973.

This means mastery and use of the accepted

standards manual for the industry, public,

private sectorland the Department of Defense,

(DOD).,.Army, Navy, Airforce, also DSA, DEAR,

SCTI NSA.

150



GENERAL IA

RECREATION

TO be able bo use adveficed dimenediS

for recreational enjoyment where thi

proper adherence to standards, evan

though often drawn hastily as a free:4,4.14

understanding and the doing of prei0A440

work, whatever.

Also, of course, the ability to mrTtlY

evaluate "spas" items and to Proi:47ly

interpret specification and 81110 o;

terials documents before spending 914

money for recreational items...wile"

cheek. next "Living' Column for exaMot,

UV1N

To et1110 IOW adve0,ed, climensioning

knowledie rot everyday "ving purpOseS

As is the case ip improved knd_mors cr
tical evaluation of 001104 goodsi By

very thoOngh eilminatim °t specifica-

tiOn of 011 Iva itself In.
the light of

sales cleima, warrantless signed docu-

fonts I etc', before the. chase of

major colt itsau, for 0114Plst

1, Can 0014ors

2, Autoaie paving Plives

Shavers-

Heir drlors) large 444 atoll

subuitolkia well pas

SvadOotios pumps

7, Clot* *hers

8. Prieto

9. Floor mdil 1roner5

10; Alterflate weratore

21. Hot wOet beaters

22. Hot air Furnaces

13. Clerical supply Del

14. Ishaust-fius/ kitehen,

13. lir conshioners

16. 5010 40ctipas

17. Lon 00wers

18. gr./40844

9; MO 42,147

1.

4.

5.

6.

20.

21.

27.

23.

24.

25.

26.

Befrigezetori

Range$

Auto P4Nries

Autabiles

Bicycles

Snow:0110

Wier'

Shoes, etQ,

RELATED

'eerier identification can Pe fur-

4ered in this area of advanced

44mensioningi

1. Machine Design

Tool and Jog Design

3; Design Drafting

4. Detail Drafting

S. Computer Drafting.,.Prograandng,

Punch-Out, Computer Assisted

Designing

tol -and_ Die -Making

Design HaAagement

8, Manufacturing Supervisor

9h. Machinist

Zeeman

74* Foreman

4. Bench Mechanic/Fitting

welding

Quality Control

45; hirts_Testing

16' Pattern Making

'1170 casting

"u. Foundry

Polling Milli

5Y% Press Operators

pipe -Fitting
2. aststy_Engineers

;3; Advertising

15:i Packaging

industrial Design, etc

15E



48 LEVELS: GOALS
................................

AEA,A_ CONTENT
zoupsE -GI:MDR

...
. WORK

1 uff nze 6 g
9-

W.

12.

12;

13,

24. ;Will

.15;

16,

17;

./ 18,

19,

20.

'Repetitive,

.

4' 21.

22.

23, Actual

24.

1$.4-, ANSI 114.5

Leader Lines...Edge Contact, Surface,

Placement OfOrigin Llhe

Diameters...Longitudinal

Radli.,anternAll External, Shortened,

Locations (Center, Tangentilrue),

Sherical; Chords, Arcsi_Anglesi

Rounded Ends; Multiple Tolerancel l

Rounded Corners.

Irregular Outlines...Datum (Basel ne

Tabulated, Symmetrical

Moles...Round; Slotted, Counter

rdL COuntersunk, Counterdrilled, 1

Spot face

MachIndrigrCtnters

Chambers
,

Hey ,Seats

knurling

Rods and Tubing

Sysmetrical Hole Locations.'0Common

Corner, Coordinate (Baseline and

Center Datum), Rectengular_Coordinete,

fCenter_Detum), Polar Cooldinate, ,\

Rectangular Coordinate

(Baseline); Rectan az .Coordinate

Dimensions_w14., Dimension Line

Rectangular T.1...iar Coordinate.

Datum Target
,

.

Nominal Size
.

'

size i

Pictorial...Aronometric, Oblique-

Presentation Plane (Aligned); Horipn-

till (unidirectional) Alignment

, .

,

,

4

-1973. ., .

i i_ , i,...
,

XXX
X

x

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

.

X

X

same

dimensioning.

.

-,'

,

.

I

as immediately prior area of advanced

.

.

.

..

I

.

.

7

,

,

.

.

.
,

,

,

,

1 i 6
-4- i



RECREATION

Ito be_able to use general tolerancing pro-

cedures and applications for recreational

enjogoont where the .proper,adherince to

standards even though often drehm(htstilg,

and fteehand.will provide correct toler-

lnce information and facilitate correct

restructuring, new.construCtiOnvor whet-

ever to allow -old items to continue in -use

and perhaps; to improve upon crigal per-

Agmanctat- well as create new recreational

adaitaticosi etc;

1; Maintain end

2; Maintain and

'3 Maintain and

0; tOarings

b, sings

c. camshaft

d; valves

repair outboard engines

repair snowmobiles

repair dragster engines;

LIVING

to utilize _gained general tolerancing

knowledge for everyday living purposes..

in effect, to a IWO critical con-

son' of manufactured produce. as in the

case of advanced dixensioingi prior snit;

LATED

49

Career identificition would be the

same here'eS for advanced diMenSiOn-

ing.



50

AREA CO\ TENT

VELS:
COURSE GRADE

I
i4Wr

1

e Areas of Involvenrnt-

9 2

XXI GENERALIOURANCINGI Depiction of estabf_

lished practices for indicating._tolerances

on linear and angular_di;ensions, material

conditionlodigerii and interpretation of

limits and tolerance rules-.1

A. APPLICATION OF:

I.. Direct/Local

2. Special Notation

3. Other Document Referencing.

4; General Tolerance NotatiOn

B, METHOD OF PLACEMENT

1, Limit Definition

2, Plus and Minui Definition

C. TOLERANCE EXPRESSION- DECIMAL PLACES

D. LIMIT INTERPRETATION- ABSOLUTE

E. SINGLEJLIMITS- MINIMUM AND/OR MAXIMUM

F. TOLERANCE ACCUMULATION- CHAIN, DATUM,

DIRECT's

G. ANGULAR SURFACES

H. CONICAL, TAPERS- L AND ANGULAR

DIMENSIONS, BASICk. 4E, BASIC TAPER,

TAPER TOLERANCE, BASIC TAPER AND BASIC

DIAMETER; BASIC TAPER'AND BASIC LENGTH

RS- CHANGE PER INCH

X

x

X

X

X

X X X

X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X X

X X

X

X

X

=NEMO

For general tolerancing, here again to knOw

ledgeibly_dipict in itindirdizid drifting

language form (ANSI Y14.5, 1973), all items

pertaining to general tolerancing as pet th

dimensioning and tolerancing manual.

, n



GENERAL14% WORLDS SI

RECREATION LIVING RELATED



52 LEVELS: GOALS SEMI. MON= IMMIIIP

AREA COVENT
wasmIlimiiminirrommeremr

XXI GENERAL fOIERANCING-, CONTINUED-

J. TOURANCED RADII7 6NLOCATED CENTERS,

NINIAAL, MAXIMAL, ACCEPTABLE

S
X; SIZE LIMITS RELATED TO FORM CONTROL-

INDIVIDUAL FEATURES OF SIZE, MMC, LMC,

ElTREAli:, COMBINATIONS, INTERRELATED

FEATURE,:

L. APPLICABILITY OP WC OR RFSt TOLERANCE

OF POSITION, ALTERNATE PRACTICE, EFFECT

OF RFS, MK, ZERO TOLERANCING AT AMC

Ai pgqIN THREADS

,NEARS AND SPLINES

VIRTUAL CONDITIONS

XXII SYNBOLOGY_DEPI OW: Those symbols used for,

specifying geo cal characteristics on

engineering dra ngs And,use of notes to

supplement syibOs

,$)

A. SYMBOL CONSTRU

Geometric Characteristic

2. I4tag.gentifying

4.

rHasp Digit:Man

and RFS

5. Diameter

Ftjected Tolerance Zone

once Dimension

8. Datum V. ?ti,

16

lANSI Y14.50 1973, 5 - 3

GpAom

I U 6 2

4101.11.111.1==11!111111.pigamopmapimpumumemm

WORK

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Againi the same hare as the iumediately prlo.

area of Advanced DimensionAgi and the first

part of General Tolerancingl

For symbology depiction, here also, to

knowledgeably_depict In standardized draft-

ing language form (ANSI Y14.51 1973) all

item pertaining to symbology as per the

dimensioning and tolerancing manual;

The objectives here are to learn by memory:

or ready reference, use all. ANSI approval

abbreviations since they are total and

constant industrial use.

168



GENERAL titly WORLDS

RECREATIO\ RELATED

53

To be able to use symbology depictionS

procedures and applications for recrea-

tional enjoyment...as would be the case

fdr speedy depiction and interpretation

of data relative to for wimp.*

2, Sailboat

Outboard engine

4., motorcycle repair =mil understand-

ing wheh field testing new bike miles

from nowhere

5, Same fOr snowmobile as for motorcycle,

etc.

To utilize glle6isymbology knowledge for

normal_daily living purposes, in effect)

the business of being a knowledgeable

consumer looms largest on `the horizon...

1, To intelligently explore

PotaRtiel eeles)items

To then intelligently

on known facts and coo

tivetolbesign-
Materials

Werkmenship

Function

Reliability

Longevity

Ease of maintenance

3, TO then properly use the time(s)

relative to specification use

parameters

4. lb then apply specified preventive

maintenance procedures .

5: To repair only when needed and

strictly by the manual.

d evaluate

ase, used

rela-

Career identification mould continue

to be the same here as for the prior

areas of ADVANCED DIMENSIONING,

GENERAL TOLERARCINO.

1



4 ev 0 S

B. COMBINED STOOLS;

1, Feature Control

2. Feature Control I rating Data

Rehrenca

3; Coo4ined Featard 04krol and Datum

Identifying

4. Combined FeatUra ealltrol and Pro-

jected Tolerance

C. FEATURE CONTROL SYMBOk 444CENEST

1. Symbol Addition tOAto or Dimension

lert21ning fes ;t4_ti

2; Leader connection k% Feature to

Symbol

3. Extension Line CO eon Between

side, Did, Corner at symbol Frami

to Feature

4. Dimension Line CONtion Between

Side, EM, Cone O sow From

to Feature

D. IDENTIFICATICO OF fp ICO

Si TABULATO WLERVICEs

1 71

170

6

6



GENERAL

RECREATION RELATED'

iU
'I .1,



56 ,.....,,m,...............

ARAk CO\TENT
COORE

li, Ill lit

GRADE

5
6

e=
9' 2

.1-

,v........mom.

XXIII DATUM

established,_principle

to relate

_.
priate

A; ;APPLICATION

H
1.

2.

B. DATUM

1.

2;

3.

C. PARTS

' FEATURES:

1.

2;

D. DATUM

VARIATIONS

1.

2.

3.'

Ei, DATUM'TARGETS;;;DEFINITIOU

LINES,

.
tki

4 '
f

ANSI Y14.5, 1973,

2IBID; 5;5

REFERENCING UTILIZATION: The use of

of datum referencing

features of a part to an appro-

datum :l

p.:

.

OF:

Datum Reference Frame
,

Datum Features

FEATURE SEQUENCE:

\
_._ _ _

primary Fitst Datum Plane_

SecondarySecond Datum Plane

Tertiary- Third Datum Plane

WITH CYLINDRICAL DATUM

Three. Plane_Relationship

Angular Orientation

FEATURES SUBJECT TO SIZE

Primary Datum Feature; RFS :

Secondary Datum Feature; RFS

Secondary Datum Feature at NHC

OF POINTS;

ARE? ":

Datum Target Dimensioning_

atum Target Points; Lines or Area.

iiiget ApiliCation

5.4

,

.

,

i

,

.

To be able to use daium.referahOng knowledge-

ably as'itpertains.'It4establishe ANSI Stan:

dards ANSI 114.5-1 1973 Dimensioning and

Tolerancing Manual,

\
Proper. . _correct drafting room procedures _ _

require a thoroughUnderstanding for theworlc

of wort; the manufacturinglindustrial/Milita4

domain of production.

.

.

.

. ,

,

.

c.

,

'

-.1

i,
.

ri ft.v

i



:1Cot

%11. ,

.
UN datum referencing pro-

4

a4rapplications for recreationel

.'isaa mould be the case for_

properl_yet speedylepiction

aniLtInteipretation of data relative !to__

assurance of recreational activities:1 for

example,

1. Notorboating- repair to engine- datum

referencing required head tightening

2; Sailboating-leper to center plane-

positioning off dueto_erosion and

wear, - true position (datum) fastening

reqUired

Outboard engine- water skiing...

'timing off- firing position worn off,

advance and retard not visible, ,datuM

marking required

Proper assembly of newly purchased

solid camp shelter;,_ Contractors

bench midi engineering datum point

for Weals must be found

In ;Short, home plate, the point of

engineering refirencing must be found

and'adhered.to for correct assembly,

originally and proper reassembly

'kupon_being born-don for maintenance

and ra air, etc;

The above could also apply to the applied

recreational use of tplerances of location.

Tomtilize_gained datum referencing

knowledge for normal daily living pur-

poses, in effect) better informed and

more functional consumerpracticesand

procedures as per symbology depiction

area on prior page.

t,

The above can also relate to the applied

daily living purposes of tolerances of

location;

Career identifihtion would continue

to be the same here as for the prior

areas of: ADVANCED DIKENSIONING

GENERAL TOLERANCING

SYMBOLOGY DEPICTION

Career identification remk con.;

stant here.



58 EVELS:

CONTENT
COURSE GRADE

5A g

GOALS 4111.1111111. INNEINO

WORK

xxiv TOLSLAICES_OFLOCATIONi, The utilization' of

established _prircipi es _of toereres
location relative to position; compti

I 1

i-
city, and s 6vito controls.

A. CUM? DISTANCES BETWEEN:FEATURiS.

as helots. siotsi tosser, and tabs

B. LOCATION OF ABOVE IA) AS A (OUP froki

datum_ Intuit such as one and
cylindrical surfaces

C; commune BETWEEN FEATURES

FEATURES WITH CENTER DISTANCES equally

dispoild about a datum axis or Mane

B. POSITIONAL TOLERA1CING AND SPECIFICA;

TIMIS THEREOF'

FEITURE PATTERN LOCATION

G. =ETC TOM= ZONE

H. PARALLEL HOLES

I. MUTSU:RED HOLES

J. FEATURE = VARIABLE END CONTROL

J

v

To be able to knovedgeably depict in
aftliv standards practices1 as.

ANSIII4i5-1 1973, tolerances of location as
,specified by the ANSI Dian:ion and

'Tolaramninuanual-;

ci)4 -



tGENERALioit4v
WORLDS

RECR ATION

0

LIVIN

Ti'

r.

59
111=MMINIM11011111.11110,11

RELATED

If



roormwolismirliMMINIFiimilMNIftemmelswersomsermonlimpl=wominmsareirimmiarnalmillimilMiNIMMII
LEVELS:ELS .90AL360

I

couRee GrupEz

AREA CONTENT WORK \,
ir fir lir

XXV TOLERANCES OF FORM AND RUROUT: The depiction

of established principles and methods of

dimensioning a61 tolerancing controlling-.
'shape and runout of varyiyg geoaetric forms

And freestate variations:

A. FN CONTROL

B. FORM TOLERANCE SPECIFICATIONS

C. FORM TOLERANCES FOR SINGLE FEATURES

D. PORN TOLERANCES FOR PROFILE FEATURES

E. FORM TO4RANCES FOR RELATED FEATURES

RVNO FEATURES

G. FREESTATE VARIATION

AXVI DUALLINENSIONING: Depiction' of U.S. Ind and

Si Nqtric units.of measurements on same draw-

m0'

A. INTICTMIGEABIliITY

B. IffENTIFICATION OF UNITS

C. SI VALUES PRACTICES

EI

X

0

X

X

X

To_knowledgeably depict_in_st r zed_draft-

ing language usage as per the SI Y14.51 1973

Dimensioning and Tolerancing Manual:

1?

1. Tolerances of form and runout

2. Dual dimensioning

3. Dipaisioning kr numerical control

4. F0OUlae for positional tOlerancing. _

5. Aire above A; B; C; and D; in their tota:

ramifications:

a, Symbolically

b. Vocabulary

c. Applied oath formulas

a



WOR

RECREATION

D

To be able to use tbmse4oluanieMof

form and runout, dual 4avi
mensioning for numerical c

formulae for:; oeitionel t

recreatimal enjoyment...

case fbr_speedy,depictimn

don of data relative to:

To utilise gained knowledge concerning

olorances of form and runout, dual _

ffiensioning-, foreVlae for positional

tol!rancing and diSeniioning-for

Hoak cal control for applied daily litdn

)4,-.0,effecti enlightened con-

rie.0140;,plior break Own in area

big ctionNoria of Living".

Directioms for asseibly ma'

ance,and repair of,

1, tinti
2, solid shelters

3, boat (kit form)

4, engines

5; prefib fireplaces

6. ;To-fib plumbing, etc.

4z;

-

Career _identification -hould_coritinue

to be the same here_ w for the, prior
areas of: ADVANCED MINS-ZONING

GENERAL TOLERANCING

SINBOLOGi DEPICTION

DATUM REFERENCAG UTILIZA-

210
TOLERANCES OF LOCATIONL.

1.

to



LEVELS

REA CONTENT
COURSE GPADC

I U

XXVII DIKINSIONING FOR NUMERICAL CCWTROL: Appl

cation of dimensioning and tolerancing

practices for parts delineation and =chin-

ing_as it relates to cOmpyter assisted

design and nenufacturinge

A. COMINATE SYSTEM

B. MIS NOMENCLATURE

Cal DIMISIONING IND TOURANCES

D. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING LINGUAGI

XXVIII FORMULAE FOR POSITIONA

use of formulae for
positional tolerances
siting feitures to en

assembly:9

SYMB

B. FrailiNG FASTENER CASE

RANCLVG: Proper

ng required
rid _sios of
red. carte

C. ?IUD FASTENER CASE

1AN9I Y14.51 1973; 5.6

21BIDI 5.7

3IDi Appendix

4W, Appendii

S





64. LEVEL GOAL$ WIMP MIMEO MEM=

AREA CONTENT

XXVIII FORMULAE FOR POSITIONAL TOLERANCING, cont'd

D. COAXIAL FEATURES

E. PROVISION FOR OUT OF SQUARENESS

XXIX FORM, PROPORTION, AND COMPARISON OF SYMBOLS:

Depiction of ANSI,Y14.51 1973 American

National Standard engineering drawing and

related documentation practices pertaining

to recommended forms and proportion for

'geometric characteristics symbolsrl

A. GENERAI,

B. ,PROPORTION$

. COMPARISON

XXX IiDiNTRIAL_DRAPTING: Shop -processes, or

those areas of industrial activities dick,.

every drafting oriented process must re-

quire a thorough understanding of In order

to knowledgeably depict in drafting terse

drawings pertaining for

A; PATIERNMAKING

B; FOUNDRY'

CASTING

)ANSI 1973-1 Appendix

191

COL R9E, GRADE

WORK

X X

To knowledgeably depdct in proper proportion

and_forkall 'geometric characteristic symbols

as for ANSI 714.5-, 1973 standards.

InAdditionl.theiorld of MOrk" requires a

knowledgeable understanding of other than

our Auorican Systemi in effect)

. British... . . .... BS 308

. Canadian CSA B78.2

. International...150 R1101

To knowledgeably depict in established_draft-

ting language' form (ANSI) ,those peculiarities

dealing with symbolism_rathor4an ortho-

graphic_realities when defining unusual geo-

metric intersections as per;

. Ruaouts

Conventional edges

. Tangencies

Also, a thorough understanding of the accep-

ted vocabulary established for industrial

manufacturing purposes found in most engineer-

ing drawing =nulls appendix, technical terms.

..Also, ANSI Y1.11 1972.



GENERAL_

.RECREATIO\

fo be *Nolo ase dote form, proportion,
and caparison of symbol depictions for
recreational enjoyment _as, forliemple, the

ability to properlyoread_and interpret

object geometric characteristicton_draw-

ings of recreational devices when asseml-

Ingo maintaining,, and repairing such

devices. ilbiarispecially if they Are

COAdiani or. uropean Ofainlandb

and Atila.-.1

A.' Bicycles

B. Various Games

C. Sports Firearms

LIVING

To utilize gained knowledge concerning

formvproportion, and comparison of

syiols for improvement of everyday

living especially in the area of con-

sumerism; Far example:

A; To be able to_read_and interpret

drawings; speciffcations, and Bills

of Materials for home-based devices

such as:

1. Well pumps

2. Furnace blowers.

3. Air conditioners

4; Windoit

5. Food-preparation articIii

for best material(s); joint's, larigevity,

etc.

ni

RELATED

Career identification 'mid con-

tinue to be the same here as for

the prior areas of:

J1. ADVANCED DIEWSIAVING

GENERAL,TOLERANCING

SYMBOLOGY DEPICTION

D. DATUM REFERENCE UTILIZATICW

TOLERANCE OF IOCITIVI

TOLERANCES OF FORM AND RUNOUT

DUAL DIMENSIONING

DIMENSIONING FOR NUMERICAL

CONTROL

FON= FOR POSITIONAL

TOLERNICING

FORM, PROPORTION AND COMPARISON

OF SYMBOLS

INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING SHOP

THREADED FASTENERS

44.



AREA CONTENT
COUR $G GRAD

II 2

INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING, cont'd

ROLLING

E. PRESSING

F. FORGING

G. MACHINING

H. FITTING

I. QUALITY CONTROL

J. ASSEMBLING

X. BT US OF MATERIALS

L, SPECIFICATIONS

M. NOTES

XXXI THREADED FASTENERS1 EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL").

Bolts, screws, heads, nuts (machine only) 14

A; HELIX (THEORY AND MATH)

B. DETAILED (SEMI-CONVENT1AL)

195

1. Sharp Vee

2. American Standard

3. Whitkorth

4. Unified

5. Sgware

6, Acme b

7. Brown and Sharpe

2ANSI Y14.61 1957

X

X X

X

X

X

To knowledgeably depict in established_draft7

ting language fen; ANSI Y14;6-1_1957,_all_those

threaded fastener forms which are essential for

acceptable and true depiction on any engineer-

ing drawing: 'P

A. Axis (es)

B. Mijor (Nit) DiarOtet

C; Mita (Rot) Diode

D; Pitch Diameter

E.. Pitch (or lead)

11961



RECFEATIO\ LIVI\C RELATED

To be able to use those industrial draft-

ing shop processes far recreational

applications, such as in maintenance and

repair of sports devices, for example;

Cracked cylinder head

1. Braze and machine

. Cracked block

1. A*

Seiwid polity

1; Warn

2; Casting

3. Machining

Lost wrench

1. Drasing

2. Layout

3. Forge hammer

4 Fitting/finish,. etc.

foutilise gained knowledge concerning

industrial drafting and shop pnicessei

for the sale everyday living purposes as

above unit. But in addition, have the

knowledge (and ability) to 0 able to

better maintain and repair particularly

expensive,home-based items:

1. Reimiring broken knife handles,

gluing and fitting new wood

Recasting new knife handle for old

Forging new blade for old (broken one,

s
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CONTENT

VELS:
COURSE' -GRADE

GOALS --
r

5 WORK

XXXI THREADED FASTENERS, cont'd

8. term

9, knuckle

10., Buttress

C. SYMBOLIC...(COUVENTIAL)

1. Schematic

. Simplified

D. MULTIPLE IUDS

AW

CIHMADNOTES.SPECIFICATIONS

TYPES OF
&P,

1, American Standard machine screws...

round,headi flat head, oval head,

filliitir head

2. American Standard cap_screws...

hexagon haadillat_head, round head,

fillister head, bar"head

3; American Standard set screws...

square head,. slotted, her socketi!,;

fluted socket, cup point, Ilatimint,

oval mint, fu11.d0g_POint,

dog point, cone point.

G. AMERICAN STANDARD PIPE THREADS 0,7d;

1. Tapered

2. Straight

1

H. AMERICAN STANDARD BOLTS AND NUTS...

HEXAGON AND SQUARE, REGULAR AND HEAV14,

SERIES.

X X Thread Foriulae

Thread Angle (Nominal Drawn

. Thread Depth

. External

J. Internal

. Schematic'Depth and Pitch Table.

L. 'Thread Form Tables:

1. Nominal Tiaieter r.

2. Actual Diameter

3. Number of threads per inch

4; Tap drill sires-

5 Coarse, fine extra fine

6. Pitch Series...8,12,16

M. rw4et Drill (for threading),

1. 'Nuiber origuage size

2. Fractional sizes

3. Decimal sizes

4. Letter sizes

N. Shaft Canter 4ires (canter drill)

2. Chamfer

Pilot Hole Diameter-

3. Pilot Hole Depth

0. Thre Length Sizes, Incretehtal

P.. USA St dard Taper Pipe Threads'

1. NominarPipe_size

2. Outside Diameter (0.D.)

3. Threads per. inch (different)

4. Tap Drill sizes

4'



RECRETIO LIVING RELATED
4or

lb be able to effectively use those
threaded fastener infornation wilts for
recreational application as will further

the better: ci

A. Puechase of recreational devices

IL ilainterglice of such recitation/1.

devico

C. torten repair of such recreational
,devices

D. Imp,roved use of items (reliance on

joinery- faith in, hued cin Icnowledge)

To utilize gained knowledge concerning

threaded fasteners...for same aaily-

living purposes as above unit...since

this type of fastening,has So zany uni-

versal applications it could after pur-

chase of.new items, or when mintaining

and repairing of same or other items

displace all original joinery so far as

normally possible with screws or nuts

and bolts.

Career identiiication continues to

be the sane here as for the prior

areas oft

. ,ADVANCED DIMENSIONING

GENERAL TOLERANCING

SYMBOLOGY DEPICTION

DATUM REFERENCE UTILIZATION

TOLERANCES OF LOCATION

TOLERANCES OF FORM AND RUNOVT

DUAL DIMENSIONING

DIMENSIONING FOR NUMERICAL

CONTROL

FORMULAE OR POSITIONAL

TOLERANCING,

.' FORM, PROPORTION AND MARISA',

OF SYMBOLS

INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING SHOP

i.,PRCTSSES



70 LEVELS'
UCRSE GPAOS

AREA CONTENT
I II

5
111-7

XXXI THREADED FASTENER ; mined

AATRICAN MN= DOLTS AND HUTS, cont'd

1. VInished.

2. Semi-fiiiihed.

3, Finished

Z,, THREAD CLASSES

1. External...A, 2A, 3.1

'2i. ,Intoraal...81 28, 38

3..

4. Acme, general mrloae...200 3G, 4G

5. Acme centralizing...2C, 3C, 4C, 5C,

6C

6. Buttress...1,43.(Fmi Medium,

and Close)

J. ,STUDS

C. AMERICAS STAR= OD SCREWS...

RUMPS, ETC.

1, !1st hied

2. Round held

3. Oval &id

X. X

GOALS -----
WORK

To knowledgeably depict In established draft-

ing language form, ANSI Y24.6k 1957...cont'd

Q. Regular and Heavy-Duty 'Bolt and Nut fleet

1. Width across flats" W

2. Height of heads" H (thickness of)" T

R. Cap and Machine Screw

Head information

2; Shaft length

3. Thread length

4. Shaft ending

ti



GENERAL kt WORLDS 71

RECRE4T10\ LIVING RELATED

Career identification, cont'd

L. THREADED FASTENERS

1. Engine lathe operator

2. Turret lathe operator

3. Milling machine,operator

a. horizontal

vertical

4; Grinding cylinder operator

5; 4ecialty_machine operators

a. broaching

b. ;atoning.

c. shaping

di profiling

e. tappers

f. engravers, etc.

Sales people



AREA CO\ TENT

Ardis of Involvement, cont'd

WIZ, FASTENERS; EXTEND(ED...All those fastening

agents_root covered in Drating II shall be

presented here. Generally they are more

sophisticated than simile _threaded cap,

rschine, set, wood, screcikand bolts and

pipe threads. These, therefore, are used

as follows:

A. LOCKING HEAD-BOLT AND CA? SCREgi;.bax-

bud washer, slotted-hex head washer,

12-point head washer, T-head, square-,

C$K bead, ribbed neck, round CSK-key-

head plow, oval and_ellipse-neck, track,

slotted-binding head.

B. LOCK NUTS, REGULAR...tratk bOlt; her

jam, hex slotted, hex castle, hex cap

(acorn), hex-flange plate.

, DOCK NUTS, FREE-SPINNING...nylon, f1ber4

cep* insert; nylon pellet, flowed-in

sealant,

D,/ LOCK NUTS prevailing torque.

E. CAPTIVE OP SELF RETAINING NOTS;;;Plate

or anchor, caged, clinched, self-

piercing.

F. SINGLE THREAD LOCK NUTS- (sheet metal).

inward thread, arched_spring? flit=

conical, spiral !brined.

G. SELPz_TAPPING SCREWS,,,Self-drihing,

tapping with built-in washers, sealing

washers.

C'OUP$G 'GRADE

I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X X

X X

X

X

X

X

5
g

WORK

To not only learn to draw all these fastening

devices correctly as per ANSI requirements, .

but to also learn thd'specifics of tbeirri

1. Composition

2, Designi'

3; Purpose

4; Manufacture

5. Availability

6. Applied use(s)

This above, in as total a range as possible; .

first-hand, hands-on experience in learning

about and handling them desired...only by

direct experiential knowledge can functional

expertise for correct drafting and design be

assured.

lANST- American National Standards Institute

0



GENERAL Ja

RECREAT

A reasonable knowledge about_these involve

fasteners, in effect, their existence and

ava4lability will make life easier in the

original design, construction, as well as

ssintenance, and repair of recreational

devices...

I. Sports

2 ; Exercise

3; Hobby

4. Relaution

The saae reasonable knowledge here

applied to daily existence requirements

can make the consumer's life less ex-

pensive and tore enjoyable by:

1. Discreet and knowledgeable purchasing

2. Ability to read specs

3. Kaintiin his purchases

4. Repair his purchases

174!1 relative to all things, Ire or she

owns which must be repaired, disassedaed

and then reassembled by the owner, if

possible.

RELATED

Present and future career identifi-

cation can be assured here by vir-

tue of designing, repairing,and

maintaining most existing and fu-

ture amnufactured items. All must

be assembled in some way, The con.;

cept_and_application of fastening

and fasteners is prior,-, thus listed

are the following related career

choicest

Machinists

. Auto/Power Michanics

Auto Body and 'Panderers'

4. Electricians

Electronics Repairers

Contractors/Builders

10.

11.

12;

13;

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20;

21.

21;

Carpenters

WON

Wind Makers

resigners, aneril

kesiiners, Applied

nrafterS

Detiilers

Engineers:, Mechanical

Engineering Managers

Hardware Owner

Hardware Saleslen'

Riveters

General ?lilt Whittle'

Kodal Maketi

SOlar Energy Mechanic

Ecology Planners, etc;
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74 LEVEE
COURSe GrzADE

CONTENT
IE

-

6 9

FX511 MENDED, cont'd

H. OSISRS...flat, con cal, ramp conical,
helical spring; plain-non-link mitive,

tooth lack, Spring lock, special purpose,
, sealing

I. INSERTS...h414cal; self-tappingi pressed-

in; maded-ini,thin naterfal, which
panel.

J. KASCtIRY PASTORS. ,.ductile - sleeve -lead

anchors, sleeve and pin anchors,,Shield

and wedge audits, self;drilling -anchors,
spring=driie bolts, !follow wall fastiners
stud-power-charge nails, concrete nails,

X; lap l'ASMIERSairought and forged St

nail's, cut nails, wire nails, resin-
coated nails; screw naila, spikes, tacks,
flat-wire double-point tacks, fence
staples, glazier points, corrugated
fasteners.

L. 13YS AID XEYWAYS..,flat, square, gib-

head, Pratt and Whitney; woodruff;

N. ROES AND SERRATIONS

Ni PIN FASTENERS...machine, radial- locking,,

grooved straight; quick - release; push-

pin; positive-locking

0. RETAINING RINGS...axial-assembly; end

phi self-locking; radial asses-

blg

X

X



RECRE4T1ON
rim Airinift..miliminew

Prior intonation on pages three and four
apply here as well,

RELATED

Prior information on pages three and four
apply here as hell.

Prior intonation, on pages three
and four`apply here as hell;



.LEVELS:

AREA CO\TENT "u"-F-6")-2-5.

GOAL. mom. dewed

'XXXII FASTENERS EXTENDED, coned

.41

, .

SPRINGS...compression, torsion, ex-

Xension, flat; pbweri:

Q. SPKING,CtIPS, DART TYPE..stud receiver,

cable, wire and tube, spring molding,

111, SI and E'- shaped clips, "comp:es-5Jan=

'4

RIVETS..,atendard, large, smell, lip

and buttjoints, corner joint.' Typesa .

button, acorn, cone, pant flat-top

garcround (CSK); bifurcated; blin4

S: cleavage)

shear, peel via

stiffener; coiner, and 'oyliiidriC31;i111J

joints. Types of te.riali
Deals, cloths, pa r koitd;
rubberi vellum, att.

4.1 r"-4. 0

Information on pages three and four apply

here as well.





RAL. let-rAv WOFRLIDS

RECREATION

77

LIVING RELATED

rmation on pages three and four

as sell:
Priar.infarnation on pages three and

four apply here as well;

a

Prior information on pages three

and four apply here as well.



E-VELS:
GRADE

AREA CONTENT
COURSE

GOALS

Areas of rniolvesenti cont'd

XXXIIi ELECTRONICS DEPICTION.alectrical and

electronic_drawings dealing with graphical

symbols, linear direction, and related

moth 'guest

A. ARCHITECTURAL

l; circuit.

series-

TRICAL

parallel, and

1181

2. Distribution (panel) box

3, Specification break-dam of

system(i)

B. RIXTRONICS

1; Block Diagram

2, Schematics

3, Pictorials

1, Printed Circuit: assubly come

midi layout-, master layouti

bottom side otunit, drilling

positioninglayout, islti-comr

point layout- top and bottom,

connection diagram, control_dia-

gram, highway diagram, simgle-

line diagram, baseline diagraM.

S. Parts List identification

6; Assigned values- notes

45 7, Conductors: pad-straight fillet,

pad-curved fillet, elbow, tee,

double pad.

X

lIE

X

6 9
WORK

To knowledgeably depict in established

drafting langaage form that data which re-

quires interpretation through the use oft1

A. FORMULAS:

1. Electrical

2. Electronics

3. ihductance

4; Capacitance

B. TABLES,

1. Color coding (resistors and capaci-

tors)

2. Ablueviations and letter symbols

3. Nin e tibia aims

4; math tables, Aloes, conversion

C. MMUS

li Starter/regulators

2. Transfusers

3. Full-wave peer supply

4. Radio transmitter

S. Bentham

6. Frequency range Chit

D. avizaz memo

B. NATICNAL !MOW CO STANDARDS

1. Building services

2, Service entries

3. Safeties...fuse/breakers

4, Conductors

5; general outlets

6; Convenience outlets

7. Smitch outlets

8. Panels

9; Outlet boxes (i,

10. Circuits s;



GENERAL ktIP WORLDS

RECREATION , LIVING'

79

RELATED
ogiNimmilMaillMMUOMMONONIMIN.IMOOMMIMMINNEMPINSEMENIMMUMNIMINOUIMINSINNAMSOINUMIMONOMINONOMOIMINIONIIiiNNINIMMIMEMINEIMIlr

To be able to effectively use those

elements of electronics and electrical

depiction for purposes of recreational

enjoyment for example;

A. The planning, drawing of, wiring up of)

and eventual upkeep and repair of:

1; Vacation-Min

2. Ham radio station

3. Scout camp P.A. system

Alternate power generator for

scout camp

5. Establishing walkie-talkie scouting.

party communications, etc.

To utilise Eiand E. gained knowledge for

purposes of improving everyday living,

especially in the enlightened consumer

area...This knowledge should iMprOVO re-

search andand buying of all kinds of B. and

E. components and parts- be it simple

house wiring to quadraphonic systems for

now the ultimate reference relative to

systems, parts, assembly, use and main-

tenance Should be accessible...standards,

codes, manuels, and consumers research

groups.

r

Career identification mould include

the original drafting dimensioning

oriented job areas consistently re-

ferred to ini'

ADVANCED DIMENSIONING

B; GENERAL TOLERANCING

SYN80199GY DEPICTION

D. DATUM REFERENCE UTILIZATION

E. TOLERANCES OF LOCATION

F. TOLERANCES OF PORN AND RUNOUT

G. DUAL-DIKENSICNING

H. DIMENSIONING FOR NUMERICAL

CONTROL

MOM FOR POSITIONING.,

TOLERANCING

FORM PROPORTION AND COMPARISON

OF SYMBOLS

INDUSTRIAL DRAFTING PROCESSES

THREADED FASTENERS

As well as these ElE centered:

Camera, lease design

Camera, meter &Align

Camera troubleshooting

Communications

1. TV' radio

2. Media instruction

3. Radar

4. Telegraphy

5. Teletypists

6. blephone

7; Announcers/Operators



80:

AREA CO\TEN

Areas of Involvement cont'd

LEVELS:
f.couRse GRAD

GO

w 6
5

2

_ A

XXXIII ELECTRONICS DEPICTION, cont'd

\s,



CENER'AL J
V WORLDS

RECREATION LIVING RELATED

Computer Area

1. Programmers

2; 103y punch operators

3; Cçmpater operators

4. C mputer technicians

5. ndustrial robot'

F. Co struction electrician

G; a trol mechanism technician

H/a authors

; General -electrician

J. E/E enginetting

E/E teaching

Ell inspector

EA fixture designer

Lighting director stage

0. X-Ray tithnician

ffacine-Applied Ell

1. Set-up

2. Operation

3. Naintenpnoe and repair

Electronics lab technicitai etci



81 LEVELS: GOALS

AREA CONTENT:.
COURSG GPADE

I 'it 6
5

9
WORK

Areas of Involvement, cont'd

XXXIV WELDING...The fusion or joining of two or
more pieces of metal via heat with or with-
out the application of pressu.re2

A. BRAZING, (AND SOLDERING)

3; !ORO

C. GAS

04.

D; MKT

E. ARC

F. ZNINICTICX

G, ,RESISTANCE

11; FLOW

I, JOINTS

1. Butt
2. Corner

43; red

4; Up
5. Edge

1
This reference information is based on ANSI

publications: Y14;15; 1966, "Electrical and
Electronics Diagrams'', Y14.152, 19711 "Supplement-

Intercozmecting Diagrams"; 132.4 19700 "Graphic
Symbols for Electrical and Electronics Diagrams",
a11 published by the society of mechanical
Engineers,

(1

2ki,f
'American Welding Society

X

V.

A



REdiRE';ATICA LIVING RELATED
IMMONIMINENNEUNIPONINOlordslogaliallailawlElla .111010ft

rob. able to effectively use time ele-

ments of the welding process deriml fros

drafting as will fulfill the recreationel

noedsi whatever, ,0

A, utter consumer keying of welded

recreational equipment, for example/

1. $VIsis

2, Jwgigyas

3, Liquid containers
4. Dragster frames, etc.

B, Better preventive maintenance by

subjecting weldid parts to specified
pressures/rigors only, for examples

1, as welded tanks

2, Brawl rocker panels

3, iiVide4 strut friss of re:Testi-on-

al velicles, ato;

C, Isproved joinery via stronger repair
Man oritial) joints for:

1, Climes

2, Tubing funs of swings, jungle

8911
3. mtter tank sess, sir,

Itt utilize welding gained knowledge for

papa-tea of improving everyday living,
especially. in the enlightened consumer
area .,,better research of intended pur-

doses as well as actual buying of im-

proved consurer use of such .items,

followed by constant and correct pre-

ventive maintenance for longevity,

Some welding type activities that could

be done at UNIX are:

SOldaing

1. Gutters

2, Clint. control dwtwOrk

3, Funnels

4, Palle, etc;

Career identification inirld_ be simi-

lar to the original drafting_dimenT:

sioningijob areas, in additioni the

following speCialized milding if taat:

tions have been identified)

. Welding and Related:

1,, Slott. metal welding
2, Pipe_eelding
3, Automtives body welding

4. Cu welding

5, Electric arc

5. Nig/rig welding

7, Forbe iding

8, Braze welding

9. Sat and bird soldering

10; Spot .welding

11, Torch cutting

Stud welding

13, Atomic hydrogen welding.

14, Puleation welding

15, Projection welding

16,

17, tutt welding

18, Flash welding

19,

20, Jig/fixture welding
21, Blacksaithing
22, Drop hamar Ischia. operator
23, Hydratilic forging machine

operator
24. Forging blalor
25; kover-haamer whine

operator
26, Voiding quimat

ance teckician
27, hillding equipment sales=
28, Molding quality control

Inspectors
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GRADE

ARE

G 0 4k S °I.6° Oldmw AMOim

WORK

'XXXIV WELDING, cont'd

J. TYPES OF WELD

X

1, Fillet

2. Plug or_Slot

3. Arc Spot or Seam

4, Square...Groove

5, Vee...Groove

6, Bevel...Groove

7. "MI...Groove

8, Jay...Groove

9. Flare...Groove

10; Flare-BeVel,Groove

Ili Back or Backing

12, Melt-thra

13. Surfacing

14. Edge...Flange

4. Corner...Flange

16. Resistance Spot

17. Projection

18. Besiitance Seam

29. Flash or Upset

20. WeldTall-around

21, Field wt1d. _

4. Flush...Contour

23, Conver,.,Contour _

K; TIE WELDING SYMBOL

1. Arrow Head (flm. sidi, Fir side)

2. Tail (Specifications, reference

placement)

3. Main Body Information

X To knowledgeably depict in estsblished draft-

ing_language form that informstlon which must

be trgnsmitted through the approved welding

symbology, for exam plei

. _

Selection of Proiir JOint(s) Governed by:

1. Intensity of load

2. Lod characteristic(s)

3, Load application...steady, sadden,

variable

4; Costs of joint preparation and welding

processes

Welding Positions:

1. Flat.ftdld

2. Vertical weld

3, Horizontal weld

4. Overhead weld

. Welds/Beads:

1, Placement

2. PrOcess

3. Spacing

4. _Atount (numbcr:of)

5, Desired depth

6; Root penetration.

7,, Cross section

8; Length
.

4004,



29-
tirtification

trispectorg
Welditiq

-64114*,ritiOufacturers31; teat treating
tichnicians

32-. We D ig Its
irtuitifictireis

e liagistgletc;33.
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sonommANSIIMINIMPINI,

S

AREA CONTENT

LEVE
COUPSE

A

GRADE

5 9_
9 2

GOAL

ORK

xxxiv WANG, coned

xxxv POOD-FURNITURE/CABINETRY; The depiction of

details and assembly of mood products and

their joinery, p/uimecification breakdown,

A; PURIM AV DES-1611

B, PICTORIAZ PRESENTATION

1, Isometric

2, Oblique

3, Perspective

X X X X D, Technical

I, Regulators

2, Plame,,,Heutral, Carbonizing,

Oxidizing

3, Electrode

4, AC/DC_

5. Ground

6, Flux/Pd

7, Crater

8, Filler

9, Slag
ik

10, Oxyacetylene

11, HIG/TIG

12. Iron Oxide

13, Hydrogen

14. stud

15, Tartu

16, Pressure

17, Metal(s) composition

Notes Itod- Furniture/Cabinetry will be

found on next pep in total,
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RECREAT LIVI\C RE TED

To be able to effectively use thosi ele-

ments of the Wood- Furniture/Cabinetry

process derived from Drafting as will

fulfill the recreational needs, whatever

in relation 01

Ai hbod Structures

1, Caing shack

2, . Camp supply cabinet

3, Camp kitchen built-ins? etc,

1n relation to discreet buying of, Le.,

good joineryodil withstand camping hard-

ships, pod wood for outdoor exposure,

ease of assembly in view of illustrated

directions, ease of possible repair.;.etc.

To utilizeltod- Furniture /Cabinetry -.re-

lated gained Drafting knowledge for pur-

posessof improving .everyday living with

special emphasis on the enlightened con-

sumer aspect.

Kitchen/ClothingArea Cabinetry

Bedroom/Bath Area Built-ins

Furniture- All Kinds

D, Revision- Planning for anything Nbod-

Created In the Nouse Relative to Reno,

vation-updating, etc.

Original New Purchases in Furniture,

etc.

Career identification kould be

lir to the-original Drafting7Dimenr.

sioningab_Areas,--In addition,

the. following. specialized-situa-

tions are identified (comprehen-

sive) :

)11, ittod Related

1, Cabinet mike:

2; Assemblor

3, `tench worker

4, Cabinet frame assembler

'5'. Details:

6, Layout person

7, Millhand

8, Machine operator
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A CONTENT
40111MMONIMIer

LEVELS: GOALS WOOS WOWS 11111

COURSE

XXV ACIOD;. FURNITURE/CABINETRY; contst

C. DETAILS,,,PARTS & JOINTS

. ASSEMBLY, NORMAL

B. EXPLODED DISPLAY

P. UMW MING ASSEMBLY

G, BILLS OF MATERIAL

SPECIFICATIONS

I. NOTATIONS

r

X X

DiP

X

GPACM.

5
9

ORK

To knowledgeably depict in standardized draftg

ing language form all iteas pertaining to woods

ptodUct design; in effect? furniture, cabinetry

built -ins:.

A; joinery- Main Types:

1, DADOS/Grooves

2, Rabbets

DOvetill

4. 714-et

5, Nartise i Tenon

6, Tgague i Groove

7, BLitt

8, Miter (Dowel, Spline, Feather)

0, Dowels/Pins

10, Blind

11. Splined -

12, Feathered

13, Blocked

14, Abdged

15, Laps-(Crossuldyel "Tit End, Dovetail)

16, launched_(Mort & Ten)

17, Concealed (Sort & Ten)

18; Lock (Miter)

Moldings- Main Type

1, Cam

Bid

3, Clamshell

4; Cove

C; Fasteners- Essential

1, Glues

2, Screws (sometimes bolti WO)

3, Neill .1

4. Corrugated

5. AoWels

r,



To be able to effectively use those ele-

ments of technical illustrations as will

best serve the recreational needs,

Sisierandfor better &AO* and ren-

diticming for thOultotgifted in

free-hand drawing practices.

Ability to ';Thane photographic en-

largements via technical drawing

'hiding techniques,

C, Ability to &deign "decently" those

Items htbbyism would spate. t.

1, Electric table lamps

2, Coffee tables

3. Chairs

4. Patent dreassi etc,

lb utilize technical illustration for

daily living purposes.,.for a more en-

lightened:consunel in his/her ability to

better understand how -to assemble pur-

chased knack-down items;

A,

B.

C,

Bookcases

Picnic Tables/Chairs

Outdoor Barbecues

Braziers

Gutteraorspouts

WheelUrrows, etc,

Also, to better understand:

A, maintenance and Repair

Improved Usage, etc,

of thingi sack iii

Chain-SaWO

Minsters, etc.

RELATED

9.

10.

11,

/2;

-13:

14,

15,

16,

17,

19,

21.

22,

23,

24.

25,

28,

29,

30,

31,

32,

33,

Furniture set -up person

Furniture aisenbler.

Yed maker-

caseltamer_

Cbairiasterabler

Furniture:finish-el:

Finish carpenter.1

Framing carpenter/

Roders

Plastic laminators__

Kitchen cabi_er makers

Einelitg

Pattern makers

Plant &rein

Wel makers

Interior -designers

wood teachers

FOrresters.

Wod technologista_

ribad'prO4ucts engineer

Wag products scientist

Bea* teChnidians

Furniture des4gners

Hardware manufacturers

Wood tool manufacturers, etc

trimmers

Technical Illustrator Related:

,l, Advertising

2. Catalogue illustration

3, Operations/maintenance inn..

stration

'Co Piiiing/01ring instellation

Ap riustritiO

trchitecturallengineering

O. Textbook illustration

7, Patent Illustration

8, Production illustration
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AREA
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XXXV 'AOOD; FORNITURE/CABINITRE; ccet'd

ran TIMM zurismiriah Combinaticm of

frfe;hul a d instrums2t drawing leading

to photo- simulated- copy used primorily in

t1 areas oh_ Design, Manufacturing,

OpIrationi and Maintenance, and Adverti-

rg of product:

A AXOROMMICS-All

Be "OBLIOCES= All

PERSPECTIVES- Ail

D. EXPLODED'

CUTANAYS

F. PBOXGRAPIITC AS SOURCE

C, FREMAND RERDZTIONING

4, LITTERING & NOTES

I; BEADING TECHNIQUES

4 'Solid
and. radial

2, Stippling; dotting

3, Saudging; rubbing

stick -ons- Zippatone,

5, Air brush spraying

6, Charcoal drawing

7, Paint brush stroking

Screen-splashing

X X Laminates (Formica tc.)

To knoWledgeibly depict in_standardized draft.

ing_langwe_fordm all item pertaining to

technical illustration, (ANSI Y14,51 1957)%

Basic Vexes of Design:

Line

2; Shape

3, Mass

Basic Principles of Design:

1, Proportion

Balaje

Variety

4; Unity

5, Contrast

Equipment- Material, Proper Ukiii

1, Air brae:: use, maintanancei repair

2, Piknt brurhOp,, water and oil, applied

use; upkiti: .'

3; Inkingr.nibsi be:relics, bitable;

ingi_brushi Upkeep

Pencils: black and white; colors,

wax, miter 16101i

5, Paper and board stock

I', 1

r
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GIVING RELATED

XXXV KW- cnt'd
. Technical Illustrator Related:

I

9, Design illustration

10. Manufacturing illustration;

etc.

..7



4REA CONTENT
"wwroommiimilms,

Areas of Involve- ntii

_LEVELS GOALS GINN= 11111111110

COURSE GRADE;

XXXVIi PROM SOUIRG- Utilizing; 1) Knowledge,

2) Tools, 3) Materials, and 4) Processes

in advanced engineering,
rachine, and

general industrial drafting practice.

A; MOM All the learning the has

taken place via=Drafting Z II, and

general exposure- 2 to 3 years of

gained knowledge in Drafting.

gi IDOLS' All the initrumente, tools,

I and equipeOnt of aichine or_other_so-

phisticatid mechanical- nature used

throughout the drafting realm;;;thie

only posiible exception being access

to a computer.

C, smoznisi All software- non-tool, etc,,

text and research books, manuals such

AS ANSI industrial or pure research

documents, professional and trade publi-

cations, etc, plus papers, drawings,

tracings, and reproduotiots.

aA

D, PROCESSES. All those experientially'

learned meths and techniques com=

pitibltwith learning and _industrial,

application

4,.

X

fitlV

X

WORK

X X

Athorough knowledge of the process or tech=

nique of problem solving is vital in this area

of The Wald of Work, For each potential

drafter, designer, engineer, programmer, or

manager is or will be on his/her own as to

providing needed solutions to itvolvediindus-

trial problems, Therefore, the process of

'problem solving Ott OoTe objective) should be

spelled out 'in some details

The objeCtivei_lo; the learning of the pro-

blet tolving_method is nothinunore than i

goideditourthrough prearringid And spontin-

sans teacher, as mikes itudent=treated_"ob-

stacles" imposed upon a stUdeht

cause hi/her tei In OOraticlemsil draw from

within hia/herself.iteight
and-procedural di-

rections for thought and action leading to the

met functional ashen's) to the problem(s)

generated by the learning experience (a) on

hand,

Seldom in a pure learning process should there

be a direct answer to a direct question. Re-

X ther, student questions ought to be answered

by teacher questions. This, whitniproperly

applied, will lead the student back to his/her

OW experiential and pure logic processes.

Lacher questions should, thus, motivate and

deftly Indicate direction and sub-goals ever

expanding the learning process. In fact, the

1See Related CellUdi
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RELATED
41111111111MINIOMIIIIISIZINail

teacher shOuld tike full advantage of

every Opportunity tO engage students in

this process of critical thinking, Ul=

timately, and usually, answers will cone

forth surprisingly quickly, especially

when personal need enters the *tare;

This learning process of judicious self-

involvement, critical analysis' and some

hard honest work apOlicationwresultin0

in_positive student anshereli from within,

Will he uniquely his/her discovery and

Achievement, This is altogether more

xemingfel and longer lasting than any

direct teacher supplied answer (s)

Thereforei throughout_ this. Mechanical

Drafting_III al TV area, the_accent

should be heavily on individual centered

Activity, aloud and ofien totally inde-

pendent study in_naturo, TO further this

concept through problem iolving, some sub=

objectives wit be .learned and mastered,

These br the three worlds of 1) irk

2) Recreation' and 3) Living area

Pre-planning"

2, Research,

3, Testing,

4, Analysis'

$i Final Solution's&

6, Teicheil_StIpetOlsori Group' Faid10,

Muncie, etc" Approval,

Mork cont'd,

This action should involve these further

sub-objectives:

1, Knowledge,

2. Learning how to learn,

3, Skilli,

4, Methods;

5. Tequliques;

6, awls, proper use of,

7; Materials, proper use of,

8.. Processes, and

9, Those aspects of safety which apply tc

the totalifields of work, Recreation, and

Living' especially as identified by

OSHA,

linterestingly, the Pestallozi

Milthod_of early pre - Industiral Pats

days utilizes the same concept, but

applies the terms in paraphrases

"From the knom shall you find the

knknom,,,from the concrete, the

theory.,,all new learning stems

from knowm personal experience..."

Note: Items 1-6 and 1-9 in the.

Recreation collumn should be

assured by meaningful teacher in-

volvenent, The teacher is the cats-

lyat_through which_problem solving

and its sub-objectives post bacon*

realityl



GENERAL let
v WORLDS

RECREATION

XyXi'ZI flORLEN SOLVING coned,

FundanAtal recreation requires con-

tinuous problem solving, whether inP,

terspermal or material as pertaining

to equipment and essential tools, Rao

terials, and/or processes.

95

LIVING RELATED

Practical living requires no has ex-

'pease than do the NOrlds of Mork and

Recreation, Problem solving here in-

evitably requires out and out ingenuity

in attaining solutions due to the nor-

mal individual 'a lacking of expert tools

and equipment,,,paper solutions cost far

less than committed materials and tool

blunders.

It should be noted that this curri-

culum frowns upon copy-work from

any source as the essential ingre-

dient in learningl
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AREA CONTENT

LEveLs
COURSE GRADE

GOALS -ft--

NIONOMIMMINIMMOIIIME

ArOAS of Involvement,

k
XXXVIII PIPE DRANING Forlerposesoft 1) Pro-

duction, 2) Processing, 31 Tranaportatial

4) Utilization of fluids, ile, liquid

ages, sodium, nitrogen, oil, gasoline,

ithervacidevAnd geses.-cheeical_usli'_

et, 51 _Fc the of

imukcimiring-and laboratory_nuchines and

powerchazdcsillight, earth lovers,

lifters, _scales, cfic1, etc, all via

hydraulic and pneumatic control systems,

and 6) For structural relative to coluenS,

hAnditils, ite.

This requires proper drawing depiction as

tollowes

A. 'DOME LW SYSTEM

B, SINGLE LINE SYSTEM, (Diagrazretic) as

int

1, Development_

2, Picteriile isometric and oblique

3, Orthographic

4, Size description:

ai dimensions

b, pipe and fitting sizes

c, flow direction

5. Symbology standards

6. Notations, general and local

Sk, PIPING= Steel asl_wrought iron,-cast

ironi sesedess brass and copper,

plastic, glass, aluminum and tubing

such as copper, plastic, glass, and

aluminum,

lANSI Y 32,4, 1955,

X

X

K

X

X

6
5 WORK

TO learn to correctlpdepict all Pipe Drawing,

'forms as per ANSI requirements;

To learn as much as possible about the materi-

als, the systems, the controls by book, manual,

and direct first hand experiential involveient

as time will permit. For example:

1, To know the steel And wrought_iron pipe

are used to transport Pate, steam, oil,

and gas in states of high temperature

and pressure,

2, 71, know that cast iron pipe is for low

pressure transport of water, gas, sew-

age, and low pressure steam.

3, To know that seamless brass and copper

pipe are used_extensively in pulmbing

to withstand corrosion,

4. To know.that copper tubing is used in

plumbing and heating and whereivibra-

Hon and ndsalignment are problems as

in Poitik RechanichAUtOnotpes Hy-

dtahlie and Pneumatic Systent.

_ .

-5; Snft and_hard plestic_plycand_tubing_

ideal forresistancelo_chenical_corro-

sion.4;glass, tempered conditional not

good for heat and pressure.-

6. Aluminum tubing and rubber hosing good

for low temperature/pressure, noh=.

corrosive exposure,

7, To know that threading will nominally be

used on small diameters, 2,5 inches and

less;

z54



RECREATION
owmampamief!ameisma.

TO be able to fUnctionally use gained'

knowledge of total piping area re/atiFe

to needs- as in satisfying the constr uc-

tion oft

RELATED

1-1, Plumbing supply lines

2; Plumbing haste lines

3, Plumbing climate Control line,

For the gear!round_recreationel gatelike

the local scouts, etcivor to -be`

design cotre#WPOsts and _railings $

wall asiconOuct the unit(s) on the -_

stairs,leagng.to theirecreational ceflttri

or to be able to utilize plastic, rOtta

or composition (I44410 tubing.ocorrectly

forloulricleaning, etc;lurpoqesielthe

recrei onaltenterg or the expertise to

;114use"' or only the affected area's-of-

iipi g for applied use in recreationalt

1, Boating

2, Aircraft

3, Vehicular

4, Trampoline

5; Vine structures,

"6; Swings; etc,

ilecient-expertiselo have
ga-nel:h_for

011-141Ving'u"to 1044:41blnyo_saannlflyi

ftiv$13- for
_4a

or. fkiatiObilLiitome-,
-414U- rd leahosiat

okbikuot-P4rintuky-t*ntegako

and -repairrep-manifold- mufPttructp

acidor to
nl. conk'

drain4g0
avoteo,the 00f

la 0 cylvliviaOneranYi
114tP4t1 hot* entered 4ea/PgestegOr91

usuitlY
oithi

1, Piping

2, Tnting
3, !losing_

4; Yalv4n9

5, Ditcting

'6, Rita stegt_.
7, Sewage- sfteP2141

house

Air_bnqP.JOP1119

Neatin
8.
9,

/0i
ll;

12,

13,

14;

16;

17;

19,

19;

10401/

Hutlif
idehoidltutv

also)W 044
c

Fuel

Flue 1, 1
Wallet

llet #9*i 0
Vacuums I;

LUU1C4V°_,

fiqdrau4ehepi

DrYeiWt4c.dteii
4eChanIcMost hoy'Z'vehicel4vphtets,

portith.Nr4
etc.

career identification can= be fur-

thered in this area of ,piping as

f0110101

2, Cheaical Engineering

2, Structural engineering_

3, HetallUrgiCal Engineering

4, Mechanical Engineering

S, Designing

6, Drafting

7, Plumbing

8, Climate-Control

19, $olar Energy

10, 0.14ge)?Wirer

11, Boat/ship tedniCians

2, Auto Mechanics

13; Aircraft Mechanics

14; Electrician

15, Chemist

16, Metallurgist

17; Plastic technologist

la, Edological technologist

19, Carpenter

20, Contractor

22; Awn--
22; Machinist

.23; Pipe. technician

24, Felder

25, Founcle,

20; Patternoker

'27, Bydraulicipeumstic

technician

0, Custodian

29; Building Superintendent

10; Ladscape-Contrittor

Ili structural Contractor

)2; Distillarg Operator, etc-.



Areas of Involvesint,

OXVIII PIPE DRAPINGPc t'd

MINTS- Threaded, welded, hot lead,

soldered, flanged, flared, pressure

gasket - rubber /plastic (friction)

VALVES-

1, ate- fluid flow, heavy duty, not

close control

2. Globe-fluids and gases, fine con-

trol where sir, steam, gas, and

Other compresiihdes are precisely

regulated,

Check- one directional flow only-

operated by internal pressure ant

line flow.

F, FITTINGS- Directional Control:

1,1 Redugers

2 , sitllows/Und

3, Toes

4; Crosioit

, 5, Laterils1,

6. Eccentrics/Concentrics

7, Flanges (Plates)

. Caps/Pluge

9, CONIVgs

10, Nipples

11, Bushings

12, Wont

13, Safety (Blob- off device)

X

x

X

X X

X X

X X

X x

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X
X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X

X

8. To know that welding implies gas, arc,

or MIG /TIG, although brazing and

soldering also, sweating are welding

terms

9. lb know that hot lead means Oakum Pack-

ing and caulked liquid laid (Not)

10. To know that-flanges can_be_castas

OAS piece with pipe or added AS a fric-.

tlon or threaded collar,..plus gasket.

11. To know that flaring is Dorsally appli

to small diameter tubingiiicopper,

aluminum, soft steel- also, some plat-

tiCs and glass,

12, To know AS much about valving as possi-

b1 i.e.:

a.' Design

b. Composition

C. Sizes

d, AVailability

e,

f; Ute

G, Mental+
IC Longevity; etc;

This _to properly design any s

piping with regulatory controls.

11, To know es much about fittings as -pouf

ble to again, design as well as possi-

bli,,,note that the _above ahthrough I)

should also be applied here,
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RECREAT1O\ LIVING

Infoisetion on pages 7 ark 8 apply here

as tall;

PI

RELATED

'Information on pages 7 and 8 apply here

as well

Information on pages 7 0 8 apply

here as *11;
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A CONTENT

Areas of rnVolvement,,,

XXVIII PIPS DPANING, cont'd

COURSIE GIUDIE

I

IKL CAMS; Are irregular-shaded discs (also

disks) or cylinders_rounted on shafts

which revolve and change rotary 'lotion into

irregular reciprocating motion, either

perpolicultr to CT parallel to axis of

shaft through sliding contact with !Mom

Ai DISC CAMS BREAKDOWN AS FOLLOWS;

1. "'Radial

2, Face

3, TOE and Wiper

4, Yoke

5, Nilo-Drum and Plate

6, Conjugate

0.53

J.

B. CYLINDRICAL CAMS EREADOWN ASF0f,,LOESt

1, Groove

2, End

3,. r Mrel (drum)

4, LAX

FOLLOWERS FOR CMS BREAKDOWN AS:

1, .Pointed

Knife ,

3. Flat Face

4. Roller:

a1 straight

, .,b) taper

X X

rmiminer

14, To-know what constitutes safety in rela-

tion to piping, storage, heat, pressure,

fuses, breakers, pressure release valves,

compression chambers; etc;

To knowlidgeably depict in standardized 0110

drafting language:

1, Displecement Diagrams of the "Carve" of

the follower travel through successive

units of time of one cam rotation,

1; Plotting of follower(s) perpendicular

Or pipallel._to axis (es) of cam arid its
shaft.(s) and drawing approprii 1110

nectingliner to reveal fOl/ow...

ye in terms of:

'a) Place: lent_ -

b) Main Center Lines

c) Cam Shaft Circle

d) Cam Shaft Key

e) Hub Circle

f) Radial Lines (Angle of Action)

g) Maximum Follower Riga

h) Fdllower Position- Circles (12 or

compatible -with- radial tingles)

1) Folloher_Positions

j) Pitch Curve

k; Edge hbrking Surface

1) Follower, Roller or Direct

m) Sectional Details of can and

Follower(s)

n) Plotting for Linear Cylindrical
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RELATED

V3 utilize_eauconcept of can regulation 70 utilize the gained knowledge for daily
of irreyular motion_ccotx01 for,recrea-

life application-,decidedlgbetter con-
doml purposesviGeol_controlled water .iumer application to research, shopping
delivery po mad& cr:Touting

building- purchaseruse, maintenance, and repair of
ftom running stream via paddle_wbael

.anything involving cam-action such as:
planned cam(s) p1401lower attachvents-, 16

t4-

or windmill power and subsequent cam and 1. Amu* Mechanics Engines

hllower attichmints. or whatever inno-

vation in existing casrcontrolled dnit can

accept:relative-to improved action' single

to_aultipleaction(s) more fluid accelera'

tion, better dwell and shut-off as well ii

start, etc,

p.

'°,1,''''

2i Sewing lachines

3, Pelt-shifting Devices

4, Jig-clamping Devices, etc.

Career identification can be fur-

thered in this area of.Caseas

follows:

1, mechanical Engineering

.2. Nchin e Designing

3-, Machine Drifting

4, etsillng
5, shop_Admanistration

6, Master Mechanic/Trouble

Shooting

7, Machinist

8. Tool, Die and Jigs- Making

9, Engine Mechenic-

a) Aircraft

b) Adolf:011e

c) Truk

d) Tractor

e) at

f) Ship

g) Showbbile

h) Sewing machine

I) Printing press_

I) Textile Machine

k) StaMping Machine.

1) Feed Mechanisms

m) Turbinei

n) Reciprocating Steam

Engines, etc.
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Ares of Involvementii,

CAMS, cant

C, FOLLOWERS FOR CANS BREAiDOWN cont'd

4, Roller:

c) swinging

d) deal, radial

e) closed

f) index, turret

g) spring loaded conjugate

h) swing arm dual

J
EL ECEANICAL POWER MANSIIISSION is com-

posed of machine elements which are used

W transmit motion and per, this from

a rotary source to a rotary receiver,

This is done on bpth_parallel and di-

vergent axes, as vell as rally to

linear and vice versa. This actionris

implemented in three different,ways:

l) Belt and Pulley, 2) Chain and

Sprocket, and 3) Gearing.

A, BELT AND matt' SYSTEMS:

1, Open Drive

2, On Drive Plus Idler

a) Slack, in, Driver

b) Slack, out, Driver

;) Tight, in, Driven

Id) Tight, out Driven

WORK

3, To gain warking knowledge of can Ix-

tions as follows:

a) Uniform

b) Parabolic

c) Harmonic

d) Cycloidal

e) Modified Sine _

f) Modified Trapezoid

g) Synthesized Modified Sine-

Harmonic

4, To learn cam-shop termdnologies;



RECREATION LIVING RELATED

To be able to use the Bolt Pulley System

for recreational enjoyment where it is

possible,. It is the least expensive

Mechanical Pokyr-Transmission-System,

This could be for providing power (motion)

for mechanical operations at the vacation

shack as ;err

1, Transportation of wod

2, Compressor Operation

3i Saw (Cutting) Operation

4i Pumping Operation, etc;

To utilize this gained knowledge for

daily-living purposes as In more criti-

cal and functional consOirism,

Also, for -such obvious things as im-

proved car smintenance for all Pulley/

Belt ComponEmts; The sam fort

L Sump Pump

2, Deep_or Shallow We11 Ppmp(s)

3, Air Compressor for 4iiiting or

Tire Pressurl

Household Wilder Operation

5, Household Dryer_Tumbling and

General Operation

Career identification can be fur-

thered in this area of Mechanical

Power Transmission as follows:

Machinists _

Jig; Zool and Die Makers

3, Poker-Train Specialists

4, Gear Cutting Specialists

5, Layout Person

6, Setup Person

7, Bearing Specialists

8, Machine Designers

9; Cial Specialists

lO, Engine Designers

(4. Engine Maintenance Specialists

I?, Engine Repair ,

13, Engine Mec s

14, Bench Mic cs

'15; Quality Controller

16, Heat Treaters

17, /Mating Specialists

18. Sandblasters
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13, Engine Mec s

14, Bench Mic cs

'15; Quality Controller

16, Heat Treaters

17, /Mating Specialists

18. Sandblasters





_ _ )
,
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$iWCAL POWER TRANSMISSION? Caned

.11,A 0
),

i):;)
CHAIN AN SPROCKET TSTEMSI

1; Adjustable_Sprecket,Center Drive

2, Idler_Sprocket_AdjnsimentDriVe

3, Multiple Driven Idle; Adjustment

Drive

4, long Center Distance Drive

5, Long Center Distance with Counter

Shaft(s) Drive

6, Detail of CroSJ Section of Chain/

Sprocket-

, Diaansions

8, Notes- Local and General

X

WORK

To knowledgeably depict in standardized

(ANSI) drafting - language form items XXXVIY,

B, 1-8 invArca Content Column at left.

In addition, the following items must kicome'

first-hand klowledge if Drafting is to

correctly occur:

sprockets- Mounted on Flanges, Rubs,

Shafts, etc.

'A) am. Plate, Hubi small, medium,

large, Double,Split;type, Double-duty

type, Shear-Pih Type, Slip,Clutch Type,

2; Chains- Steel, Machined, Forged, and

cast)

a) am: Detachable, Pintle, Offset,

sidebar, Roller, Double iitoh, In-

vertid-Tooth, Silent; Biad or Slider

3, Kator-Monnti- Adjuitible,

4; Areas ofApRlied__Uset

a) Light

b) Normal

c) Heavy-duty
0,
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To be ible to die_ths_Chein_Sprocket

Syttse for reareational_enfopent where

possible. __Greater aophisticatiOn might

Warrant this systelin place of ''the Belt,

Pulley Unit (s) since this system has wit

slippage or creeping and is long-lasting(

So similar off-sets to parallel shafting

as in Belt and Pulley can occur, howeVer.

Alpo, to knowledgeable in tht followings

TO use this gained knowledge for daily7

living piques as in more critical and

functional consumerism,

Also, to replace Belt and Pulley Systems

wherelogsible and deSirahle.

Di 3e_the_gained knowledge for

the pr4ei_alintenanoe and repair of

any sprocket/chain-contained systems in

daily-hiving use, such as on:

li Bicycle Drives

2; Autosobile Timing Devices 1, Bicycles

3, Agtomokile Cem4haft Controls 2, ,Autonobiles

4, Motorcycle Drives 3, Motorcycles

5, Snowmobile Poker Connections C'Ummweu
6, to) librkshop Ude, Metal, etc. 5, Sewing Wines'

6, Poker Chain Uhl

7, Wrench Ailication$, etc.

Wiareerjdentification, see

vOlv, Part A, Belt and Pulley

Systems, Related Column (pages 1031.

105),
04.
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f

C. GEARING- Systems Breakdown: a) Ltir.

splay or Presentation and/or Work-

ing Drawing Forms as follows:

1. fE Circular, Straight Teeth,

Parallel Shafts, Speed Same or

Variable,

2, Ricks Linear, Spur Teeth, Transc

forms Rotary toStraight-line

*don,

38;://.41.?4,2 ntenia-1 spur
!le

4; Bevel- Circular Cone, Right Angle,

Intersecting Shifts understated, 4

Straight Teeth, Variable Speed

.f.))

f

4'7

Such Design Information AS:

i) Aversgell.P, to be transmitted.

b) RTM of driver and driven

c) Shaft diameter

d), Permissable sprorIket diameters

e) Load characteristics

f) Lubrication

g) Life expectancy

Ability to read and interpret tables and

diti chide

1b knowledgeably depn standardized (ANSI)

drafting-language Arm items XXXVIV, C, )-151

in Area Content Column at left,''

In addition, the following items mustlecone

first-hand knowledge if drafting Is tO

correctly occur:

Job Parameters:

a) Knowledge about Involute Grom

b) Gearing design requirements for job

c) Strength requirements for job

4r Probable wear tc,,becountered
e) Degree of accuracyr kW
f) Heat treating needtfOr job
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sles fm_use_Gearing for recreational

flt_whers possible. Greater eillu!

rht influence gearing replaceianC
Delt.'and Chain Drive SysteMi ter;

such ass

ratellent aaprOved) Control
tore Variable and Greater - Speeds

bre Positive and Reliable - Poser -@

eseMear in System and thus greater

ongevity

LIVING RELATED

To- ,uti3ize gained Gearinilknowledge_for.

daily-living purposes as in :Writ Criti-

cal and fbnctional consumerism. Felt

eialaple= resider-oh And smarter purchasing

of items-such ass

1. Can_openers_ _

2i Automatic carving knives

3. StiVers
4. Hair cutters _

5. multi-Duro-0o pumps

6. SeidZfgaealhedi etc;

1,

Career ldentificatiofias per Chain

and Sprocket,,Belt And Pulley Sys

tems.4.general2y.-,Hohever, some
additions. can be made here:

3. Power-Transmission Specifi-

cation Writer&

2. PoweripansthissionIndustrial

Illustrators_

3.,-Rower4ransMission Related
Authors

4; .:P6wer..Transmission_Relatedi

'e.g._Autonvtivei_Power-

,

fiechanic MachineShoii etc.,

Teachers _

.Poher-Transmission Trouble-
Shooters- ..4.4s

6, Pomar-TrOtigsion Related.
Saiespeoile; eic.
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COURSE GPADEt

GAL-

XL MECHANICAL PO KR

C, GEARING, Pooped

5. CirC441a.

Angle Intersectini,-
,,,,,,

trariale Speed,

Niter.! Circular Cone,

Intersecting Shafts., Tie

Angle or Parallel to

5 -

Hello _Circular, Angleorneth,

Non - Intersecting Shafts, iable

Speed

8, Wm.. Screw-thread like teeth,

Single to Quadruple Uad, Right

Angle NOn=Intersecting Shafts, Rig!).

Ratio Speed Reduction Driver

9,
jbmWheelr_ Circular, Spur-like,

Non-Intersecting Shafts at -flight

Any1e,4High-Ratio Speed Rededtion

Driven Unit

10, Pinio. Small Geared Unit, Atsh-

'4' ing4 h Urge Wheels *Aril&

(Not Driven)

11, fmoth-Cattin jDaa- 7 to' 10 re-

quireditems
ra

TO knowledgeably depict in standardized (ANSI)

draftingElinguage form items xxXVIV, CI 1-15

in Area Content Column at left,

In addition,_the_following item must hecome

first.haml_knowledge if drafting is tct,cor-,

rectly occur, coned-

2, Normal Tooth Cutting dbar Data:

4) Stet of teeth'

b) Otte Pitch

C) Masora Angle

d) Pitch Diameter

e) Circular thickness

f) *ale Depth

q) Working Depth

h) Chordal Addendui

i) Chordal thickness

3, Differences bethvent a) Involute and

b) Cyoloidal Curves

4 Use of Grants Involute Odonbograph

5, DifferenCiS in Basic Racks 14 1/20 Com-

posite and'.20P Stub Involute Systems

6, Key/Key-way Shift Application
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These improvemente could then be applied

to things such ass

1, Hebby-Shop, Metal aftlAbod Lathes

2, Hobby-Shop Ketanhaper _

3, Vacation Rome or Recreation Center

Ate: Pump

. 4, SOO for Ventillation Fans

5, Sere for Alternate Poker Generator

6, Saxe fOrAltistlie PO% NAP

adssion Unit for Positively- Con-

trolled Variable Speed/Power, etc,

ti

Also, to replace both Belt and Chain

Drive System where ssible and desir-

able, such as in: ,

1, Alternate Poker Generators

2, Pumps- Multi-Purpose

3, Stokers

4, Heavy-duty Exhaust Fans

5, Pressure Generators, etc,

Alsovto..fttber.us ed knowledge

for.theipropar,11 :',Use of- end corY.

rear nointenahoe ever day living
device _dependent Wiring for poker

transmission such as: ,

4iL

1, Automobiles

ittorcycles

.1, tits

4, Sewing Plachines

5, Lawn Makers

6 , Tractors

7 , Shineri

8; Oir Cutters

9, Can Opengs

10, Mixers, etc,



AREA CO\TENT

C. GEARING, cont'd

12, ANSI Required Dimensions

13 Notes- Local and General

14 Tooth Profile orko-layout

Detail Cross Section of Profi_ or

Profile Tooth Unit

C OUR 9G G.PA 012

I 111

X

Et

X

5
9

9
2

WORK
110101110111111MIMMININIIIIIIImmismill

Staalud Wing Terminology:

A) Pitch Circle Leed Angie

b) Pitch Diameter 11) Lead _RH,' LH

c) Addendum mm) Normal Pies-
,

d) Adde ircle sure

e) Dede um ' nn) Face Radius

f) Root Circle co) RIM Radius.

g) Root Diameter pp) Face

h) 14se Cricle qq) Throat Di;-,

I) Pressure Angle = meter

j) Circular Pitch rr) Center Dis-

k) Whole Depth tance

1) Working Depth ss) Spiral Angle

m) Clearance tt) Shaft Angle

n) Circular Thickness

o) Chordal Thickness

p) Chordal Addendum

q) 'Number of Teeth

r) Diametral Pitch. \

s) Pitch Angle

t)' Face

u) Face Angle

v) Mounting Distance

w) Root Angle

x) Crown Backing

y) Crown Height

x) Ratio

aa) Hub Diameter

16) Hub Projectimn

cc) Back Angle

dd) Pitch Apex-

ee) Mounting Distance

ff) Hole Length

gg) Limitloint Width

hid Wol-gdge Rad

ii) Back Lash

jj) Axial Pitch
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I, ARCHITECTURE: HISTORY OF

4;9

riq

A, PREHISTORIC PERIOD

1, Hunters and Fishermen

a) Rocks

b) Caves

2; Tillers of Soil

a) Huts.

1; Trees and brush

2, Leaves

3, Straw and,hiy%

4. .mud

5. Dung

3, Holds

a) Wanderers

b) Merchants - .early

c) Shepherds '

d) Narriors

e) Tents as shelter

1, Aninil ikini

2. Cloth

4, Motivators (Influencing Forces)

a) Weather__

b) Wild beasts

c) Hunan fOragi

x x

ti

A tholough knowledge of the prehistoric era of

tls history of architecture is essential,' .711's

to Ce understanding of what historically

follows as the evolvement of its historical

styles;

Architecture, In this light, becomeS Under-

standable as man's utilization of -any and_all

naturally evolved shelters suitable'for his

use, att, Caverns, rocks,

As man became mare social and less satisfied

with animal ,shelters, heirso-bacime-age

proficient; ge began developing tools,. -crude

but.usablei_thbreforei_man-made shelters

evolved; Still evident in many parts of the

world are huts; For these he used whatever

the area of-habitation provided. This era was

waollohed by the nomad and liktenti;

Throughout-all of-this timei_the major in-

stigatorsior_selflreservatiokwereLkeatheri

wildleasts, snakes and birds, and human

foraging;

Goals here mould be realistic, accepting the

present status_ quo as an established and known

base from Aid excursions for improvements

can occur, Therefore, the following are given:

Learning to: 1, Be Realistic

2; Be Practical

3, Be Ingenious

4; Develop 6resight

s.
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Ainowledge of prehistoric shelters can

ele useful whenever one is camping organ

forcedito take shorter for whatever -rear

sons, i.e. whip traxingl_huntingi_tIrrg-

agl or gardening_ and usudden downpour,

or a snowstorm, etO,. occurali Thus, the

following could be advantageous.,.

Learning WI; I. Make 444411.0

2, Identify Shelter Bated-
all- bought, brenvhef,

leaves, hagustraw,_
brush, clothing, stones

hoerds,_

3; Set It a Tint

4. Seek out Natural (Verhao

5; Seek out a_ Cave, Cavern

6. Seek outLAppropr

Tree

iate

7, Pr use-Wei Via

Exc. ting- Trench,Dug-

Out Su etc:

!lemma tamps, . using

stone,;

metals, plastics; cloth,
glass, etc,, aid mobile
structures. ,'

In short, emergency shelter necessities

when involved in out-of-door recreation,

The utilization_of early marklinCtional

shelter items, i.e. ideas, teOhniques,,

and/or keterials for preientday ippaim

use; 'FOr the Modern7day hoke over and

prospective buyer, thii could he familiar

iratioh with methods and mi- -

tort/Ili:a their relative success in

Orforkdng their allotted functions.

This, then to be used as a measuring

stick_for to'lag!g houses, constriction
materials, Methods. of building, fasten=

ing of building' ltemi, longevity of buil-

ding Materiels, 02eir composition, their'

effect on man, his ;irotectiOn trid toltort

etc.

/Specificfly, this colad, be _spelled-out

fonotdoml Icnowledge aboui things

such as:

Stone- kinds, strength, longevity,

appearance'

woods- kinds, strength, longevity,

appearance

3; !Marto -_, _compotition, _ippliCatiOrli

longevity, appearance ._

Roofing, composition, application,

longevity, appearance

Protection from weather
Protection from animal and inject

life)(ingi adequate _perimeter pro-

tectioii against infiltration of snaps,

rodents, _carpenter ants, bees, ter-

Mites,/ etc I )

Note: This is theme area in idu=

cation where adequate consumer

knowledge can occur re his houiing.

Also, the early identification of
career activities such as:

. Archeologists
1,cfrestrg Allied

Geologists

Research

Thysicists
Contractors; building/laniecape

7, Carpentry

Masonry

9. Recreation Shelters- building of

10, ,Wesmen for Auths, trailers,
building matexials, real estate,

etc;
11; Wildlife Management, etc;
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AREA CONTEN
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ilr

I. ARCHITECTURE: IISTORY OF, cont'd

(-6a

912

'15

5, Properly"Plen_

6; Accept Adversity

7; Improve Anything

8; Nbrk Cooperatively

). Accept Authority

10, Be Appreciative

11, Learn From Ilitory; etc;
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Fastening Agents- gravityi inter-
lock, pegs, regale, etc,
Effect cf_Geograity- hill valley;
plain, soil, miter level, etc,
Relative _Coisfort_berived -from

Structures Materials arid Pliewsint
Early Naradic_Exprierces Updated

el Applied to modern- trailers
tents, ;Graph amencial faclil-
beer ',both.: land, soap or air
travel, etc;

RELATED
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CONTENT
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I

GRADE

5
6 9

l' ARCHITECTURE,' HISTORY OFD cont'd

jot

flISTORICAL StYLES,.

1. Egyptian

2, West Asiatic

a) Plains of ,Tigre and Euphratea

b) Childia

c) Mesopotania

d) Babylon

a) Atlyria

f) Persia

g) Selevoid._

h) garacenic

`1) Jewish Influence

j) Phoenicians

3. 'Greek

4. Rpm

5. Early Christian'

6, Byzantine

7. Romanesque in Europe

a) Italian

b) French

c) Germ

X X

X X

X X

X X'

X X
X X
X X
X X

8. Gothic in Europe ry X

0) Engliih- Medieval

b) Scottish

c) Irish

d) French

e) Belgian and Dutch

f) German

g) Italian

h) Spanish

mOorish Influence: upon civilized marld X

of the time,

X

X

X

A comprehensive knowledge of this era afarchi

tecture ought to -be required for the serious

studentsvi,e,, future architects and archt-

tectural designers, It shOcild also be

studied_bg other students, not architecture-

paw; but with less 8444s.

Cvr_socalled modern- systems-find -their orb=

gins.ln.these_formelized architectural be-

ginningsio Any ii-depth study will show the

interrelationship of influences compatible

with all 'time eras, Theseiinfluencesrshould

be learned to use as practical (tools) in the

study and understanding of any architecture,

These are:.

1. Geograp y

2; Climate

3. Society

41 Geology

5. Religion

.6. History

7. tion

8. Techa logy (of the tire)

further_brealcdown once the above pea:eters

have isolated the structures into simple la-

plerents of construction mould be as follows:

1. Plans

2. Walls and Footings /Supports

3, OpeningS- Lintel Design Arches

4, RoOfs- Support, Spans

5, Coltimns/SUpport for

A; Mouldings _ _

7, Ornamentation
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A knowledge of the structures of the

historical era of architecture can be

bineficial for hobbyists making scaled

=les of structures for pare enjoymentAor

for gifts.

In anothir vein, a knowledge of applied

methods, techniques, practices, and

materials should considerably enhance any

camping, enforcedior pure enievable, This

by applying the above to:

1; materials

2, Post and Beam Technique

3, Lintel Technique

4; RaiSed flaring

5, Water control

6, Wall durability

7, Roofing re needs

8, "Prettying-up" esthetics

9; Heat source

10; Smoke removal

11, window coverage

12, Door_requirements

13; Waste processing

14; Light source, etc;

4.4

LIVI\C

The knowdedge_gained by a study of the

historical era_should_create better con-

sumers of houses; Building techniques,

methods and materials can better be

appraised as to their worth and function-

ality. Thus, an objective analysis can

be arrived at as to the_ contractors

plans, His work, and results...in like

manner any existing dwelling can be simi-

larly analyzed as to worthwhileness in

;art or in_whole, i.e., flooring,-foot-

ing, foundations, walls, ceilings,

roofing, partitions, opening framlnyi

chimneys, flathing, stairs, etc, as well

as decoration and design application.

Also, similarly a knowledge concerning

design and structure would provide the

required expertise to intilligently

purchase small-scale ;eriod housing,

furnishings (large or small), etc. for

child gifts or collectors items.

11!

RELATED

Some functional knowledge applications

to daily living could thus well bilt

1, 'Appreciation_of other cultures and

their products

2. Improved consumer knowledge im-

plementation

3, Awareness of architecture_for
-

geography re clinatei heatheriand

local "home,grown"productsi

4. Zoning- compatible neighborhood

Architecture;

Building codes- parameters of

building implementation re struc-

ture and safety

The historical styles architectual

period study can definitely inspire

as well as plant the seed future

growth in architecture-related areas,

Therefore, early career identifica-

tion is possible, and in fact, is

desirable in view of the length of

time too often required in gaining

essential expertise so as to be --use-

ful in our society. Such career

identification would be as follows:

1; Historians'

2, Architects

3, Architectural DeSigners

4, furniture and Cabinet De-

signers,and BUilderi

Contractors- general

Carpenters

Masons. _

Stone_Cutters

Painters- residential

Roofers

Climste Control

Electricians

Glazers

Surveyors

L-andscapers

Attiiti

MOdel Makers

SaleSten.

Deccratori

Prcduct Designers

Archeologists, etc.

6,

7,

8,

9.

10,

11,

12,

13.

15,

16.

17,

18,

/9,

20;

21,

22,
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AREA CONTENT

I. ARCHITECTURE; HISTORY OF, cont'd

I
B. illsroncAL sITYLES

10, Renaissance, Europe

a), Italian

b) French

c) German

d) 4Belgian/Dutch

e) Spanish

f) English

111 Mdern

A) English

b) %minions of England

c,)

d) itstern _Herrispherei other

e) European, Balance

f) Far Eastern, other

g) African

C. THE HON-HISTORICAL STYLES*

1, Indian (Far East, Original)

2; Chinese

3. Japanese

4. Indo-Chinese

5; Saracenic- Moorish Influence

a) Arabia

b) Persia

c) Syria

d) min
e) Turkey

f) India

6, Western Hemisphere (Pre 1800)

'a) Incas

b) Aztecs

* Bannister'

EVEL GOAL SONO 411.1110 41114.110

I

X

X

X

It

X

X

X

X

X X

X X
X X,

X X
X X
X X

X

5
9

X

2
WORK

These then, are the tools with which any com-

parative Analysis can be made This latter-is

vital for the htrld of Work, The use of these

tools leading to fast accurate applications

will assure sucmssful competitiveness in the

netketplace, Thus, the following should be'

nurtured:

1, Open-mindedness- Objectivity

2, Critical Thinking

3, Spatial Consciousness

4, Realism

5, Appreciation of Esthetics

6, Time ConscioUsness, etc,

Also, the knowledges, techhigues, and pro-

cesses as they mould apply to new materials

and their utilization,\,These would be)

1; Steels Knd' Alloys

2, Aluminum and Alloys

3, Plating, i.e., chrone, zinc, etc,

4. Riveting

5, Welding

6, Plaitici

7, Insulating Glass

8, Insulation.

9, Hey Ceramics

10; Spraying as in painting, plaster; stuccoi,

roofing, etc, _

11, Other new technological advances

The non-historical styles would be similarly

interpreted as are the hiitorical styles up to

but not including the Modern Unit, B-11, above,
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Also, the advent of new materials,

methols, and application technology and

its modern products i.oesented for worth-

while leisure-time use.

Applied ues of non-historhal styles in

Aserica could_result in planned vacation

trips to the lands of _the Incas, Aztecs,

orJueblos...the Grand Canyon, etc.

LIVI\C

6. Reelistate_taxes- house and

property evaluation

7i Health codes- toter use, sour73,

and waste disiosalq etc;

The advent of new technology affects

every-day living with its new products,

creations, and usages, A better in-

formed consumer would make better use of

the following:

1, Insulation application (good)

2, Rouse moisture content control

3, Inclusive climate control

4, Planhedipluabing

5. Newer electrical' circuitry and

fixtures

6. OrigInal_or new-insulation glass--

7; Respect_forecology_andmaintenance

8, Proper orientation and use of sun,

trees-fiend, etc,

,p, Framingiambers

10. hkilatil ceiling covering

11, Roofing

12; Cellar

13. Insect control

14, Landscaping proper growth in

proper placed etc-.

Applied use of non- historical- styles

knowledge_in daily living could lead to

utilization of Indian and early settler

products and practices, Le., hearing

121 1

RELATED

New. products and technologies could

lead to additional carearidentifi-

cation for students as follow:it

1. 1; Structure Engineering
2-, Steel Fliziatail
3, Steel Construction RC ers

4. Metallurgy

5, Chemistry

Composition Fabrication

Insulation Materials

8. Climate Control (New)

Solar Energy

10; Ecological Engineering

11, kInd Power

12, Garbage Red:motion, etc.

k
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CONTEN
GRADe

II
5 9

4', ARCHITECTURE-1' HISTORY OF; coned

r

NON-HISTORICIL STYLES.

6, Western Hemispherti coned

c) Pueblos

dr Early Settler Influences

1, Engliih

2, Dutch_

3; French

4, Spanish

D. CONTRIBUTING INFLUENCES

Weather

Wild Animili

Foraging Humans ,

Indigenous Etterials

a) stone

b) Clay

c) Lumber_ (trees)
d) Hay (gess)

e) Metal are and coal

5, Trade and Travel

6, Goverment

a) Transportation- land routes

b) Transpatation- waterways

c) Discovery and development of

navigation

7, Urbanization

4) Craftsmanship

b) Guilds

c) Fortifications for protection

X

X

x

X

It is essential -to have 9nme_knowledge of

these contributing influences to man's first

crude attempts at providing shelter,

The crudest of shelters have evolved into

Way's highly sophisticated dwellinge

plete with the latest of creature comforts,

If sufficiently affluent and if-money can buy

have_it-Alether-it-be-self,

lealization; or the realization of total_com-

forti.man_seekingever to improve his - state

will endeavor to- achieve this, This is non's

constant striving to improve his standard of

living,

This-kind-of history and thelestiltants should

be adaptable to today's world of work goals re-

garding architicpral_commdtment4_1(nokiedgei

methodsi_antmeans_for_imptovement ofresearchi

designi_mmufacturing of materialsi_their

prO6essing into products ever ore suitable for

construction and functional Otilizat.ion will

lead 'to whit Frahk,Lloyd Wright de,ned 46

Continued on page 174

;r4
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RECIRE4TIO\

Also, better out-of -doors living whe

camping via Indian practices.,iuse of/

tepee, 0)0 !kirk, etc,

The utilization of_knowledge gained from

the study of the "contributing influences"

could be adapted to lefsure-tire ac-

tivities 1.e., realizing the-impact of,

and the kinds and types of pressures ex-

erted upon man and his evolving sense of

shelter by the listed Di 1-8 items

(historically, that Is), such_things_as

purchasing and/or nekihy genuine hobby-

models to- scaled also, figures; dons,

maps, gapes, etc,, of a historical era.

This_knoWledge could be converted to

better, safer, and more comfortable

pinned travel and camping. Further

it could lead to a nvre responsible

son,..in view of.nan'sicountless, pas

blundersve.g., it could lead to better

and more cooperative driving, flying",
.

riding, etc.., where concern for others

was paramounti_t.g". in stopping at rest

stations, having_refresiments; checking

the car periodically 16 filling up,

checking ahead.as.to.road and_traffic

conditions, etc. could lead to honest.

Continued on pp 125

61)8

,LIVING RELATED'

Indian jewelryvusing Indio art forms...

Also, appreciation of early houses, i.e.,

Saltbox with Its low_wind resistance,

Gambrel .far better attic usagal_Barrack

Overhang for pore floor space, etc;

1

Theiapplication of knowledge derived via.

D0.1-8-1 influences to daily-life could

well improve it, i.e._deterrdne_what_in

the "influences" historically.affected..._

.man and his evolving shelter development

adVersely. Analyze this objectively_and

apply_the positive results averting -the

negative, fOr example, to surchase a

house in upper Vermont because one loves_

the,winter and its sports .seems ludicrous

if health factors as Sinusitis,'Arthritis

Frostbite, etc,11Mike_livippthere in

tolerably painful, If aidiCationwill

not_helpia more more moderate cligate

should he selected, Likewise, unless

heating -fuel is- plentiful and. affordable,

the_same_roderating choice should be__

Made,__The se:revels°, applies to.self-

sufficiency:VialaimrIng,,,to live on a

rock ledge atop a_mountain because of

the view, breathtaking or not, makes

little -sense if starvation_is_the out

come, particularly_when_access.right-of-

wayg,and stores are literally leagues

away,,,similarly-lbuilding in the

Continued on page 125

Please note that pages 31'4, and V

'of this unit, The HiStory of Archi-

tecture, have already covered this

area quite thoroughly, New career

identification for students would

be

1. MeteorologylAffliated.

Agric lture:Affilieted

3, Hunti g Affiliated

ig4. Fishi _Affiliated.

'5. Merchant Affiliated

6.. Medicine-Affiliated

7, Travel Agent

8, Air Travel

9, sand Travel

10, Sea Travel

11, Mechanical Services

12, Security Systems.

13, Ieligian

14, -LocksriiitNiv.
15; City lanning

16, PUbliC Service 1

17, Industrial Complex

18,_ Military

/9, Law Enforcement etc-.
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, , LEVEL ,, 'G GALS'
COURSE GRADE ,

,,,
,

:,

.

,

A CO\TENT 5

.

HISTORY OF) coat . .

,

ccnt'd _.

it :ship- oryenizel i eligion-
chrzchee 4A

eat:Of _ GoVernment- Rdling,Class,

to politicians
Industrial Revolution ,

Muketpiace- stores ,

Realdintial
Pfiblicr,bbilditigt- office buildi4s4

libraries schools, loading areas40
1

Cemettries- memorials .

and Peace ,

,

.

.

.
.

,
.

'4.11 4. ,

0 4-,

.

X

X

X

,

.X

X

X

,

,

Organic Architecture, ' MO would b-e a true

aid totally compatible gaging of rin AM
his iteede,w,ith nature vie the_site through "

his ditelliny; , The following are coiled;

. ,___,
;'' Appieciat'Ion of history a, a ,reearoh:

source-, ," ,

2, :Illiderstad how ti* contributing JA-

fiances hive effected architecture

,

,
(mih arid his, diselling),

, ._

7,1-e tO isiaikaisn's, needs to any of tba

, , contributing influeurm
e.--

Row to improve' mu through his envirce-

gi3t.i
i

.f,

, t
',', ,

.

,
.

.

.
,

.
..

.

,

. .
t.) 1 1

.

;

.

ARCLITI'ECItREi

,_

D, COMIBUTINOINFLptTS

7, Urbanization,

d)

e)

f)
g)

h)

i)

sj)
,

8; -,iiara
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LIVING RELATED

enjoyment and-no littering-of Tallboys or
pollution ITE tr 64 ax, fa! lisp, and ground
by hasty enforced Also drivin
tauld Wore courteous and defensive
With kinisii_pressures, etcp.Likewise,
camping could be race enjoyable in site
chaicei selection of metarials for shelter
corfolt. 01 security from _thieves, flood,
fire, axial life; coldvdarknOs, or
too -such sun and butt Then are but

sail _sampling of_the !Inflames" use,
Much can he dog, especially when all
eight of D, 1-8 items are applied,

e

vicinity of "Sportemns' Paradise" In-
evitAbly, results in armed incursions
by hunters, pros, and neophytes, fisher-
men -and pianicas, -This invited peace
of mind Cutters as_ivy,,as_dead cows,
horses, _and petsi eto,, aril frequent
property repairs even enforced hospital

vacatiousan essence, historical si-
tuations which have Influenced the de-
veloinent of architectere as a functional
Art/science' can indeed and do affect,

an in his dilly life historic-illy and
today. Some examples:

1. Security from weather extremes

2. Security from human_farafers
3. Security from unvanted_animal lift

4., Securiety hom high property tcces

Security from poor house con-
struction

6. acurity from improper building
inspection

7, Security from antifuted zoning
codes

8-, SecSecurity from unwanted hater
incursions

9. Security from unwanted per
black-outs, etc.

(Is



126 LEVELS-:
COURSE; GPADis

AREA CONTENT

II, CAREERS IN ARCHITECTURE

A, CORIOSITIOe OF ARCHITECT

1; Xatheitiatics

2. Physics

3, Geology/Chemistry

4i History:

5, Social Science

6, Literature/Report Writing

7a rim

8, Fine Arts

9, Design Drafting- depth of irk=

equal to college Mtjots in .11;1 81

and 9 and mil= strength in others,

B; TRAINING REQUIRED (PRESENTLY; 1980)

1; Method I

a) 5-6 years' of college

b) 3-4 pin of apprenticeship
c) AIA Licensihg Exam

2, Kethod II .

a) 2 Veers of tecimial school
b) 8 years of apprenticeship

c) ALA Licensing Exam

Method III

I) High School Drafting and Design

b) 10-12 years orapprenticeship

C) ALA Licensing Egam

CAREER RAMIFICATIONS

1, General Practicing Architect

2;_ _Specialist (kbrking for Lira)

Structuralist

X X

GOALS --
WORK

The ability to transrer abstract ideas into

visible language and then to a finishel
product involving many diversified talents

as per A, "Composition of Architect", 1-9.

Insight intonation in this uea of general

goals

Insight information to create intrinsic fro-

tivation for the long haul for those inter-
ested vaguely or inkiepth in this discipline

Of allied architicture for their ItridS of

Work, Fs
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RECREATION LIVING
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11111101111111111M111111111011011.

Where and whenever these areas oft Al.

"Composition of Atchitect", B1 "Training

cRequirida, and C, "Career Ramifications",

are applicable to the Porld of Recreation

for Mu involve in this activity.

RELATED

'For better consumers of thi products of
general architecture in their enlightemid

naiveness, understanding, evaluation,

and possible purchase of such products.

Career areintation hire is an out-
growth of the A through C items

listed in the major headings at the

extreme left of this double page.
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EVE

COURSE Guarg_

AREA CONTENT 11 DI

WORK .v

GOALS

CAREERS IN ARCHITECTVREi cont 'd

Cl(CkREER RAMIFICATIONS, cent d

b) Drafter

c) Dosigner

d) Specification and conditions

writers

e) Display artists/Wallets

D,

61.6

3, City ?Dinning

4; Industrial Design

5, Furniture Design

6; Interior Design

7, Landscape Architecture

8, Author/Teacher of Architecture

TYPES OF SOWINGS

1, General Residential:

A) Private houses

b) Ants
c) Condominiums

d) Town houses

I) Butels

g) Motels

h) Castles 7

i) Estate houses

2,

j) Ranches

RUnicipalt_

a) Hospitals

b) Libraries

c) Nuseuse

d) mesIrials/tombs

e) Towers

f) Government

g) Fire/police

A

X X

X X X TO have a knowledgeable understanding of the

Wide variety of 'buildings possible,

TO have an appreciation and understandingdf:

Research and evaluation of support

data for any building project,

2, The public relations/sales pitch

accompanying such endeavors.

3, The-legil and political ramifications

involved in such action,

4, The financial lmpl.icatons far those

concerned with such a project- Inclu-

ding the average date,

,5, The planning involved in -geAarating

ideas into-osterial_directions such

as drawings, specifications, nodels,

and general contract conditions,.

U1U
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LIVING, RELATED
sommi..ainipmommego.

To in sufficient knowledge concerning

any_of the building types S3 that this

will prove Useful in a recreation sense.

To develop fundamental attitudes bens-

ficialto the consumer in hisco-exist

with those who would change his neigh-

borhood, i,e,, to learn to lobby for or

against a plojeOti to learn whit his
legal rights are in possible land acqui-

sitions unfavorable to his life style,

etc;

Orientation to new careers here

would involve, any and everything

related to the first idea leading

to visible directions to structural

implementation to applied use to

the maintenance and repair of glich

projects from A to 2.

In edition, interest could be

generated En a wide variety of

related offshoot areas such as,

1, Total Alternate Energy

a) Solar

b) wind

c) Ocean

4) Strew 'Hydraulic)
e) "Whey?
f) Nuclear Fusion, etc,

2, Fozestry- total

3, Climate 'Control Ramifications

a) Ecological

b) Design

9f Ilectronice

(d) Plumbing/Resting

0) Carpentry, etc,

4, Surveying and related

5; Bridges. total

6. Roadways, etc,
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GOAL owl* dem.. 40Thm

AREA CONTENT

CAREERS IN ARCEITECITRE, cont'd

D. TYPI5S OF patDINGS-1 cont'd

04;4;

h) Prisons

1) Schools:

1) Sports ArensS

k) Thin *natio Tertinal

1) $000 Plantti.

m) Peking Terminals

3, Riligic6t2

a) Churches

b) Cathedrals

c) Synagogues

d) Temples

e) A00eYss

*Ode;

g) Shrines.

h) CMearl-et

1) Monasteries

4. Industrialt

a) Factories

b) Laboratories

c) Industrial Arks

d) Public Utilities

e) Waste Reclamation

5, Businesst

a) 'Stores

b) Restaurants

C) Garage /Parking service

d) Skyscrapers

e) Towers

Entertainment:

#) Auditoriums

b) sports Arenas

c) Theaters

d) Recreation Facilities

rOORDe GRADE:

WORK

X

Ths nethods of construction.

7; The materials of construction,

8i Ti u applied purpois nd foiltAibus of

such structures,

9, The i0ooth healing of landscaping scars

generated by any construction.

10, The- possible pedestrian and vehiculir

traffic pioblems created or resolved

by such structures,

11. The gain or loss of revenue for the

immediate community.

12. Fintlly; the smooth integration of

the project into the local community

demonstrated by the positive acceptance

of the project
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AREA CONTENT
...igemstigilsammiamosimminak

III. COMER ERCILL"TIOI/LEGILL AND FIVAXIAL

IMPLICATIONS

LEVEL:
COURSE GpAcm

A. PROTICITOR o CLIEWPAIID CONRINITY

B, SUETY DMIBIIITY OF WILDING

C. DECO AN APPEARANCE re: View, Site,

ard Lags:ape

D, PROTICTION 7R TBAXIAL MSS

E, COMACTCR surrrox &MAX:

F. TITLE SEARCH (In-depth)

1; Hidden Past

2, Dead_of Restrictions- Present,
Future

3, Rights of
di Vulnerability Of PrOpirtg

a) JOurneyein

b) Nichenic liens_

C) b1t Clain Deeds

CMISTRUCTION COPMACI'S

1, Rigid

2, flexible
3i Open End

4. SpeCificationa

p.

fIr

A

X

GO4S

II

anderstaiii the noel fdr;lind strcessfally
utilize toning is a means of assuring -the.
client that 1w i11 -4 goperlg cone

Strueted auit(4 to his ;2z:oda azsi

'which alzo arats _zoning find building staolards

established for that are.

The building inspectar often milisibid pito;

toots the owner, :contractor, loch l fOiiirn=

X 'Nat, : benki supplierei Id intritere, Nevi-
alit_ building practices, and 01:104nelip are

Utetials_are checked Fir tole,
livery" daring and an cosple-
tion of the building.

Titlesi_deks, Deeds of Restriction,
Rights of Way, at lianiara checked by lir-.
yes to protect :Mors, hovers. loan Oin .

cies, ad

Tr° bi knowlegeabl'i In_ti!_folloving_areu re-
lated to 64ot:sots-a __Advertisement for_bids,
1JOiqi instruction to 'bidders (by WWI'S)/
special cooditiont (By sections), meal COA-

(Mk= By sections), propou1s, 1bid hill fir
general construction contract, Bid XI, _tich=

Moil specifications (By sectioni), kirkitg
drawing data, copy of agreement, copy_of Far-
forsence W0 copy of Labor and Mattriai_Dorxii

copy of @saute of payment due, and any de
tails require beyond these items relative to'
specifics.



RECREATION LIVING

TO.ba able b0 succpsfully plan for back-

yard playgroure, municipal playgrounds,.

camp facilities, stadiums, eta,

:'ha backyard play area ray include swings,

sandboxes, horsehoe pits, vollcy ball,

tether ball, swincinglooll etc,

Municipal playgrounds include the above

licilitiei, provide- special facilities -for

scout camps; 4-8 Groups; handicapped, etcii

and ;midi room for_grokh,_ Some of the

000141 facilities are; boating, hiking,

saving, fishingi games, crafts, cooking,

irxisingr, and seasonal and post-seasonal

storage,

In all capes, lot sizes, contours, zone

restrictions, location of trees, rainfall,

and water level during wet and dry seasons,

are important,

To be abl utilize the World of Living

gals ford creational purposes, iiei,

that vacation-hideaway, skiing lodge, or,

whateveri that one has always wanted, The

sera Cl n.be applied to varying degrees to

other recreational purchases, etc.

The enlightened concurs in.plannihg

Imes should observe *id steps foliar-

ing an examination of size, needs,

aid _desires of a family. Fatd4lincoe;

CheiCeOf location, andidesignixreicon7

tiddted, Ft'ture needs_areanticipated,

A fataily!s_needs_change with the years,

but the Souse stays the same,

In later years, a. home that adequately

cared for a family offive or sir, may

be too much for an elderly couple to

afford and to niintain.

There are many professionals who can help

in a real estate _transactions the real7

tar who lists aM ;elisithe property, the

lawyer .who searches titleg and prepares

the purchase contractiithe surveyor who

166ites the property linesi the

1-eindihq institution_ iwhich- uppdies the

finances; The_enlighte buyer, under-.

standing -the intricacie of building,

construction, researching, and all its

legalities, would do well to consult

these people prior to making Any decision

to purchase.

Related careers yould includet

Lawyer

2, Sarveuor

3, ',Geologist

4, Landscaper

5, building Inspector

6, Loan and Property Appraiser
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LEVELS: GOAL

AREA CONTENT
GRADE2

immininiommailimmowilmignmil

III. CONSUNER PROTECTION, cant'd

E. SOIL CBARAOTERISTICS

1, Raring Samples

2, Drainage Saturtion

3, Termites

4; 2bp_S:i2"

5; Safe Load

6, Sail Removal

I. ZONING AND REsTRICrioNS

6

1, odil

i) Fill

b) Building Codes

c) 'Zoning requirermants

d) Utilities

e) Protection of established neigh-

borboodi

J, STATE (ay overlap local)

1. Fire arshal

2, Environmental Control

X

X X

11
WORK

To properly prepare any building site, there

Wit be landsciping_knowledys and skills to

Allow the engaging of obstacles such as un.--

wanted water (ponds, streams, or soil water

level), trees, underbrush, rocks, ravines,

etc- either to cave or rewvi them,

Required also are the knowledge and skills to

Properly rem" store, and later reapply

topsoii for proper landscaping.

In addition, knowledge and skilluto properly

utilize surveying and layout evipent and

techniquesi_iiei, building stakeout, batter

boardsillines, squares, 3445 method, tran-

sits, level, etc,, are re-Oil:cid,

Finally' knowledge and Skills relative to

varying soil and bearing chiracteristics_tre

essential, 1,0; differing footings, concrete

444, reinfortensntipuring, curing, Niter

proofing, functional drainage, and backfilling

xnowlodge,iflsanduzxferstanding of spk11-

cation of izoning and its SpeCifiCIS 410.

40;)citivzones govern: single flidlg,

nultiple fes4lgi conlominums, tour /*We,.

apartment bvildingsvehopping areas, COW-

cial areas, light And heavy industrial areas,

etc. Zoning may also caveriminimumsize_of

lotdiritilt Size of buildinglor lot size,

iiinirombuilding height, and minimum floor

ipaCeNithin declared historical areas,

even house styles ray be 11ctated,

Factors of safety, rights, sanititio4inid

waste disposal are also to be considered,

1,
t) 1



RECREATION LIVING RELATED

Where town sewage or to water is not

provided, it becomes necessary for the

new homeowner to be informed of costs

for septic fields and water wells,

In these days of chemical pollutioni'the

well-informed consumer would do well to

thoroughly investigate the area. Fre-

quently a few years after purchase of

a_house, the- community declares the

septic tank outmoded. It then. becomes

necessary for extra expenditures to be-

come part of a local sewage system,

In the Veldts ;late test will deter

mine Oil stability and ;soil settlement;

A density test -will =sure the soil's

=potion; Laboratory tests will de.

termine soil strength, plasticity, con-

press.ability, and liquid limit.

Againi, it itessential that there be the

understanding that the- safety of the

participant and the patron are the_resul s

of- regulations which coverplaygounds,i

likes, rivers, stadiumsood other re-

creetional gatkering_places,_ These guide -

lines -will -cover entrances, exits, sani-

tary facilities, safety-of construction,

fixe..pravention, and medical fiCilitiei

(in some areas). .-.

Related careers would include;

FounditiOn Contractors

Masons

Graders

4; Excavators

5. geologists

6. Soil and Water Analysts

These people play an important role

in feeding back information to the

consumer/buyer.

Exposure to careers such as:

1, Lighting Engineers

2 Climate Control Technicians

3, Yound Engineers, etc.

most skills may Le used to some

degree with some modification

in most of the areas of architecture.
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EA CONTENT

CONSUMER FROTECTION, coned

suit, caned

3, Water Rights
4. *iitation
S. Wit. Disposal (Resi dential and indus-

trial)
6, Regulations Regarding

a) Salmis
b) Hospitals
a) Pubila Buildingsletc.

X, PED211L

1, PM
2, HEW

3-, HUD

4, 12

5. FNMA, etc;

L, HTERNATIOML REGULATIONS

1, KLing
2. %temp
3, Air hssages
4, !1r*Lnv

5. Open tiM
6, Transportation
7. Border Encroachments

H, PRESSURE GROUPS

1, Minorities
2, OSHA

3, Midicare

4, Regional Planning and Historical Groups

vd4

LEVEL Si GOALS
CbtLaSe GRADB

WORK

X

X X

Where federal funds andfor _properties an

involved, restrictions of federal agencies
rrey over-ride gtate and 76cal laws,

*Os
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FECREATION1 LIVING RELATED

137

large-arels, mons encloseloir

pollution becomes a problem and therefore,

air_oleinsing hoilities_bedome necessaryi

Proper lighting an; heating come into

play here.

4.



138 LEVELS:

CONTENT

III; CONS ? PROTECTIONS cont'd

N. ONSTRUCTIDN

Building

d) 'Purpose

b) Site

o) Cost

d) Design.

a) Zocation

2, Contracts

a) Specifications

b) Drawings,

C) General Contractors

d) Sub-contractors

SiteCiei-dritzte

a) *Inge

b) Birth remve1

c) Earth disposal

d) Obstacle removal (rocks;

trees, etc.)

,/

0 INSPECTION

Punoh_Dist- Contractor/Buyer

Structure inspectiOn

34 Utilities.. _

di Certificate of Occupancy

5, Warranties

a) supplier

b) Manufacturer

c) Contractor

d) Se-contractors

COUP G RACHEE

GOALS -----

WORK

X

X x

o knowledgeably-understand' #6 tiChafiuiel'

-cklists, and data comparisons of visual__

and applied testing processes included in the

inspection of any Construction,- This results

in a normol_!Panchlisera_list of no* al

minor defects_which is submitted -to the

general contractor whose responsibility it is

;t0 correct them to the satisfaction of the

'hitt:tot, engineer' and the owner' Any

Wilding inspection normally results in a

"Certificate of Occupancy" stating only that

-the 1j-di-ding may be occupied Safely and-not

lrthat all is perfect.
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RECREATION LIVING LATED

EisentialIgt a combination of both the

marlds of Mork and Living.

So

To be Able to utilize the World_of iste

goals As enlightened commis: applica-

tion to OM problem areas dealing with

one's own dhillings, how, store, bui-

noes, etc,
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AREA CONTENT

LEVELS,
couRse GpADE

DI rz

III, CONSUMER PROTECTION, cont 'd

CI

P. CLOSING

1, Purpose

a) lb turn property over to new

owner

b) Assumption of mortgage and

responsibility for property

2, Costs

a) Legal fees

b) Taxes and tax stamps_

c) All banking closing fees

COALS.... MEMO

Narrantiss say be included which promise that

certain items will be free of defect for a

certain period of duo .neof these

warranties are provided tog the contractor;

soma by_the supplier, and some by the manu-

facturer.

To_complete)y anderstand_the_total implica-

tions and,full responsibilities aline

acceptance of_any ciosng, for_upon con- __

firmed correction, of all defects,_the_owner,

contractor, and respective lawyers meet, and

the, contractor releases his owners14 of the

property turning 'it over to the ohmer. Along

with ownership come releases of claims,

liens, and warranties and manuals,

The owner then accepts the project, pays the

contractor all that ip4due and thin the

contract is considered "closed", From here

on, the owner assumes all responsibilities

for the property_and_any expenses involved

in his part of the closing. Mong these ex-

penses might be taxes, legal fees, registra-

tion fees and stamps, and any 'required

mmtgage anl real estate taxes, Closing costs

may vary from a few hundred dollars to several

thousand dollars,



Essentially the same goals nppli here as

1 for the hbrld of Living;

The wall-informed consumer must be just

that! In addition to obtaining a good

title free from liens and easements.

Be mast` be aware of. Rights-of 4lay on

his propertgi Oranyt and he nest sone-

tines provide Woolf with title in-

sure= to protect himself financially

against any =bream contingenvies.

Be will also Moons with all

aspects of any warranties that he may

have received at the closingi

No new career exposures



i1 LEVELS
co... GRADE

AREA CONTENT 5%

IV; ARCHITECTURAL PUNNING FUNCTION

A; INTERIOR NOM PLANNING (Nest seller and

wind use)

1; Rest Area bedrooms /sleeping

2, kirk Area foodsi clothingi family

(old fashioned kitchen concept)

Living'Area living and dining

areas (foma) and front entry

Transitional Area halls, entrys,

stairs, bathroomi multi-functional

rooms

5, Built-ins all: areas and fOoms in-

clusive...special accent on areas

such as hills, entrys, and stairs for

maximal space use re multi-function.

hots: A hallway as a hallhay only is

too often westefill and inefficient

design, let; if otier functions can

be contained here as well, a parti-

cularly long ballhay_can normally be

defended and justified;

X X

X X

X

x

x

X

X

X

GOALS SEND 110 =MIMI

WORK

A thorough knowledge of the concepts of good

internal design is essential inithis unit.

These concepts are based on studies by the,

original land-grant agriculturalicolleges and

subsequently_ y the M.A. and the KitChe4

Appliance and Cabinet Concerns of the nation'

This, betheen the 30's through the 50's...

Essentially, this means_positive use of

solar energy in a functional manner as well 4

strategically placing the areas for best 61i3

and finition control and usage.

Since sleeping is done at n4ght, usually, sun

exposure, here, should be minimal. Thus, bed

room_ideally_should face northerly for_this-

geographic area?, This_autonatically provide

the cooler_ evening temperatures_necessary for
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will control the extreme cold by deflecting

the northerly winds above the house...this

odd also normally mean one end of the_hous

removed from the noise and activities of the

others.

le kitOen7centered or working area should

face easterly to receive early morning sun

onlv After 9:00 A.M. it's normally unbeara

for thesummer...afternoon sun is totally un

acceptable for this reason, particularly_whe

air conditioning-is not- desirable asa natar

solution to solar control ;.-.Also, apparently

early morning_sun_ikthis_aretagears to

provide a psychological lift for the day,

lllouqf & Home

tural Record)

2Applicable to

graphic area-

ctt...j...ArcteralForum- Architec

etc; pushed this in the 1950'

this general

most of North AhlafiCC,
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RECREalON
iwwwwimmomimmilimmumw

A knewlidge concerning living space plan"

fling is very helpful for those especially

charged with the responsibilitylor the

comfort and success of leisure-time

activities affecting others," for example

the planning aryl building of a summer

vacation basin the "ram0%.,Am4ng

stout proper orientation, functional

woad to room end aria layout 11 well

as use of proper matorialsi &J, will

hid to 1W 1eiigiiióifrtàh!e shel-

ter, ho it in the Wolst desert, moun-

teinside or the shore de lake, etc.

LIVING RELATED
Auwalrenommwspromenourkor~rommorwrolongimanamulnilliiivliMISMOMMOOmm

Thosi maximal use will be aide of solar

energy, existing idnds, trees, end shrubs,

people-needs, and desires, 48 11 41

terrain, etc.

Even in simple scoot bivouacking, A kblliw

ledge abouetheiproper use of deciduous

end coniferous Midge, existing breezes,

sun exposure ad snow control can lead po

A comfortable existence when necessary,

The ability to apply this trainingand

knowledge to dally-lifi existence cin

make living a joy, particularly when your

proposed builder/designer his had no

experience in the scientific approach to

functional house planning. Your exper-

tise plus his implementation will pro-

vide an excellent house,

Even an old, existing structure cam be

updated re better area layout, storage,

traffic flow, climate control-using

correct kliegs, creating functional

cornice owing, etc,

Career identification can definitely

be eaanced in this area fort

1, General Architecture

2, Architectural Designing

3, Architectural Research

4, Interior Decorating

5, Inlustrial_Design

6, Appliance Design

7, Cabinetry

8; general Plastics

9. Forestry

10, Solar .Energy

11, Bathroom-Fixture Design

12, ventillation

13, Climate Control

14, Ecology Engineering

15, Surveying, etc,
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COURSE GRADE

,AREA CONTENT vi
9

N. ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING ftINCTION, cent'd,

'r

B. LAM USE RELATIVE TO asE Isms

1 Zoning Requirements for residentiel,

business, in-dust-rill; etc;

2, Sow Requireamnts- private systems

preferred (public units are no

problem in drawing)

Bose Site Position Considerations:

a) Orientation

TO;09FaPhY

0) Chillers

d) Deciduous

e) view

f) Accessibility_

g) Child pIag,area

h) Outdoor living area

1) Flower and garden areas

I) Cutdeor recreational'area(general

k) Refuse storage area

Struotiull Details Residential

a) Exterior kells, nasonryllolid or

Meer

X X

WORK

rhi liVing area should have_ sun throughout .the

daylif possible; This is -the place -where most

of-tho waking hours are spent, _Therefore,

solar energy_should.bathe_this area. Deciduous

trees, shrubs, and large, cornice overhings will

control the summer min,. In the winter, thi

,absence of loves will enow the 16;,vr sun

rays to play on the South to Southkest

exposure windors_and,be passively collected as

well as to provide direct radiant heetbe the

interior.'

(

A wking knowledge of zoning requirements is

essential for proper and legal house pavement

on-site, Correct interpretation and under-

standing are vital in this endeavor,' toning

requirements often differ between communities

so clarification must be sought re:

1, Legal size of ploti_suivey required

Utilities, lie, electricity, telephone,

sewerage, rater sugdy, and gas supply

all relative to the house placement,

property lines, and other 'pipe syiitess

, pe type (styli) of War *Wail in

the areal one or multiple family, height

restrictions, external appearance, etc;

Souse Jaacesont on plots front yard,

side yards, rear yard- depths re

existing _property_ Tines

5; Legal access to site

Generally, such things are considetel

as: legalities, health, safety, service

esthetics, etc.
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RELATED

A _knowlsdge of coning shoultbe

Volta for any hobby enthusiast, be it
fresh air or idoW,.for example, too
such uolulterated volume- be it
Deetbavan, Miller, or Rock, or er1612usive

business zoning, vill engender legal
problems- indoors, or out;

Likewise, if out 'maturing' it with__
Thoreau,- and the urge strikes, there-
Oipiintihid_bitter not =be a stream ice,-
ityr to -tai -local iftisTaing area,- realth
official.- tide a dim view of this, In

the -same vein, any outhouse fora camp

zest _not_ leach_into_any_ptible %eta

_or be_closeuthtn 150 feet
any well miter_collector-, soy- the

odors from leaching trenches, when rain

has been plentiful, will have health
officials there pronto!

Certainly, a knowledge of proper site
usage to archittctural guidelines will

tly enhento whatever camping shelter
lig constructed,

QF

Neelless_to say, any kirid of *ming
knowledge will, if properly implesentedi

greatly enhance the jog of daily living

in one's own house amidst one's neigh-
lors...iie., In peace;

thy violation, such as those incurred
by recreatiorifsts, will bring even. fasb3r

aid generally more positive responses.

Cewerally, no property-line encroach=

meaty how, adze, or faunal form, is
permitted for long.

Also, a knowledge of ;Aster

septic system, fuel lines, will
mike for fewer financial problems for

oneself without ever encroaching on

anyone...

Sistilirly, any kfiowledge concerning

orientado, foliage control, tOpoz
graphy, recreation area-planning, view
enhancement, wind utilization, at n, will

vervsrh improve normal-daily, life.

J

z

,Further career identification

would merely reinforce the already
existing "'louse Pluning" Areas,
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ARCHITTTVRAI PLANNING FUNCTION, cont'd

COUPSE GRAD-E

WORK

5.. Residential Struptufing component, cont'd

9) Aluminum

corrugated

sheet's_

10) Terne !fetal (Copper, Steel, Lead,

w) he! Siding/shingles/boardS

1) Itorli plyscord, TG boards

2) Composition board, panels

3) Vetalp_Aluminum; Steel, Parcel

4) Plastic

5) Asphalt_ .

6) riberboare, 61sbestos/cenrnt)

x) Fenestration

1) DoUble hung

2) Sliding

3) Casement

4) Hopper

Awning

6) Storm sash

7) Thernal units

y) Doors- external- nternal/fire

-1) Flush'

2) Panel

3) Mood

'4) Metal

5) Plastic

ti

Dry Nall/plaster

A I',

)1 aa) Finish carpentry

bb) Hardware- rough ate finish
ti-
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EA CONTENT

LEVELS:
COLAZ- GRADE

fue"0.y

L

IV. ARCEITECTMAL PLANNING FUNCTION, cont'd

6,
Utilities/qctulno4lectrical

a) Electrical

1) Service_

2) Eduse circuits

3) Heating units_

4) Forced exhaust units

5) Air conditioning

b) hydraulic (Public service to fOun=

dation shut off)

c) Plumbing/Metals

1) Rater supply systep- internal

2) Waste removal system-vents, fix-

tures to foundation wall

3) Exterior sehage system- septic/

TI leaching

4) Venting'

5) Plithing

6) Gutterspleaders, drywell

7) Heating- ducting/boilers

d) Heating, COoling (Climate Control)

1) , 'Systems. radiantConvection

1, FcTCedihOt Alt

Sot_hater

iii eam

iv, Radiant-121.

6) En

1)

2) Oil .

3) C014

4) hboC,4

OAL.

11

ORK
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COURSG GRADE

0\TENT

N, ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING FUNCTION; cantle!

7, CommunicatiOn

a) T Ihone

b) Poor bells

c) Intercoms

d) TV/radio

e) Alarms

f) Regulators

9) COmputers

h) teletype

8, Insulation

a) Types:

. _

I) Reflective

2) Blanket

3) Betts

4) LOCSO fill,

5) Rigid/Pihil

6) FOAM

1) Beat control

2) Noise control.

3) Moisture control

9, Interior Wall SUrfices

A) Fi 2ed

b) Sitrable

c) Divider

d) Mterlalst

4), ,

1) Plaster Pet Well

2) Dry tall

1. Gypsum

X X

X
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AIWA CO\TE\T
COUROG GRADE

WORK
E. El

5i-

g
I.

IT.

v!

ARCHITECTURAL PLANNING FUNCTION; cont'd

9; Interior Wait Surfaces; cont'd

ii; Wood_

iii; Glass__

iv; Plasti6

Vi Fabric_

vii Tile, etc;

10; Interior Ceiling Surfaces

a) Direct

b) Hung .

c) Cathedral

d) Materials as above i-iv

Flooring Surfaces

. ,

.a) Concrete

b) Terrazo7Ceram1C tiling ,

0 Sete
(1) Metal

.,4

e) kbeid
,:

f) PaitiC; tile /rolled

g) Rather- tile/ rolled

h) Lihaleum- the /roiled

1))' Carpeting, etc._

.

. Trim ,

.

a) windows ,

,

b) LOOTS ' ,.

; )

c) Baseboard c

.

Ceilingelliig ,

X

X

x

X

x

X

X

,

X

.

.

k ,

.

, .

4' A
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ARCUITBCTURALTLANNING FUNCTION; cont'd

12; Trim, cont'd

e) :Stairs

) Wainscotting

g) Fireplace

h) abokcases

i) Closets, etc.

13,, !Ifni-shin-5r

a) Plaster- smooth/twirl

tO Wall paper/cloth

c) Paints

Stains

e) Shellac

f) Varnishes

Nax

h) OLB, etc.

14, Accessories

i) CabinetS

b) Counters
r.)

) .Storage facilit16

X

X

X

X
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Noterr ,..roromdrpurroom. ,rimormer11,11111.,4420L 41,01111011,111_11#,IPMUI War,, .' r I I dfle . .1.,.41 , v.,. I .

cc(..)

'CONTENT
..t......

11
:1

ARCEITECTURAL PLANNING FUNCTION, coped .

14. Accessoriai cont'd.

d) Fixtures

1) idulAlxing

2) tightin

15. Undraping

a) Grading

b) Exterior lighting

c) Gardens

d) "Pools

N
e) Driveheylwallcs

f) FezrIng

g) Play aixl oak areas

h) Patio

i) 7e.g all shrubs

j) Lawns, etc,
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V. ARCHITECTURAL DRAWING FUNCTION

A, DRAKE mast

I; Ekttchls

Preliminary 'Drawings

3, math Computations:

0) Arthimetical

b) bbles

c) Vectoring

d) 'llorographical

a) Contoured top-survey blot

1)) Floor plans

c) Elevations

d) Details- construction and design

loadit

e) Details- electroriclanicali

plumbing systems

5; Display Drawings

6. Contract Documents

a) Agreements

b) General conditions

c) Specifications

r11 ra

X

A thorough understanding ofi_and_the 0144

to draft all_directionsto workers of the

Wilding professions:le essential, Other

than the tasks of fundamental drafting, these

are the ability to take;

Sketchings, ideas, roughing-out, pro-

blem solving, free-hand art

2, Ftelimdnary- usually 1/8 inob-scale_

drawing notations -and sketches in semi-

finishea_formi__Tottl assembly of all

roomsulalls, storage, etc,, in terms

of shape, styling, zoning, gientation,

services, and costs,, spatial relations,

Maths calculations for weight Wring,

thvber and footing' sizes, distance_

spanning, live and dud loading, soil-

support capabilities, wind and snow

4. Orking draWings a 1/4 scale, if

possibleo'i_Aisifor finegs040,detail

required-by-A,I.L for-proiesslonil

work. All draidngs,41ans, ilakationsi

and details must.bilully.dimensionadi

schedules and symbology- given;-- A_ con -

toured topographical-sum plot plan

should be_included. Math calculations;

Nbatecthree, above, should be linear!.

ized into all details deemed essential

for_clarUlcaticm of _drawings, The

'cniote plezingrelectrical, and

climate control details should also be

inclUded,



The ability_toput ideas on paper in

acceptable drafting form is mast bene-

ficial fOr_eny recreation_enthotiasta

Wticolarly architecturally, any

eitutions can he wired before they

lavaa 7hlinesi TM krewledge atel the
ability to implement same is a major

boon for the camp director who met reno-

vate, fotthe potential recreation area

onager iho must Luild on a new, sites for

the. scout sister iho mast prepare for

any g,

ObviOusly,having proven architectural

drafting abilities Will Mike the home-

owner mush mare independent-of most

pressures thit can be engendered by

daily -life, for elasplei the repair of

the" oof,_replacement of existing gir

liersAmder_seldom used_hedroomnow_that

mother will be moving in, strengthen-

ing bearing partition for new attic
Mai deo

hi/construction, of courser leaves one

fir ahead any way one views it, legally,

',financially, esthetically, comfort-

wise, etc;

4

Here too, further career identifi-

cation mould merely reinforce the

already existing "House Planning'

areas,
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CONTENT
I 11 III

COORSE apACHE

V; ARCHITMAL DRAWING ?RCM, cont'd

. 1Z)DEL AXING PEASE

I, Mal fieussi 1/4 inch scale

a) Exterior complete

h)
0) With Of without detachable roof.

to shm covlete furnishings

2, writing Area sxlel in 3/4 inch scale,
fldly Furnished

a) Fodi area (old kitchen)...

ramily area told breakfast nook-

original teadlglitchen)

c) Clothlnyina. (old laundry plus

se0ingcenter)
d) tear entrarte (112d room, cellar

stairs, rear Closet)
0 Ander room in rear entrance area

(desirable)

I o

X X

X X

4.7211117,144.94r

.5; Display drawing_techniques_are.Adtal,\

One_and_tm-point perspective (later

three-point) nmst be learned; Ron.

ditioning stold also beimostered ip

pencil,. charcoali,colored

Inks' and ,brush,a4d'air-brushi if at

all possible.

Thilopid eatertele dell1acwith-the

written contracts, ite.opeemeatv__

general_conditiormiAnd_specificatIonsi

shomId..be_learnedi preferably using' the
Aii,A,'Short Revised Forms.

gene, the ability to reiverchutake
cogent notes, and type are essential,

Ft

sinve arcidOgturil igd4s -ate ratt_tolla
plofestion, studentn should become adept

at planning -eel building thee Things to be

Stressed area
a

1; Crit cal -thinking

2. 4ati :relations

3. on iti

4, Neatness

5, Precision
6; Proper planning

7, Proper use of:

a) rules
hi *rads
C) squares

) skill knives

10 band saw
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The knowledge and ability to create archi-

tectural models can be most helpful,

particularly where the sheer joy of crea-

tIQn for gifts in concerned, for example,

mikagra sailed dell use for someone,

or a version of the new house to be for

one's offspring, or a replica of am abode

associated with fond meavries, etc.

Especially, where perception is .lacking,

this kind of crystallization can do, voni.

dais in selling a project, for example

the new scout camp cabin for the girls'

troop, or the new kitchen area wing for

sister!s present house, or the garage

extension, etc,

LIVING
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RELATED

rho, same objectives of recreation re

model building architicturally apply

herel_but mare so, This Is a day by

dig living situation- not once every

three months, or when_the_hobbyispirit

strikes. This is demand performance

produce or pay to have it done if model

it mast be.

c

Again, the already identified

"Mouse Planning" careers remain,

but with the addition oft

4; Model Materials Manufacturer

2 Doll use Maker

3, Residential Model Maker

4, Internal Architectural Model

ing

5, Toy Model Maker

6, Appliance Mehl Maker

7, Furniture Model Maker

8 Fixture model maker, etc,
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AKIIITECTVRAI DRAWING FUNCTION? cont'd
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1) sander

g) electric drill
h) fast zing agents
i) color/painting
j) mterials

ICnowledge of landscaping

9. Sisvlation of proper notaries
10. Honesty in deatfin

11. Good function/form
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